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SUMMARY
Terrestrial animals encounter natural surfaces which comprise materials that can
yield and flow such as sand, rubble, and debris, yet appear to nimbly walk, run, crawl, or
climb across them with great ease. In contrast, man-made devices on wheels and treads
suffer large performance loss on these surfaces. Legged locomotion thus provides an excel-
lent source of inspiration for creating devices of increased locomotor capabilities on natural
surfaces. While principles of legged locomotion on solid ground have been discovered, the
mechanisms by which legged animals move on yielding/flowing surfaces remain poorly un-
derstood, largely due to the lack of fundamental understanding of the complex interactions
of body/limbs with these substrates on the level of the Navier-Stokes Equations for fluids.
Granular media (e.g., sand) provide a promising model substrate for discovering the princi-
ples of legged locomotion on yielding/flowing surfaces, because they can display solid- and
fluid-like behaviors, are directly relevant for many desert-dwelling animals, can be repeat-
ably and precisely controlled, and the intrusion force laws can be determined empirically.
In this dissertation, we created laboratory devices to prepare granular media in well-
controlled states, and integrated biological, robotic, and physics studies to discover prin-
ciples of legged locomotion on granular media. For both animals and bio-inspired robots,
legged locomotion on granular surfaces must be achieved by limb intrusion to generate suf-
ficient vertical ground reaction force (lift) to balance body weight and inertial force. When
limb intrusion was slow (speed < 0.5 m/s), granular forces were independent of intrusion
speed (dominated by grain-grain and grain-intruder friction) and generally increased with
intrusion depth (due to granular hydrostatic pressure). Locomotor performance (speed)
depended sensitively on limb kinematics, limb morphology, and the strength of the granular
media, which together determined vertical force balance (or lack thereof). Based on these
findings, we developed a granular resistive force theory in the sagittal plane as a general









Figure 1: Terrestrial animals move nimbly on complex natural substrates. (A) A horse
galloping on loose soil. (B) A husky hopping on thick snow. (C) A mountain goat descending
a sheer rock wall to lick exposed salt. (D) A cockroach climbing over a pile of leaf litter.
(E) A basilisk lizard running on the surface of water. Images courtesy of (A) Wojtek
Kwiatkowski, (B) shutterstock.com, (C) National Geographic, (D)Daniel I. Goldman, and
(E) National Geographic.
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The natural surfaces that terrestrial animals encounter in the wild are often highly
complicated [1, 2]. They are often uneven [3, 4], inclined [5], and dispersed [6], and comprise
heterogeneous materials like dirt, mud, sand, rubble, snow, and debris, which display various
elastic [7, 8] and damping [9] properties. In particular, these materials can often yield and
flow during footsteps and display both solid- and fluid-like properties [10], and thus present
great locomotor challenges. Terrestrial animals encounter such surfaces on a daily basis yet
appear to nimbly walk, run, jump, crawl, or climb across them with ease [1, 2] (Fig. 1).
A B
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Figure 2: The Mars rover Spirit stuck in soft, loose Martian soil. (A) Artist’s concept
of the rover on Mars. (B) Spirit’s wheel stuck in soft, loose Martian soil. (C) NASA’s
scientists and engineers working hard to free a copy of Spirit stuck in Mars soil simulant in
the laboratory. Images courtesy of NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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In contrast, while wheeled and treaded vehicles demonstrate excellent locomotor per-
formance and low cost of transport on rigid or close-to-rigid grounds like paved roads and
hard-packed soil, the mobility of most man-made terrestrial devices is still generally poor to
non-existent on natural surfaces, particularly substrates that can yield and flow (hereafter
referred to as yielding/flowing substrates) like mud and sand [11]. An excellent example
is NASA’s Mars rover Spirit, which is permanently stuck in soft, loose Martian soil [12]
(Fig. 2).
Legged locomotion therefore provides an excellent source of inspiration for creating engi-
neering devices that have increased locomotor capabilities on natural surfaces. A frontier in




Figure 3: Principles of legged locomotion on solid surfaces gained from biological studies
provides inspiration for legged robotics. (A) The American cockroach Periplaneta Ameri-
cana. (B) The Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model for running and hopping.
(C) The RHex robot. Reproduced from [13].
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to robotic design [14]. For example, the discovery of spring-mass like bouncing dynamics
in cockroaches and other legged animals has inspired a class of legged robots, the Robot
Hexapod (RHex) (∼ 0.5 m long), which uses compliant, c-shaped legs and an alternating
tripod gait to bounce rapidly (∼ 1 bodylength/s) on solid ground and even some rugged
off-road terrain like hard compact soil [15] (Fig. 3). Similar to the improvements of air-
planes and submarines aided by a comprehensive knowledge of hydrodynamics, a principled
understanding of legged locomotion on complex natural surfaces promises to accelerate the
creation of legged devices capable of traversing natural terrain.
While principles of legged locomotion have been discovered by studying model organ-
isms walking and running on rigid, level, flat, non-slip surfaces such as treadmills and
running tracks, the mechanisms by which terrestrial animals locomote on natural surfaces
remain poorly understood [1, 2]. In addition to the complication presented by the highly
A
B
Figure 4: Forces during locomotion in Newtonian fluids can in principle be obtained by
solving Navier-Stokes Equations. (A) Aerodynamic forces created by a fruit fly wing during
hovering flight measured on a dynamically scaled model insect. Diagram on the right shows
wing motion (black) and the total aerodynamic force (red) generated throughout the stroke.
(B) Reconstruction of vortex wake behind a swimming fish. As the tail sweeps back and
forth, it creates a series of alternating vortices. Each stroke of the fin creates a single
donut-shaped vortex that is linked to the vortices of previous strokes. Reproduced from [2].
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complex, many degree-of-freedom nervous and musculoskeletal systems of an animal [16],
a major challenge in locomotion studies has been to gain principled understanding how
animals’s bodies and limbs interact with the complex surrounding environment [2]. Recent
studies of terrestrial locomotion have begun to investigate surfaces that are elastic [7, 8],
damped [9], inclined [5], uneven [3, 4], or dispersed [6]; however, the possible complication
of substrate yielding and flow has been largely neglected (but see [17, 18, 19, 20]). Unlike for
flight and swimming where complex interaction can in principle be understood by solving
Navier-Stokes Equations in the presence of moving boundary conditions [21] (Fig. 4), no
fundamental theory yet exists to describe the interactions between the complex interaction
of the body and limbs of legged locomotors with yielding/flowing substrates.
Granular media provide a promising model substrate for studying and revealing prin-
ciples of legged locomotion on yielding/flowing substrates. Granular media (e.g., sand),
1 cm
Figure 5: A model substrate–granular media. Image courtesy of Sean O’Flaherty.
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Figure 6: Solid- and fluid-like behavior of granular media. (A) A pile of granular medium
(mustard seeds) that is tilted to an angle lower than the angle of repose. (B) The same
pile after the slope has been increased slightly to create an avalanche. Note that the flow
occurs only along the surface and that the seeds deeper within the pile remain stationary.
Modified from [22].
generically defined as collections of discrete particles that interact through dissipative, re-
pulsive contact forces [22] (Fig. 5), are representative of such substrates because forced
granular media remain solid below the yield stress, but can flow like a fluid when the yield
stress is exceeded [10] (Fig. 6). At the same time, granular materials like sand are relatively
homogeneous compared to other natural materials and are simple enough that fundamental
understanding of the collective physics may be achieved through interplay of experiment
and theory [10, 22, 23]. In addition, granular media are readily and precisely controlled by
setting the volume fraction (i.e., packing fraction) [24] to mimic natural surfaces of various
strengths which animals encounter in nature. Furthermore, the study of legged locomo-
tion on granular media is directly relevant for a large variety of desert-dwelling animals
ranging including insects, arachnids, reptiles, and mammals (Fig. 7). Deserts, common
in nature and occupying a significant portion of the land surface on Earth [25, 26], con-
sist largely of granular media. Many desert-dwelling animals such as insects, arachinds,
reptiles, and mammals must contend with granular media like sand and gravel on a daily




Figure 7: Granular media are relevant to many desert-dwelling legged animals. (A) Map of
the world’s desert regions (black). Reproduced from [26]. (B) Examples of desert-dwelling
legged animals, including insects, arachnids, reptiles, and mammals (clockwise). Images
courtesy of Moongateclimber, Tim Flash, Garwin Kim Sing, and itsnature.org (clockwise).
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In this dissertation, we use granular media as a model substrate for yielding/flowing
substrates, and integrate biological, robotic, and physics studies to discover principles of
legged locomotion on granular media (Fig. 8). We create laboratory devices to prepare
granular media in well-controlled states (yellow box). We study biological organisms (red
box) and bio-inspired legged robots (blue box) moving on these substrates to reveal relevant
physics of forces during legged locomotion on granular media (blue arrows). We study the
physics of forces (green box) in granular media to reveal mechanisms of effective legged
locomotion (or lack thereof) on these surfaces (red arrows). These studies result in predictive
models which describe the complex interactions (gray arrows) of limb/foot with granular
media and capture locomotion performance. Such models are leading us towards a principled
understanding of legged locomotion on natural surfaces that can yield and flow. The design
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Figure 8: Overview of the objective, approach, and outcome of this dissertation.
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principles from such studies promise to accelerate the development of the next generation
legged robots capable of traversing multiple terrains.
Within this framework, Chapters II–VII are categorized into:
• Biological studies: Chapters II and III.
• Robotic studies: Chapters IV, V, and VI.
• Physics studies: Portions of Chapters II–V, and Chapter VII.
In the following sections of this Chapter, we review previous work and describe experi-
mental techniques that provide the scientific and technical basis of this dissertation.
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1.2 Legged locomotion in biological organisms
1.2.1 Walking and running
Walking and running (among others) are two basic gaits (the pattern of limb movement
during locomotion) for most legged animals. Studies of model animals in controlled, sim-
plified laboratory conditions on rigid, level, flat, and non-slip ground (i.e., solid ground),
such as treadmills and running tracks, have revealed the fundamental mechanics of walking
and running. Walking can be modeled as an “inverted pendulum”, in which the animal
body (represented by the center of mass) vaults over a rigid leg during each step (Fig. 9A).
Running can be modeled as a spring-mass system (or “Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum”,
SLIP), in which the animal body (represented by the center of mass) bounces like a pogo
stick on the compliant leg (represented by a spring) during each step (Fig. 9B). In both
cases, the foot exerts point contact on the solid ground.
BA
Figure 9: The simplest models for walking and running. (A) The Inverted Pendulum
model for walking. (B) The Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model for running.
Reproduced from [2].
Both the inverted pendulum and the SLIP indicate that walking and running gaits are
energetically efficient and do not require energy input. For walking, the kinetic energy and
gravitational potential energy of the center of mass interchange; for running, the mechanical
10
energy (kinetic plus gravitational potential energy) of the center of mass interchanges with
elastic energy of the leg spring. In these models, the spring-mass system and the interaction
with the solid ground are perfectly elastic and do not dissipate energy; thus no net work is
performed.
However, in the natural world, as animals move across complex surfaces, energy is
dissipated both within the body and limbs [32] and to the environment [1]. Thus mechanisms
to minimize energy loss during locomotion can be important. For example, the limbs of
many organisms possess elastic elements such as tendons and ligaments (most notably,
the ankle extensor tendons in the lower leg) that can function as springs during rapid
locomotion to save energy [33]. Furthermore, different limb-ground interaction strategies
may be utilized depending on the dissipative properties of the substrate to minimize energy
loss.
Figure 10: Walk-to-run transition in legged animals on solid surfaces. Stride frequency of
mouse, rat, dogs, and horse as a function of speed. The relation between speed and stride
frequency changes from gait to gait. The trot-gallop transition is marked with a circle.
Reproduced from [34].
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In many legged animals, as speed increases, gait changes from walking to trotting to
galloping on solid surfaces (Fig. 10). During a walk or a trot, stride frequency increases
approximately linearly with speed although the slope is larger for trotting [34]. Over the
range of walking and trotting, higher speed is achieved by increasing stride frequency and
stride length together. However, during a gallop (i.e., running) as speed increases, stride
frequency remains almost unchanged (i.e., maximal sustained stride frequency, which is
constraint by the physiology of the animal), and increased stride length is the dominant


































































Figure 11: Gait parameters during walk-to-run transitions. (A) Stride frequency, (B) stride
length, and (C) duty factor as a function of speed in ghost crabs (left) and ostriches (right).
Modified from [35, 36].
Fig. 11 shows stride frequency f , stride length λ, and duty factor D as a function of
speed v on solid surfaces for two model animals, ghost crab and ostriches [35, 36]. The
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sub-linear increase of f with v (i.e., super-linear increase of v with f) is also observed
(Fig. 11A). Because λ increases approximately linearly with v as λ = kv+ b (Fig. 11B) and
v = λf , v = bf1−kf . Since
1
1−kf increases with f , v increases super-linearly with f (or f
increases sub-linearly with v). Duty factor usually decreases from above 0.5 to below 0.5 as
gait changes from walking to running (Fig. 11C).
1.2.2 Templates and anchors
Animal locomotion results from complex, high-dimensional, nonlinear, dynamically cou-
pled interactions between an organism, which has highly complex, many degree-of-freedom
nervous and musculoskeletal systems, and its complicated environment [16, 2]. The sim-
plest models (also known as “templates” [16]) of legged locomotion such as the Inverted
Pendulum and the SLIP were identified by constraining locomotion on solid surfaces and
trimming away the complexity of the animal (e.g., joints, muscles, and neurons) [16] (Fig. 12,
Figure 12: Templates and anchors of legged locomotion. A template is a pattern that
describes and predicts the behavior of the body in pursuit of a goal. It serves as a guide
or target for the control of locomotion. An anchor is a more realistic model fixed firmly or
grounded in the morphology and physiology of an animal. It adds degrees of freedom to
better represent the animal of interest such. Modified from [16].
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downward arrow).
However, a template does not reveal the mechanisms of how an animal’s nervous and
musculoskeletal systems operate and interact with its environment to achieve the template
behavior (or lack thereof). It is crucial to create more realistic, elaborate models (also known
as “anchors” [16]) which incorporate the morphology and physiology of an animal, but at
the same time display the general behaviors captured by the corresponding templates [16]
(Fig. 12, upward arrow). For example, while the SLIP model predicts that an animal could
run with no energy input, in animals running on natural surfaces, energy is dissipated both
within the body and limbs [32] and to the environment [1]. Only part of the required
mechanical energy can be saved by elastic stretch and recoil of tendons and ligaments [33].
Similarly, to understand the mechanisms of effective locomotion on natural surfaces,
it is critical to add the complexity of natural surfaces. In this spirit, recent laboratory
experiments have begun to reveal the mechanisms of running on non-solid surfaces, including
surfaces that are elastic [7, 8], damped [9], inclined [5], or uneven [3, 4]; surfaces with few
footholds [6]; and the surface of water [19, 20]. While spring-mass-like CoM motion is
observed only in some of these studies [7, 9, 8], a common finding is that on non-solid
Slow Rapid
Figure 13: Neural and mechanical aspects of locomotion control. Both sensory feedback
from the nervous system and mechanical feedback from the musculoskeletal system play a
role in locomotion control. The nervous system processes the sensory feedback (light blue)
and modifies the motor commands (dark blue). In parallel, viscoelastic mechanical preflexes
(red) of the musculoskeletal system act rapidly to resist perturbations. Sensory feedback
is dominant during slow running (left); mechanical feedback becomes important as running
becomes faster (right). Modified from [2].
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surfaces animal’s limbs do not necessarily behave like springs to save energy. In addition,
these studies suggest that both the active control of body and limb movement through the
animal’s neural system, and the passive mechanical responses of the animal’s viscoelastic
limbs and feet with the environment, play important roles in the control of rapid terrestrial
locomotion [16, 2, 37] (Fig. 13). In particular, to understand how terrestrial animals move
on yielding/flowing substrates like granular media, it is important to create models of foot-
ground interaction that incorporate not only the morphology and physiology of an animal,






Figure 14: A zebra-tailed lizard sitting on a granular surface in the wild. Photo courtesy
of Thomas C. Brennan.
The zebra-tailed lizard (Callisaurus draconoides, SVL ∼ 10 cm, mass ∼ 10 g, Fig. 14)
provides an excellent model animal for studying the mechanics of running on natural sur-
faces, because of its high locomotor performance over diverse terrain. It is the fastest
running lizard among desert lizards of similar size [38] (Fig. 15). As a desert generalist,
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this lizard lives in a large range of desert habitats including flat land, washes, and sand
dunes [39, 40], and encounters a great variety of substrates ranging from rocks, gravel,
closely-packed coarse sand, and loosely-packed fine sand [41, 40]. Although these sub-
strates can range from solid surfaces to yielding/flowing substrates, the zebra-tailed lizard
can achieve high running speeds of up to ∼ 4 m/s (∼ 50 bl/s) both on solid (treadmill [38])
and on granular (in the wild [42]) surfaces. It was also observed in the field that the zebra-
tailed lizard’s maximal acceleration and running speed do not differ significantly when the
substrate changes from coarse wash sand to fine dune sand [40]. Previous studies found that
two other species of lizards run like a spring-mass system (pogo stick) on solid surfaces [43];
however, it is not clear whether this is true on granular surfaces.
Of particular interest is whether and how the zebra-tailed lizard’s large, elongate hind
foot contributes to its high locomotor capacity. In addition to a slim body, a long, tapering
tail, and slender legs, the zebra-tailed lizard has an extremely large, elongate hind foot,















Figure 15: Zebra-tailed lizard and its closely-related desert lizards. (A) Phylogeny of five
closely-related desert lizards. The zebra-tailed lizard is in the middle. Modified from [38].
(B) Hind limb segment lengths and running speed (in bodylength/s) of these five lizards.
Produced using data from [38].
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the largest (40% SVL) among lizards of similar size [38] (Fig. 15). Recent studies in in-
sects, spiders, and geckos [44, 45, 46, 6] suggested that animals largely rely on appropriate
morphology and material properties of their bodies and limbs to accommodate variable,
uncertain conditions during locomotion. Despite proposals that the large foot area [27] and
increased stride length via elongate toes may confer locomotor advantages [38], the mech-
anisms of how the large, elongate hind foot contributes to the zebra-tailed lizard’s high
running capacity remain to be uncovered.
1.3.2 An analogy: the water-running basilisk lizard
From morphological and locomotor perspectives, the zebra-tailed lizard resembles the water-
running basilisk lizard (Basiliscus species) [19, 47]. Both lizards have elongate body and
limbs, and an large, elongate hind foot, and are capable of rapid running on a deformable
surface that can flow during footsteps.
The foot-ground (water surface) interaction of the basilisk lizard consists of three phases
with distinct forces [19]. First, an upward impulse (slap impulse) is produced as the lizard
foot impacts the water surface and suddenly accelerates a volume of water downwards
(Fig. 16A). Next, after impact, an air cavity is produced as the lizard strokes downwards
A B C
Figure 16: Three phases of foot-water interaction during water-running in the basilisk
lizard. (A) Slap. (B) Sroke. (C) Retraction. Modified from [19].
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and backwards while plantar-flexing the foot. Integrated over time, the upward component
of the drag force helps to support the lizard’s body weight (stroke impulse) (Fig. 16B).
Finally, the lizard minimizes the downward forces associated with foot protraction by pulling
its foot upwards before the cavity collapses. Protraction drag is further minimized by the
feathering of the lateral toe fringes and the reorientation of the foot such that its long axis
is parallel with the direction of movement (Fig. 16C).
The total vertical force (impulse) on the basilisk lizard’s foot results from three sources.
During slap, when foot depth is small, force is dominated by the inertia of the water under
the foot being accelerated downward rapidly (up to 3 m/s). This hydrodynamic impact
force during slap contributes approximately 18% of the total vertical impulse needed to
balance the weight of the lizard. During stroke, as the foot penetrates deeper (∼ 10 cm)
into water, both hydrodynamic force (due to the water under the foot being accelerated
downwards and backwards at ∼ 1 m/s) and hydrostatic force (due to the pressure difference
between the water surface and the bottom of the air cavity) contribute to total thrust.
Impact experiments of discs and foot models [48, 49] and calculations using hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic equations show that these forces together contribute a total of 84% of the
required vertical thrust [19], with 22% from hydrostatic force, and 62% from hydrodymanic
force.
For water-running, techniques like Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) and Computa-
tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be employed to capture the details of water flow vortices
and compute the resulting thrust [47] (Fig. 17). However, these methods are difficult to





Figure 17: Detailed flow and forces during water-running obtained from PIV and CFD. (A)
Velocity field of the water during foot slap (sagittal view) obtained from Particle imaging
velocimetry. (B) Counter-rotating centers of vorticity shed from the foot after the stroke
(sagittal view) obtained from Computational Fluid Dynamics. (C) A schematic of vortex
ring formation during the three phases of a stride. Modified from [47].
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1.4 Physical models of organisms: bio-inspired legged robots
In addition to high performing biological organisms, researchers have begun to bio-inspired
robots (physical models of biological organisms) to study legged locomotion on granular
media. Recently developed bio-inspired robots begin to display mobility approaching that of
terrestrial animals. Using these robots as opposed to animals to study locomotion has a few
advantages. First, the robots have relatively simple morphology and kinematics compared
to the highly complex, many degree-of-freedom nervous and musculoskeletal systems of
animals, and are thus easier to observe and model. In addition, the kinematics of robots
can be systematically and precisely controlled over a large range of parameter space, as
opposed to animals which behave on their own and are often limited by environmental and
physiological constraints. Furthermore, the morphology of robots are more readily modified
for test of hypotheses.
1.4.1 RHex
The first robot we study, SandBot, is the smallest descendent in a successful series of
hexapedal robots, the RHex (Robot Hexapod) (Fig. 18A) [15]. The RHex class of robots
take inspiration from the dynamically stable spring-mass like locomotion of a cockroach
(Fig. 3) [50]. RHex employs an alternating tripod gait, and uses compliant, c-shaped legs
whose stiffnesses are tuned to bounce on rigid surfaces. RHex was the first legged machine
to achieve autonomous locomotion at speeds of ∼ 1 body length per second [15] and it
and its “descendants” such as Edubot/Sandbot (Fig. 19), iSprawl [51] (Fig. 18B), and
Whegs [52] (Fig. 18C) are still the leaders in legged mobility (roughly, speed and efficacy)
on general terrain. In fact, prior to the recent development of BigDog [53] (Fig. 18D), RHex
remained the only class of legged machine with documented ability (at ∼ 1 body length/s)
to navigate complex, natural, outdoor terrain, and has been used as the standard platform
in comparisons with commercial wheeled and tracked vehicles like Packbot [54] (Fig. 18E).
The RHex class of model locomotors (robots) has also proved useful to test hypotheses of
limb use in biological organisms on hard ground [55] and recently on more complex ground







Figure 18: Recent bio-inspired legged robots. (A) RHex. (B) iSprawl. (C) Whegs. (D)
BigDog. (E) Packbot. (A–D) are reproduced from [15, 51, 52, 53]. (E) courtesy of iRobot.
SandBot∗ (Fig. 19, 30 cm long, 2.3 kg) moves using an alternating tripod gait such that
two sets of three approximately c-shaped limbs rotate synchronously and π out of phase
(Fig. 19). In these devices, complexity in limb motion is pared down to a few biologically
relevant parameters controlling intra-cycle ‘slow ‘stance” and fast “swing” phases of 1-dof
rotating limbs (referred to as“gait” parameters hereafter). A controlling signal called the


















Figure 19: SandBot, a RHex class legged robot. (A) SandBot standing on granular media
(∼ 1 mm diameter poppy seeds). Arrows indicate a tripod of three c-shaped limbs rotating






















Figure 20: SandBot’s clock signal that controls leg rotation. (A) Each leg rotation is
composed of a fast phase (orange) and a slow phase (green). θs and θ0 define the angular
extent and center of the slow phase, respectively. (B) Leg angle θ as a function of time t
during one cycle (normalized to period T ). θ(t) of the other tripod is shifted by T/2 but
otherwise identical. dc is the duty cycle of the slow phase, i.e. fraction of the period spent
in the slow phase.
clock signal (Fig. 20) prescribes the angular trajectory of each tripod. On rigid, no-slip
ground RHex’s limb trajectories are tuned to create a bouncing locomotion that gener-
ates speeds up to ∼ 1 bodylengths/s [15]. When these gait parameters are appropriately
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adjusted, RHex shows performance comparable in speed and stability to organisms on a di-
versity of terrain [15]. However, because of the scarcity of existing models of limb interaction
with complex substrates, gait parameters have been determined empirically [57, 50].
1.4.2 Smart Composite Manufacturing robots
Another class of robots used in this dissertation is the Smart Composite Manufacturing
robots, including RoACH [58] and DASH [59]† (Fig. 21). These are small, lightweight
(∼ 10 cm, ∼ 20 g), biologically inspired six-legged robots that utilize alternating tripod
gaits. Their masses are ∼ 100 times smaller than earlier top performing devices like the
RHex class of robots [15]. They both use a single 6 mm brushed DC motor to drive all
six limbs through linkage drive mechanisms. The Smart Composite Manufacturing (SCM)
process [60]) makes it possible to construct very lightweight robots with complex spatial
kinematics that exhibit relatively high power densities, by simply folding a single piece of
relatively inexpensive lightweight 2D board into a pre-designed 3D structure. In addition,








Figure 21: Smart Composite Manufacturing robots. (A) The RoACH robot shown with
component parts of onboard power and electronics highlighted. (B) The DASH robot.
While DASH and RoACH are similar in size, components, manufacturing process, and
†These robots were developed by Aaron M. Hoover, Paul Birkmeyer, and Ronald S. Fearing.
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an alternating tripod gait, they have distinct limb morphology and kinematics. The most
notable among these differences is their posture. RoACH has an upright posture with its
legs directed almost vertically downward; whereas DASH has a sprawled posture, with its
legs directed outward nearly horizontally. As a result, they provide excellent test platforms
for assessing benefits and tradeoffs of these factors on a variety of substrates.
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1.5 Physics of intrusion forces in granular media
During legged locomotion on granular media, the bodies, limbs, and feet of animals and
robots must intrude into the granular substrate to generate force. These intrusions are lo-
calized [61] as opposed to globalized forcing (e.g., avalanche [62], couette flow [63]). While
terramechanics has been around for a few decades and has guided the development of off-
road vehicles [64, 65, 66, 67], it focused on the study of the overall performance of large
wheeled and treaded vehicles with unprepared soil, and the locomotor-ground interaction
involved largely concentrates on how normal stresses determine shear stresses. Due to the
large size of the vehicle wheels and treads as compared to the size of the grains in a granu-
lar medium, this is mainly a global forcing problem. No general models currently exist to
predict resistance forces for localized intruder of complex geometry along complex trajec-
tories during footsteps, particularly those relevant to legged locomotion. As such, granular
forces during localized intrusion have been measured empirically using simple intruders
like spheres, cylinders, discs, and plates (and occasionally complicated shapes [68]) mov-
ing along simple paths, such as horizontal drag [69, 70, 71], vertical penetration [72], and
vertical impact within granular media [73, 74].
1.5.1 Horizontal drag
Most studies of forces during horizontal drag in granular media have focused on mea-
suring the horizontal drag force opposing the direction of motion at low speeds (speed
v < 0.5 m/s [69], and often v ∼ 0.001 m/s [70, 71]). At such low speeds, drag force is ap-
proximately independent of speed [69, 70]. This is because at low speeds, granular force is
dominated by grain-grain friction and grain-intruder friction, which are approximately rate
independent. While the shape of intruders has small effects on the force magnitude [68], drag
force scales approximately with the area of the intruder perpendicular to the direction of
motion, i.e. the projected area. For example, the drag force on a vertically oriented cylinder
scales with the cylinder diameter, which is proportional to the projected area (Fig. 22B).
In addition, for an intruder that extends to the surface such as a vertically oriented
cylinder (Fig. 22A), drag force increases approximately quadratically with the maximal
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Figure 22: Force during horizontal drag of a cylinder in granular media at low speeds. (A)
Experimental setup. Produced based on descriptions in [71]. (B) Force as a function of
cylinder diameter (i.e., the width of the cylinder into the plane, which scales with the area
perpendicular to the direction of motion). (B) Force as a function of the maximal depth of
the cylinder. Reproduced from [71].
depth (Fig. 22C). This indicates that the drag force dF on an infinitesimal element dz at
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Similar to horizontal drag, forces during vertical penetration into granular media at low
speeds (v < 0.5 m/s) were found to scale approximately with the projected area of the
intruder, and increase approximately linearly with depth. For example, the penetration
force on a sphere moving vertically into granular media scales as: FρgV ∝
z
l (more accurately,
F = 21( zl )
1.2) (Fig. 23), where ρ is the density of the granular media, g is gravitational
acceleration, l is the sphere diameter, and V = 16πl
3 is the sphere volume. Rewriting this
equation gives F ≈∝ Az, where A = πl2 is the projected area of the sphere.
The approximate proportional dependence of granular forces during both horizontal drag
and vertical penetration is the result of the hydrostatic-like pressure in granular media,
which increases approximately linearly with depth. Because friction is proportional to
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Figure 23: Force during vertical penetration of a sphere into granular media at low speeds.
(A) Experimental setup. Intruder is a sphere pushed downward by an actuator. Produced
based on descriptions in [72]. (B) Force as a function of the maximal depth of the in-
truder. Note that force is scaled to sphere weight, and depth is scaled to sphere diameter.
Reproduced from [72].
normal force and thus pressure, and granular forces are dominated by grain friction at low
speeds, it is expected that granular forces increases approximately linearly with depth.
1.5.3 Vertical impact
Intrusion forces in granular media at high speeds have been mainly investigated during
vertical impact, where an intruder free falls from a height to reach high speeds (often vc >
0.5 m/s) at the time it impacts the granular surface, penetrates, and stops. These studies
show that unlike for low speed intrusion forces which are approximately rate independent,
at high speeds (vc > 0.5 m/s) granular force increases approximately quadratically with
the impact speed. This is observed both for force (acceleration) at the time of impact (i.e.,
peak acceleration on a sphere), and force (acceleration) during the subsequent deceleration
phase [73].
The quadratic dependence of high speed impact force on impact speed indicates that
at high speeds granular force is instead dominated by the inertia of the grains being
accelerated, much like in fluids at high Reynolds number where the inertia of water is
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Figure 24: Force during vertical impact of a sphere into granular media at high speeds.
(A) Experimental setup. Impact speed vc is defined as the intruder speed when the it
impacts the surface. Force is obtained by measuring acceleration using an accelerometer
embedded in the intruder. Produced based on descriptions in [74]. (B) Peak acceleration
(i.e., acceleration at the time of impact) as a function of the impact speed of the intruder.
Reproduced from [74].
dominant. Assuming that at the time of impact, during a time period of dt, a volume
of stationary grains of area A and thickness dx in front of the intruder are accelerated
from zero speed to the intruder speed v, the inertial force to accelerate the grains is





2 ∝ Av2, where ϕ ≈ 0.6 is the volume fraction of
the granular medium, and ρ is the grain density. Note that acceleration a is lower for larger






1.6.1 Control of granular media by a fluidized bed
Granular media like sand can exist in different compactions (Fig. 25). A static granular
medium responds differently to shear when it is loosely packed from when it is closely
packed [10]. The compaction of a granular medium is measured by the volume fraction,





In nature, the volume fraction of stationary dry granular media ranges from ϕ = 0.55 to
ϕ = 0.64 (i.e., the random close packing state ϕ = 0.64 ± 0.02 [75]) [76]. A few percent
of increase in volume fraction can increase the forces by a few times [77]. For example, a
person’s foot would sink much deeper on loose sand than on compact sand (Fig. 25).
A B
Figure 25: Granular media of different volume fractions in nature. (A) Loosely packed
sand (low ϕ). (B) Closely packed sand (high ϕ). Images courtesy of (A) Corbis Images and
(B) Getty Images.
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In granular physics studies, a device named a fluidized bed [24] have recently been
employed to precisely control the volume fraction of a granular medium to generate well-
defined, repeatable packing states [78, 79, 80, 77] . A fluidized bed has a flow distributor
sandwiched between a upper container and a lower compartment (Fig. 26A). The upper
container resembles an aquarium and contains the granular medium to be controlled. Be-
neath it is the air distributor which is a porous bottom with micro-sized holes serving to
distribute air homogeneously. Other than the air distributor above it, the bottom compart-
ment is otherwise sealed. A fluidized bed operates by allowing a flow of air (or fluids in some
cases [24]) into the lower compartment, distributed homogeneously by the air distributor,
and upward through granular medium.
The volume fraction of a granular medium is controlled by a fluidized bed as follows. For
a collection of particles, a flow of air opposite to the direction of gravity exerts buoyant forces












Figure 26: Diagram and principles of a fluidized bed. (A) Diagram of the design of a
fluidized bed (not to scale). (B) The principle of fluidization process. Reproduced from [78].
(C) Volume fraction as a function of number of air pulses (data from the fluidized bed
trackway in Fig. 27A using ∼ 1 mm diameter poppy seeds).
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on the particles. As air flow reaches and past a critical value (defined as onset of fluidization
Qf ), the grains become neutrally buoyant and enter a fluidized state (Fig. 26B). As air flow
is slowly turned off, the grains settle into a loosely packed state (ϕ = 0.58). Repeated
air pulses or vibrations can then be applied to compact the granular medium [81] into
higher volume fraction up to a closely packed state (ϕ = 0.64). Volume fraction increases
approximately logarithmly with the number of air pulses or vibrations and approaches the
closely packed state (Fig. 26C). With automated flow control (LabVIEW) and granular
surface detection by imaging analysis, volume fraction can be controlled to an accuracy of
0.001.
1.6.2 Construction of fluidized beds
Using a fluidized bed to control granular media has not been applied for locomotion studies
until very recently [82]. To create well-controlled granular substrates for locomotion studies
which mimic natural surfaces with different penetration properties, I built a 250 cm long,
50 cm wide, 100 cm tall fluidized bed trackway (Fig. 27A). Its large size allows animals






Figure 27: Fluidized beds constructed for this study. (A) A large fluidized bed trackway for
locomotion studies. (B) A small fluidized bed (containing ∼ 1 mm diameter poppy seeds)
for physics studies.
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state locomotion. For physics studies of forces in granular media, I built another smaller
fluidized bed (24 cm × 22 cm surface area) (Fig. 27B).
Porous plastic plates (Porex Corporation, Fairburn, GA, USA) were used as the flow
distributor in both fluidized beds. For the large fluidized bed trackway, a porous plastic
plate of 112× 106× 0.6 cm3, 90− 130 mum pore size was used. The upper container was
made from plexiglas. The lower compartment was made from wood. Porous foam filled
the bottom compartment to enhance homogeneous air distribution. 64 threaded rods stood
vertically underneath the flow distributor to support the weight of the granular media.
Guitar strings and pegs were attached from the plate to the bottom to hold down the flow
distributor against air flow. Four leaf blowers (340 HP, Tori) provided air into the trackway.
Plastic tubing connected the trackway to compressed air as an additional air source.
For the small fluidized bed, a porous plastic plate of 24×22×1.25 cm3, 90−130mum was
used. Both the upper container and bottom compartment were made from plexiglas. Porous
foam filled the bottom compartment to enhance homogeneous air distribution. Plastic
tubing connected the trackway to compressed air source.
1.6.3 Three-dimensional kinematics capture using Direct Linear Transforma-
tion
Although commercially available, proprietary systems such as VICON are widely used in
studying human locomotion, these systems are often targeted at clinical studies and cannot
be easily modified to fit to research needs in other disciplines such as animal studies [83].
As an alternative, we use direct linear transformation [84, 83],to obtain detailed three-
dimensional (3-D) kinematics of animal locomotion.
Direct linear transformation (DLT) is a technique well established and widely used in
animal studies thanks to its flexible camera placement and acceptable reconstruction accu-
racy [83]. DLT is essentially an algorithm to transform two-dimensional (2-D) coordinates
of the object of interest in multiple camera views to three-dimensional (3-D) coordinates,
using a set of prescribed calibration points whose spatial coordinates are known.
We use a freely available software package, DLTcal3 and DLTdv3 (courtesy of Ty
Hedrick [83]) (Fig. 28B). We custom made a custom-made 39-point calibration object using
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Figure 28: Direct Linear Transformation for three-dimensional kinematics capture. (A)
A custom made 39-point calibration object using LEGO. (B) A screenshot of the DLTdv3
software [83] showing dorsal and lateral videos of a zebra-tailed lizard running on the solid
surface.
LEGO (Fig. 28A). By placing the calibration object in the field of view of two (or more)
securely-mounted high-speed cameras, we can obtain still calibration images which yield
transformation matrix (via DLTcal3). We can then take simultaneous high-speed video
of animal (or robots) of interest moving in the field of view using two (or more) cameras.
Digitizing the markers on the animals (or robots) in 2-D videos (Fig. 28B) and transforming
them into 3-D coordinates (via DLTdv3) yield 3-D kinematics. This technique can provide
sub-millimeter accuracy for a 200 mm ×200 mm field of view [85].
1.6.4 Intrusion force measurements using a six degree-of-freedom robotics arm
We use a six-degree-of-freedom robotic arm (CRS Robotics) to perform intrusion experi-
ments to study forces in granular media. The robotic arm has six joints and is capable
of moving in three-dimensional space within a large work space (∼ 1 m3). The distal
joint of the robotic arm can translate at speeds up to 1 m/s (with little vibrations below
0.3 m/s) and rotate at angular velocity of up to 150◦/s. The robotic arm can achieve sub-
millimeter accuracy during translation and sub-degree accuracy during rotation. A six-axis
force/torque transducer (ATI) is mounted on the distal joint of the robotic arm, which can







Figure 29: A six degree-of-freedom robotic arm (CRS Robotics) for intrusion physics stud-
ies. A six-axis force/torque transducer (ATI) is mounted on the last joint and attached
to an aluminum rod through a stainless steel support rod. Beneath the robotic arm is a
fluidized bed filled with 0.27 mm diameter glass particles. Photo: Daniel I. Goldman.
≈ 0.05 N. The range of the transducer is ≈ 80 N. A custom made camera tracking system
(courtesy of Pushkar Kolhe and Nick Gravish) is dedicated to measure the position of the
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robotic arm using an LED light mounted on the distal joint.
1.6.5 Field collection of lizards
The zebra-tailed lizards were collected in the field. To spot these lizards, a trained her-
petologist’s eye (courtesy of Tonia Hsieh) was essential. Two or more people would work
better than one person when catching them, as these lizard run extremely fast and would
often disappear before a person can approach one closely enough to make the catch. By
surrounding and approaching a lizard from several directions slowly, the animal would get
confused and usually ran into a bush and stayed put. At this time, one person further
approached the lizard tiptoeing, while all kept their eyes on the lizard and be prepared to
trace it in case it startled and ran. Within about 5 m from the lizard, the catcher reached
a “fishing” pole out slowly, and lowered the tip of the pole with a noose dangling in breeze,
trying to position it around the neck of the lizard. At this time, the lizard would usually
not know what was going on. Once the noose was around the neck, the catcher quickly
raised the pole, and the lizard (or sometimes, a bush branch) would be tied to the noose.
With some luck, ten lizards could be caught within a day.
A B
Figure 30: Field collection of the zebra-tailed lizards. (A) A site in the Mojave Desert, CA
where some of the lizards were collected. (B) A freshly caught lizard with its ventral side
shown. Caught by Tonia Hsieh.
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1.7 Specific aims
The overall objective of this dissertation is to discover principles of legged locomotion on
granular media. To achieve this goal, we integrate biological, robotic, and physics studies,
with specific aims summarized below:
Biological studies:
• Use high-speed imaging to capture three-dimensional kinematics during running of a
model organism, the zebra-tailed lizard, on both solid and granular surfaces (Chapter
II).
• Use high-speed x-ray imaging to capture subsurface kinematics of the lizard’s hind
foot to reveal foot-ground interaction on granular surface (Chapter III).
• Model the foot-ground interaction of the lizard running on both solid and granular
surfaces to reveal the functions of the large, elongate hind foot (Chapters II and
III).
Robotic studies:
• Use high-speed imaging to study how the locomotor performance (speed) of a legged
robot, SandBot, depends on the compaction (volume fraction) of granular media and
the robot’s stride frequency (Chapter IV).
• Use high-speed imaging to study how the locomotor performance (speed) of SandBot
depends on the intra-cycle limb kinematics, i.e., the relative length and timing of the
slow stance and fast swing phases (Chapter V).
• Use high-speed imaging to study how the performance (speed and cost of transport)
of two small, lightweight, legged robots, RoACH and DASH, depends on the limb
frequency and limb morphology (Chapter VI).
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Physics studies:
• Use vertical penetration and impact experiments to identify relevant granular forces
during running of the zebra-tailed lizard on granular media and reveal and their
relative contribution to thrust (Chapters II and III).
• Use vertical penetration experiments to measure the granular forces relevant to Sand-
Bot’s limb-ground interaction, and use these forces with a kinematic model to explain
the observations of SandBot’s locomotor performance (Chapters IV and V).
• Use systematic intrusion experiments and resistive force theory to create models to-
wards a comprehensive theory for granular forces during arbitrary intrusion relevant
to legged locomotion on granular media (Chapter VII).
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CHAPTER II
THE EFFECT OF SUBSTRATE ON THE RUNNING MECHANICS
OF THE ZEBRA-TAILED LIZARD (CALLISAURUS
DRACONOIDES)
2.1 Summary
A diversity of animals running on solid, level, flat, non-slip surfaces appear to bounce on
their legs; elastic tendons in the limbs can store and return energy during each step. The
mechanics of running on natural terrain, particularly surfaces that can yield and flow, is
less understood. The zebra-tailed lizard (Callisaurus draconoides), a small desert generalist,
runs rapidly across substrates ranging from solid to granular surfaces. We use high-speed
video to obtain three-dimensional kinematics during running on solid and granular sur-
faces to reveal how limb, foot, and substrate mechanics contribute to its high locomotor
performance. Running at 20 bodylength/s (1.5 m/s), the lizard displays similar gait and
center-of-mass kinematics on both substrates, with only 10% reduction in stride length
on the granular surface. Based on the anatomy and damping properties of the elongate
(40% SVL) hind foot obtained from dissection and resilience measurements respectively, we
estimate from kinematics that on the solid surface the tendinous hind foot saves the lizard
(39 ± 10)% of the total mechanical work per step, a significant portion for its small size.
Using measurements and a model of granular penetration force and hypothesized subsur-
face foot rotation (paddling), we estimate the energy lost on the granular surface due to
irreversible deformation of the substrate. The energy lost within the limbs and to the sub-
strate must be compensated by muscle work from the upper hind leg. Our models predict
that a large, elongate foot increases elastic energy storage and return on solid surfaces, and
reduces energy loss to granular surfaces.∗
∗This Chapter is a paper by Chen Li, S. Tonia Hsieh, and Daniel I. Goldman, The Journal of Experimental
Biology, in review [85].
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2.2 Introduction
Rapid locomotion like running and hopping can be modeled as a spring mass system (re-
ferred to as a Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum, SLIP) [86] bouncing in the sagittal plane.
This has been demonstrated in a variety of animals (Holmes et al., 2006) in the laboratory
on rigid, level, flat, non-slip surfaces (hereafter referred to as “solid surfaces”) such as run-
ning tracks and treadmills [1, 2]. In the SLIP model, the animal body (represented by the
center of mass, CoM) bounces like a pogo stick on the leg (represented by a spring) which
exerts point contact on the solid ground. The CoM compresses the leg spring during the
first half of stance, and the leg spring recoils during the second half of stance. Through this
process, the mechanical energy of the CoM (kinetic plus gravitational potential energy) is
interchanged with elastic energy stored in the compressed leg spring, saving energy dur-
ing each step. For animals like insects (e.g., [87] and reptiles (e.g., [88]) that run with a
sprawled limb posture, the CoM also oscillates substantially in the horizontal plane in a
similar fashion, as described by the Lateral Leg Spring (LLS) model [89, 90].
In these models, the spring-mass system and the interaction with the solid ground are
perfectly elastic and do not dissipate energy; thus no net work is performed. However,
in the natural world, as animals move across complex surfaces, energy is dissipated both
within the body and limbs [32] and to the environment [1]. Thus mechanisms to minimize
energy loss during locomotion can be important. The limbs of many organisms possess
elastic elements such as tendons and ligaments (most notably, the ankle extensor tendons
in the lower leg) that can function as springs during rapid locomotion to save energy [33].
Furthermore, different limb-ground interaction strategies may be utilized depending on the
dissipative properties of the substrate to minimize energy loss.
Recent laboratory experiments have begun to reveal the mechanisms of running on
non-solid surfaces, including surfaces that are elastic [7, 8], damped [9], inclined [5], or
uneven [3, 4]; surfaces with few footholds [6]; and the surface of water [19, 20]. While
spring-mass-like CoM motion is observed only in some of these studies [7, 9, 8], a common
finding is that on non-solid surfaces animal’s limbs do not necessarily behave like springs
to save energy. In addition, these studies suggest that both the active control of body and
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limb movement through the animal’s neural system, and the passive mechanical responses
of the animal’s viscoelastic limbs and feet with the environment, play important roles in
the control of rapid terrestrial locomotion (for reviews, see [16, 2, 37].
Many surfaces found in nature, such as sand, gravel, rubble, dirt, soil, mud, and debris,
can yield and flow during footsteps and go through solid-fluid transitions [10], during which
energy may be dissipated through plastic deformation [91, 10]. Understanding locomotion
on such yielding surfaces is challenging because, unlike for flying and swimming where the
flows and forces in fluids can in principle be determined by the Navier-Stokes equations [21],
no comprehensive theory yet exists for terrestrial environments that yield and flow. Granu-
lar materials like sand provide a good model substrate for studying locomotion on yielding
surfaces. Compared to other yielding substrates, granular materials are relatively simple
and the intrusion forces within them can be measured empirically [70]. Their mechanical
properties can also be readily and repeatedly controlled using a fluidized bed [92]. In addi-
tion, locomotion on granular surfaces is directly relevant for many desert-dwelling reptiles
and arthropods such as lizards, snakes, insects, etc. [27, 28, 29, 30, 31], which must con-
tend with sand and gravel on a daily basis. Recent advances in the understanding of force
and flow laws in granular materials subject to localized intrusion [70, 61, 72, 73, 93, 94]
begin to provide insight into the mechanics of locomotion on (and within) granular sub-
strates [92, 95, 96, 97, 94].
The zebra-tailed lizard (Callisaurus draconoides, SVL ∼ 10 cm, mass ∼ 10 g, Fig. 31)
provides an excellent model animal for studying the mechanics of running on natural sur-
faces, because of its high locomotor performance over diverse terrain. It is the fastest
running lizard among desert lizards of similar size [38]. As a desert generalist, this lizard
lives in a large range of desert habitats including flat land, washes, and sand dunes [39, 40],
and encounters a great variety of substrates ranging from rocks, gravel, closely-packed coarse
sand, and loosely-packed fine sand [41, 40]. Although these substrates transition from solid
surfaces to surfaces that yield and flow during footsteps, the zebra-tailed lizard can achieve
high running speeds of up to ∼ 4 m/s (∼ 50 bl/s) both on solid (treadmill [38]) and on













Figure 31: A zebra-tailed lizard resting on sand in the wild. Colored circles show digitized
points on the midline of the trunk, hind leg, and elongate hind foot. Photo courtesy of
Thomas C. Brennan.
lizard’s maximal acceleration and running speed do not differ significantly when substrate
changes from coarse wash sand to fine dune sand [40].
Of particular interest is whether and how the zebra-tailed lizard’s large, elongate hind
foot contributes to its high locomotor capacity. In addition to a slim body, a long, tapering
tail, and slender legs (Fig. 31), the zebra-tailed lizard has an extremely large, elongate
hind foot, the largest (40% SVL) among lizards of similar size [38]. Recent studies in
insects, spiders, and geckos [44, 45, 46, 6] suggested that animals largely rely on appropriate
morphology and material properties of their bodies and limbs to accommodate variable,
uncertain conditions during locomotion. Despite proposals that the large foot area [27]
and increased stride length via elongate toes may confer locomotor advantages [38], the
mechanisms of how the large, elongate hind foot contributes to the zebra-tailed lizard’s
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high running capacity remain to be uncovered.
In this study, we investigate the running mechanics of the zebra-tailed lizard on two well-
defined surfaces, a solid and a granular surface. These two surfaces lie on opposite ends of
the spectrum of substrates that the zebra-tailed lizard encounters in its natural environment,
and present distinct conditions for locomotion. For example, previous studies found higher
energy cost for locomotion on granular surfaces than on solid surfaces [17, 18, 98], and
performance loss (via stride length reduction at a given stride frequency) with reduced
substrate compaction on granular surfaces [92].
We use high-speed video to capture three-dimensional kinematics of the lizard running
on both solid and granular surfaces, and observe the motion of its body and leg, and
particularly, the foot-ground interaction during running. We focus on the hind foot because
it is larger than the fore foot (area ≈ 1 cm2 vs. ≈ 0.3 cm2) and likely plays a dominant
role for locomotion [27]. We perform dissection and resilience measurements to characterize
the anatomy and damping properties of the hind foot, respectively. For running on the
solid surface, we estimate the energy storage and return in the hind foot using the observed
kinematics and a model of the hind foot. For running on the granular surface, we present
an explanation of the observed kinematics using measurements and a model of granular
penetration force [72, 92], and estimate the amount of energy lost to the substrate. With
the proposed models of foot-ground interaction, we discuss possible advantages of a large,
elongate foot for running on both solid and granular surfaces.
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2.3 Materials and methods
2.3.1 Animals
We collected seven adult zebra-tailed lizards (Callisaurus draconoides) from the Mojave
Desert, AZ, USA in 08/2007 (Permit SP591773) for three-dimensional kinematics experi-
ments. Eleven additional adult animals were collected from the Mojave Desert, CA, USA
in 09/2009 (Permit SC 10901) for hind foot resilience measurements. Two preserved spec-
imens were used for dissection. The animals were housed in the Physiological Research
Laboratory animal facility of The Georgia Institute of Technology. Each animal was housed
individually in an aquarium, and fed live crickets and mealworms dusted with vitamin and
calcium supplement two to three times a week. The housing room was maintained at 28◦C
during the day and 24◦C during the night. Full-spectrum fluorescent bulbs high in UVB
were set to a 12 hour/12 hour light/dark schedule. Ceramic heating elements were provided
24 hours a day to allow the animals to thermo-regulate at preferred body temperature.
All experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with The Georgia Institute of
Technology IACUC protocols.
2.3.2 Surface treatments
A wood board (120×23×1 cm3) covered with sandpaper (grit size ∼ 0.1 mm) for enhanced
traction was used as the solid surface. Glass particles (diameter = 0.27 ± 0.04 mm (mean
±1 s.d.), density = 2.5×103 kg/m3, Jaygo Incorporated, Union, NJ, USA) were used as the
granular substrate, which are of similar size to typical desert sand [76] and are approximately
spherical. Before each trial, a fluidized bed trackway (200 cm long, 50 cm wide) prepared
the granular substrate (12 cm deep) into a loosely packed state (volume fraction ϕ = 0.58)
for repeatable yielding strength (for details, see [92]).
2.3.3 Three-dimensional kinematics
We used high-speed video to obtain three-dimensional kinematics as the lizard ran across the
prepared surface (Fig. 32). Before each session, high-contrast markers (Wite-Out, Garden















Figure 32: Experimental setup for three-dimensional kinematics capture. The diagram
shows definitions of kinematic variables including pelvis height (zpelvis), knee height (zknee),
pitch angle of the trunk (θpitch), and knee angle (θknee). Colored circles correspond with
those in Fig. 31.
of the trunk and the right hind limb (Fig. 31, Fig. 32): neck (N), center of mass (CoM),
pelvis (P), hip (H), knee (K), ankle (A); and the metatarsal-phalangeal joint (MP), distal
end of the proximal phalanx (PP), and digit tip (T) of the fourth toe. The approximate
longitudinal location of the CoM in resting position was determined by tying a thread
around the body of an anesthetized lizard and repositioning the thread until the body
balanced horizontally. Before each trial, the surface was prepared (for the granular surface
treatment only), and calibration images were taken of a custom 39-point calibration object.
The animal was then induced to run across the surface by a slight tap or pinch on the tail.
Two synchronized high-speed cameras (AOS Technologies, Baden Daettwil, Switzerland)
captured simultaneous dorsal and lateral views at 500 frame/s with 300 µs shutter time.
The ambient temperature was 35◦C during the test. Animals were permitted to rest at
least five minutes between trials and at least two days between sessions.
2.3.4 Hind limb dissection and hind foot resilience measurements
To aid understanding of the anatomy of the hind limb, the hind limbs of two preserved
specimens were dissected, focusing on muscle and tendon arrangements within the lower
leg and the foot. To characterize the resilience of the hind foot, a modification of the
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work loop technique [99] (Fig. 33) was used, in which the animal is anesthetized (using 2%
isoflurane air solution), the limb is kept intact, and forces are applied to the limb instead
of a single muscle [100]. The hind foot was pushed down (loading) and then retracted
(unloading) on a custom small force platform [101, 102] (10.2 × 7.6 cm2, range = 2.5 N,
resolution = 0.005 N) bonded with sandpaper (grit size ∼ 0.1 mm), and ground reaction
force was measured at 10 kHz sampling rate using a custom LabVIEW program (National
Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). A high-speed camera (Vision Research, Wayne, NJ, USA)
simultaneously recorded angular displacement of the foot from the side view at 250 frame/s
with 500 µs shutter time. High-contrast markers (Wite-Out, Garden Grove, CA, USA) were
painted on the joints of the foot (A, MP, PP, T, and a point on the tibia above the ankle).





















Figure 33: Experimental setup for hind foot resilience measurements. Dashed foot tracing
indicates the relaxed, straight foot right before touchdown. Solid foot tracing indicates
the hyperextended foot during ground contact. The diagram shows angular displacement
∆θ = θ0 − θt and the ground reaction force F . Torque κ about the ankle is measured at
the digit tip and is directed out of the plane.
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2.3.5 Data analysis
We used direct linear transformation (DLT) to reconstruct three-dimensional kinematics
from the two-dimensional dorsal and lateral videos by custom software (DLTcal3 and
DLTdv3 [83]). The calibration images and two-dimensional point coordinates were digi-
tized and converted to three-dimensional coordinates with DLT. Axes were set according
to the right-hand rule such that +x pointed in the direction of forward motion, +z pointed
vertically upward, and y was in the medio-lateral direction. Footfall patterns of touchdown
(TD) and takeoff (TO) were determined from the videos. On the granular surface, takeoff
is determined as when the foot begins moving upward (because a granular substrate exerts
little force on the foot during upward retraction, see discussion and Fig. 2 for details). To
reduce noise from enable comparisons among different running trials, position data were
butterworth-filtered with a low pass cutoff frequency of 75 Hz and scaled to one full stride
period T between two successive touchdowns of the right hind limb, and used to calculate
kinematic variables.
Video data from the modified work loop experiments were digitized to obtain angular
displacement (measured at the digit tip of the fourth toe) of the foot about the ankle relative
to the tibia. Angular displacement was synchronized with the torque about the ankle
calculated from the measured ground reaction force to obtain a work loop. The damping
ratio (i.e., energy loss ratio) of the hind foot was calculated as the fraction of area within a
work loop relative to the area under the higher loading curve [32]. Hind foot resilience (i.e.,
the percentage of energy returned by the foot after loading and unloading) was one minus
the damping ratio [103, 46]. All data analysis was conducted using MATLAB (MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA). Means are reported as mean ±1 s.d. unless otherwise specified.
2.3.6 Statistics
To distinguish the effect of different surfaces on running mechanics, we chose a small control
group of runs from animals of similar size (< 10% variation in SVL) running at similar
speeds (mean ±1 s.d.: 1.5 ± 0.3 m/s). In addition, we only included runs that met the
following criteria: the animal ran continuously through the field of view, the run was straight
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without contacting sidewalls of the trackway, there was a full stride (between two consecutive
touchdowns) of the marked right side hind limb in the range of view, all the nine markers
were visible throughout the full stride, and the forward speed did not change more than
10% after the full stride.
With these criteria, out of the total of 142 runs collected from seven individuals on
both solid and granular surfaces over a period of over three months, we ultimately accepted
thirteen runs from four individuals for analyses. These include seven runs from three in-
dividuals on the solid surface (N = 3 individuals, n = 7 runs), and six runs from three
individuals on the granular surface (N = 3 individuals, n = 6 runs). As a result of us-
ing such stringent criteria for selecting our trials, the analyzed trials are representative of
unperturbed, constant cycle-averaged speed runs on solid and granular media.
An ANOVA showed no significant effect of individual on measured variables (P > 0.05,
ANOVA). As a result we pooled all data and tested for statistical differences between
solid and granular surfaces using a non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test. To determine
which variables were responsible for the greatest variance in the data, we ran a principal
component analysis (PCA). All principal components (PC) with an eigenvalue greater than
unity were investigated further for differences between substrates using a one-way, fixed
factor ANOVA. All statistical tests were performed using JMP 8 (JMP, Cary, NC, USA).
2.3.7 Granular penetration force measurements
To aid modeling of the force on a lizard foot during running on the granular surface, we
measure the vertical ground reaction force on a plate penetrating vertically into the gran-
ular substrate. Figure 8A shows the experimental setup. Before each trial a fluidized bed
prepared 0.27±0.4 mm diameter glass particles into a loosely packed state (volume fraction
= 0.58) (for details, see [95]). A robotic arm (CRS robotics, Burlington, OT, Canada)
pushed an aluminum plate (oriented horizontally) vertically downward into the glass parti-
cles to a depth of 7.6 cm at 1 cm/s, paused for 15 s, and then extracted the plate upward
along the same path at 1 cm/s. The ground reaction force on the plate was measured
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by a force transducer (ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC, USA) using a custom Lab-
VIEW program (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). The depth of the plate was
measured by tracking the position of an LED light marker on the robotic arm from videos
(Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ, USA). Two thin Aluminum plates of different area were
used (A1 = 7.6 × 2.5 cm2 and A2 = 3.8 × 2.5 cm2; thickness is 0.6 cm for both plates).












Figure 34: Experimental setup for granular penetration force measurements. A fluidized
bed prepared the glass particles into loosely packed state, and a robotic arm penetrated a





Table 1 presents morphological measurements of the four individuals reported. The hind
foot comprised 38% of the hind limb length, and the longest fourth toe alone accounted for
62% of the hind foot length. These ratios are in similar range as previously found in [38].
The foot was slender with a cross-sectional radius of r ≈ 0.50− 1.25 mm tapering distally
(joint radii: rK = rA ≈ 1.25 mm, rMP ≈ 0.75 mm, rPP = rT ≈ 0.50 mm).
Table 1: Morphological measurements of the four individuals reported. Values are mean
±1 s.d.
Body length SVL (cm) 6.8± 0.3
Mass m (g) 9.3± 2.0
Trunk length (cm) 4.1± 0.2
Pelvic width (cm) 1.3± 0.1
Hind limb length (cm) 5.9± 0.3
Hind foot length (cm) 2.6± 0.2
Femur length (cm) 1.4± 0.1
Tibia length (cm) 1.9± 0.1
Tarsals and metatarsals length (cm) 1.0± 0.1
Fourth toe length (cm) 1.6± 0.2
Unlike many cursorial mammals in which long tendons of the ankle extensor muscles
reside in the lower leg [1], dissection of the zebra-tailed lizard’s hind limb (Fig. 35)† revealed
that in its lower leg, ankle extensor tendons are nearly non-existent. Instead, layers of elon-
gate tendons are found in both the dorsal and ventral surfaces of the foot. Our anatomical
description is therefore focused on the ventral muscle and tendon anatomy in the hind limb.
Terms given to muscles and tendons follow [104]. A large, tendinous sheath, the superficial
femoral aponeurosis, originates from the femoro-tibial gastrocnemius, stretches across the
ventral surface of the foot, and inserts on the metatarsal-phalangeal joints for digits III and
IV. The superficial portion of the femoro-tibial gastrocnemius muscle body extends to the
base of the ankle, thereby rendering the human equivalent of the ankle extensor tendons
(i.e., the “Achilles” tendon) absent. Deep to the superficial femoral aponeurosis lie the










Figure 35: Ventral anatomy of a dissected hind limb. Lower hind leg muscles are indicated
in blue; foot tendons are indicated in red.
flexor digitorum brevis muscles (not shown) which control the flexion of each of the digits.
Tendons from the flexor digitorum longus muscle located on the lower hind leg run deep to
the flexor digitorum brevis muscle bodies, and extend to the tips of the digits. No additional
tendons are visible deep to the flexor digitorum longus tendons.
2.4.2 Gait and center of mass kinematics
Table 2 compares the gait and center of mass kinematics measurements between solid and
granular surfaces. On both solid (N = 3 individuals, n = 7 runs) and granular (N = 3
individuals, n = 6 runs) surfaces, the zebra-tailed lizard ran with a diagonal gait, a sprawled
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limb posture, and lateral trunk bending (see Fig. 38). During steady-speed running at aver-
age forward speed vx,CoM of approximately 1.5 m/s (Fig. 36A), the lizard ran with similar
stride frequency f of approximately 9 Hz (Fig. 36B) and duty factor D of approximately 0.4
(Fig. 36C) on both surfaces, with an aerial phase of approximately 10% stride period T be-
tween alternating stances (Fig. 37A). Calculated stride length λ was 11% longer (P < 0.05,
ANOVA) on the solid surface than on the granular surface (Fig. 36D).
On both surfaces, the center of mass (CoM) oscillated vertically at twice the stride
frequency (Fig. 37C). The CoM fell during the first half of a stance, reaching the lowest
position at mid-stance, and then rose during the second half of a stance, reaching the highest
position during the aerial phase (Fig. 37C, black dashed curve). The CoM also oscillated
medio-laterally at the stride frequency (Fig. 37D). In frequency (Fig. 37D). In addition, on
the solid surface, the CoM forward speed vx,CoM (Fig. 37B, red curve) showed a modest
trend (Fig. 37B, black dashed curve) to decrease during the first of stance and then increase
during the second half of stance. This trend was not observed on the granular surface
(Fig. 37B, blue curve).
Table 2: Gait and CoM kinematic variables. All values on solid and granular surfaces are
presented as mean ±1 s.d. All significant differences (α = 0.05) are in bold.
Variable Solid Granular χ2 P
Forward speed vx,CoM (m/s) 1.5± 0.2 1.4± 0.3 1.3061 0.2531
Stride frequency f (Hz) 9.0± 1.3 9.3± 1.8 0.0460 0.8301
Duty factor D (Hz) 0.42± 0.06 0.37± 0.04 2.7064 0.0999
Stride length (λ) (m) 0.17± 0.01 0.15± 0.01 4.0000 0.0455
Average CoM height zCoM (cm) 2.7± 0.3 2.6± 0.3 0.0204 0.8864
Lowest CoM height zCoM (cm) 2.5± 0.4 2.5± 0.4 0.0204 0.8864
Time of lowest CoM height (T ) 0.18± 0.03 0.20± 0.04 0.8942 0.3443
Highest CoM height zCoM (cm) 2.8± 0.3 2.8± 0.3 0.0204 0.8864
Time of lowest CoM height (T ) 0.44± 0.06 0.47± 0.03 0.4237 0.5151





























Figure 36: Gait parameters. While running at similar (A) average forward speeds of ≈ 1.5
m/s, the zebra-tailed lizard displayed similar (B) stride frequency, and (C) duty factor on
the solid (red) and the granular (blue) surfaces. (D) Stride length is slightly larger on the



































Figure 37: Center of mass kinematics. While running at similar (B) forward speeds of
≈ 1.5 m/s, the zebra-tailed lizard displayed similar CoM kinematics on the solid (red) and
the granular (blue) surfaces including (A) diagonal gait, (C) CoM vertical oscillation, and
(D) CoM lateral oscillation. Black dashed curves in (B,C) are sinusoidal patterns expected
from the spring-mass SLIP model drawn to guide the eye. Circles in (B-D) indicate takeoff.
Error bars and shaded areas denote ±1 s.d. TD and TO indicate touchdown and takoff.
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2.4.3 Trunk and hind leg kinematics
Table 3: Trunk, hind leg, and hind foot kinematic variables. All values on solid and granular
surfaces are presented as mean ±1 s.d. All significant differences (α = 0.05) are in bold.
A direct comparison was not possible between substrates for the leg sprawl angle because
it was measured differently between the solid surface (leg orientation measured from the
hip to the digit tip) and the granular surface (leg orientation measured from the hip to the
ankle).
Variable Solid Granular χ2 P
Average pelvis height zpelvis (cm) 2.7± 0.4 2.3± 0.3 5.2245 0.0223
Average pitch angle of the trunk θpitch (
◦) 1± 4 11± 5 9.0000 0.0027
Touchdown knee height zknee (cm) 2.3± 0.4 2.1± 0.4 0.5102 0.4751
Lowest knee height zknee (cm) 1.6± 0.3 1.0± 0.2 8.1633 0.0043
Knee vertical displacement during stance ∆zknee (cm) 0.7± 0.5 1.1± 0.4 4.5918 0.0321
Touchdown knee angle θknee (
◦) 88± 14 98± 13 1.0000 0.3173
Largest knee angle θknee (
◦) 115± 15 156± 3 9.0000 0.0027
Knee joint extension during stance ∆θknee (
◦) 27± 21 58± 14 5.8980 0.0152
Average leg sprawl angle during stance θsprawl (
◦) 46± 2 37± 4 N/A N/A
Foot angle at touchdown θTD (
◦) 14± 5 5± 3 8.1633 0.0043
Despite similar gait and CoM kinematics, the lizard’s trunk and hind leg kinematics
showed differences between the solid and the granular surfaces (Figs. 38, 39). Table 3
summarizes the kinematic variables of the trunk, hind leg, and hind foot. On the solid
surface, the trunk assumed a nearly horizontal posture (Fig. 38A-D, dashed line), with
average pitch angle of the trunk θpitch ≈ 0◦ (Fig. 39A, red). As a result, the average pelvis
height zpelvis (Fig. 39B, red) was similar (P > 0.05, ANOVA) to the average CoM height
zCoM (Fig. 37C, red). In contrast, on the granular surface, the trunk was pitched head-up
(Fig. 38E-H, dashed line), with θpitch ≈ 10◦ (Fig. 39A, blue), and thus thus zpelvis (Fig. 39B,
blue) was 15% lower (P < 0.05, ANOVA) than zCoM ( C, blue). The tail was also often
higher away from the surface during running on the solid surface (Fig. 38A-D) the granular
surface (Fig. 38E-H).
The hind leg extended by a larger amount during stance on the granular surface. At
touchdown, the knee height zknee (Fig. 39B) and knee angle θknee (Fig. 39D) were not
significantly different (P > 0.05, ANOVA) between solid and granular surfaces. However,
at mid-stance, zknee was significantly lower on the granular surface (P < 0.05, ANOVA),
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and at takeoff, θknee was significantly larger on the granular surface (P < 0.05, ANOVA). As
a result, the vertical displacement of the knee during stance ∆zknee, and the total extension
of the knee joint during stance ∆θknee, were significantly larger on the granular surface
(P < 0.05, ANOVA). The sprawl angle of the hind leg θsprawl (defined as the angle between
the horizontal plane and the leg orientation in the posterior view) also differed between
surfaces (P < 0.05, ANOVA).
t = 0.65 T
granularsolid
t = 0
t = 0.2 T














Figure 38: Lateral views of representative runs on solid and granular surfaces. (A-D) are on
the solid surface and (E-H) are on granular surface. Both runs are shown at t = 0, 0.2T, 0.4T ,
and 0.65T . Dashed lines in (A-D) and (E-H) indicate trunk posture. Solid lines/curves in
(A-D) and (E) indicate the hind foot posture and shape. Vertical dotted lines in (A-C) and
(E-G) indicate foot displacement during stance on the on the solid (measured at the digit
tip) and the granular (measured at the ankle) surfaces. Note that the lateral camera was
oriented at an angle to the x, y, z axes such that forward (+x) direction appeared to point
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Figure 39: Kinematic variables of the trunk and hind leg. (A) Pitch angle of the trunk. (B)
Pelvis height. (C) Knee height. (D) Knee angle. Red indicates the solid surface, and blue
indicates the granular surface. Circles in (A-D) indicate takeoff. Error bars and shaded
areas denote ±1 s.d. TD and TO indicate touchdown and takoff.
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2.4.4 Hind foot kinematics
The kinematics of the hind foot differed between the two substrates. On the solid surface,
the lizard used a digitigrade foot posture (Fig. 38A-D, Fig. 40A, solid line and curve;
Fig. 46A-D). The hind foot touched down only with the digit tips; the toes were spread
out, held nearly straight, and pointed slightly downward. The foot angle at touchdown
(measured along the fourth toe) was θTD = (14 ± 5)◦ relative to the surface (Fig. 40A;












Figure 40: Closer views of foot posture at touchdown. (A) Foot posture at touchdown on
the solid surface. (A) Foot posture at touchdown on the granular surface. (C) Foot angle
at touchdown, as defined in (A,B). Error bars and shaded areas denote ±1 s.d.
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(Fig. 38A-C, vertical dotted line shows zero displacement). The long toes pivoted over the
digit tips and hyperextended into a c-shape (Fig. 38B, solid curve; Fig. 46B). The foot
returned to its nearly straight posture at takeoff (Fig. 38C, solid line; Fig. 46C), and then
flexed during swing (Fig. 38D, solid curve; Fig. 46D).
We used foot curvature κ (measured along the longest fourth toe) to characterize the
foot shape during running on the solid surface (see Appendix for details of the calculation).
Calculated κ (Fig. 46E; normalized to maximal positive foot curvature κmax) showed that
the hind foot hyperextended (positive κ) during stance and flexed (positive κ) during most of
















Figure 41: Foot-ground interaction on the solid surface. (A-D) The hind foot shape in the
lateral view of a representative run (at t = 0, 0.2T, 0.4T , and 0.65T ) on the solid surface.
The diagram in (B) defines the radius of curvature ρ of the foot. The hind foot shape in the
dorsal view is similar because the sprawl angle of the foot plane is approximately constant
during stance. (E) Normalized foot curvature over a full stride on the solid surface. The
time instants of (A-D) are indicated in (E) and correspond to (A-D) in Fig. 38. TD and
TO indicate touchdown and takoff.
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swing. Maximal foot hyperextension occurred at mid-stance, maximal foot flexion occurred
at mid swing, and the foot was straight (κ = 0) at touchdown and shortly after takeoff.
On the granular surface, the lizard used a plantigrade foot posture (Fig. 38E, Fig. 40B,
solid line) at touchdown. The entire hind foot touched down, with the toes spread out,
held nearly straight, and nearly parallel to the surface. The foot angle at touchdown
was θTD = (5 ± 3)◦ relative to the surface (Fig. 40B; Fig. 40C, blue), significantly lower
(P < 0.05, ANOVA) than that on the solid surface (Fig. 40A; Fig. 40C, blue). During
stance, the entire foot penetrated the substrate and became obscured (Fig. 38F). Only
the ankle remained visible at the surface level and moved forward by about a foot length
(Fig. 38E-G, vertical dotted line shows displacement). After the foot retracted from the
substrate, it flexed during swing (Fig. 38H, solid curve).
2.4.5 Principal Component Analysis of kinematics
To determine which variables were responsible for the greatest variance in the data, two
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) models were developed‡ for variables that described
the CoM and stride kinematics (10 variables; stride model), and positional characteristics of
the trunk and legs (9 variables; position model). Results for the PCAs and interpretations of
the analyses are shown in Table 4. Three PCs were selected for further analysis in the stride
and position models, describing 79.3% and 87.8% of the total variance, respectively. Results
from these models largely support the results presented above, highlighting the primary
variables responsible for the greatest variance between surfaces. For the stride PCA model
only PC 3 was significantly different between the surfaces (F (1, 11) = 5.20, P = 0.044),
highlighting greater stride lengths and lower CoM lateral excursions on solid ground. For
the position PCA model, only PC1 was significantly different between solid and granular
surfaces (PC1: F (1, 11) = 33.64, P < 0.001). Examination of the variable loadings (i.e.,
eigenvectors) and plots of the principal components showed that on solid ground, lizards
ran with a lower average pitch angle of the trunk, higher pelvis and knee at touchdown, as
well as less knee extension and a higher foot angle at touchdown.
‡This analysis was performed by S. Tonia Hsieh.
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Table 4: Results of principal component analysis on kinematic variables. Significant dif-
ference between solid and granular surface. Eigenvector values of variables contributing
significantly to the variance along a principal component are in bold.
CoM and Stride PCA
Variable PC1 (42.2%) PC2 (26.0%) PC3* (11.1%)
Forward speed −0.32086 0.42308 0.15293
Stride frequency −0.38473 0.28383 −0.22067
Duty factor 0.15947 −0.34855 0.34366
Stride length 0.08369 0.32794 0.73969
Average CoM height 0.41662 0.25651 −0.15445
Lowest CoM height 0.42393 0.23889 −0.21249
Time of lowest CoM height 0.27624 −0.06351 0.34444
Highest CoM height 0.40908 0.25343 −0.25467
Time of highest CoM height −0.31806 −0.16485 −0.06668
CoM lateral excursion 0.13598 −0.54140 −0.07563
Position PCA
Variable PC1* (55.2%) PC2 (18.5%) PC3 (14.2%)
Average pelvis height -0.38982 0.31808 0.12583
Average pitch angle of the trunk 0.34641 0.24463 −0.23350
Touchdown knee height -0.31606 0.50144 0.22024
Lowest knee height -0.42120 0.01280 0.00332
Knee vertical displacement during stance 0.17604 0.59176 0.26297
Touchdown knee angle 0.14902 0.44291 −0.57342
Largest knee angle 0.36638 0.18523 0.27053
Knee joint extension during stance 0.29197 −0.07631 0.63194
Foot angle at touchdown 0.42197 −0.02993 −0.10314
2.4.6 Hind foot resilience
Representative work loops (Fig. 42B) showed that the torque τ was higher when the foot was
pushed down on the solid surface (loading) than when it was retracted (unloading), similar
to [103, 46]. Maximal torque was positively correlated with maximal angular displacement
(P < 0.001, ANOVA). The kinks observed in the middle of the loading curve were due to
the fifth toe contacting the surface. Average hind foot resilience calculated from the work
loops was R = 0.44 ± 0.12 (Fig. 43, N = 3 individuals, n = 64 runs). Hind foot resilience
did not differ between individuals (P > 0.05, ANOVA), nor did it change significantly with
maximal torque (Fig. 43A; P > 0.05, ANOVA), maximal angular displacement (Fig. 43B;
P > 0.05, ANOVA), or average loading rate (Fig. 43C; P > 0.05, ANOVA). See Table 5 for
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Figure 42: Representative passive work loops of the hind foot. (A-C) are representative
work loops for three anesthetized lizards tested. Different curves are for different trials. The
higher portion of each curve (labeled “loading”) is the torque during push down, and the
lower portion of each curve (labeled “unloading”) is the torque during retraction. The area
within a work loop is the energy lost within the foot. Both torque and angular displacement
were measured at the digit tip.
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Figure 43: Hind foot resilience. (A) Hind foot resilience as a function of maximal torque, (B)
Hind foot resilience as a function of maximal angular displacement. (C) Hind foot resilience
as a function of average loading rate. Different symbols indicate different individuals. Solid
and dashed lines denote mean ±1 s.d.
Table 5: Statistics of modified work loop experiments. All significant differences (α = 0.05)
are in bold.
Variable Effect Effect minimum Effect maximum F D.F. P
Resilience Maximal torque (Nm) 0.1× 10−3 1.3× 10−3 0.5208 (1,62) 0.4732
Resilience Maximal angular displacement (rad) 0.4 1.2 0.0164 (1,62) 0.8987
Resilience Average loading rate (rad/s) 0.4 1.3 1.1228 (1,62) 0.2934
Resilience Individual N/A N/A 2.1025 (2,61) 0.1309
Maximal torque Maximal angular displacement (rad) 0.4 1.2 64.3188 (1,62) < 0.001
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2.4.7 Granular penetration force
Force data on both plates (Fig. 2; solid curve: A1 = 7.6 × 2.5 cm2; dotted curve: A2 =
3.8× 2.5 cm2) show that during downward vertical penetration, the vertical force (Fz) was
upward and increased approximately linearly with penetration depth (|z|) (higher portion
of both curves). During upward retraction, vertical force immediately became negative
(downward) and dropped by an order of magnitude (lower portion of both curves). In
addition, penetration force scaled with plate area projected into the horizontal plane (A):
at given depth, the force on the larger plate (A1) was double that on the smaller plate (A2),
















Figure 44: Granular penetration force as a function of depth. The solid curve is the force
on a plate of area 7.6 × 2.5 cm2. The dotted curve is the force on a plate of half the area
(3.8× 2.5 cm2). The higher portion of each curve (labeled “penetrate”) is the force during
penetration, and the lower portion of each curve (labeled “retract”) is the force during
retraction. Dashed lines are linear fits to the forces during penetration using Eqn. 2. The
area within each force loop is the energy lost to the granular substrates.
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αA|z|, for increasing |z|,
0, for decreasing |z|,
(2)
where α is a constant characterizing the penetration resistance of the granular material,
which decreases with its compaction (i.e., volume fraction) [92]. Fitting Fz = αA|z| to the
force during penetration (higher portion of the curves in Fig. 2) over steady state region
(dashed lines), we obtain αA1 = 660 N/m, and αA2 = 330 N/m. Thus α ≈ 3.5× 105 N/m3
for loosely packed 0.27± 0.4 mm diameter glass particles.
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2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Comparison of CoM motion with spring-mass model
The Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model predicts that both the CoM vertical
position (zCoM ) and forward speed (vx,CoM ) oscillate within a step, reaching minimum at
mid-stance and maximum during the aerial phase [86]. Accordingly, the mechanical energy
of the CoM (ECOM ) also reaches minimum at mid-stance and maximum during the aerial












x,CoM is the kinetic
and mgzCoM the gravitational potential energy of the CoM). In the first half of stance,
the reduction in CoM energy (∆ECOM ) is transformed into elastic energy stored in the leg
spring, part of which could be released for mechanical work in the second half of stance as
the leg spring recoils.
During running on the both solid and granular surfaces, the zebra-tailed lizard’s CoM
vertical position zCoM (Fig. 37C, red and blue curves) oscillated in the same pattern as
predicted by the SLIP model (Fig. 37C, black dashed curve). The oscillation of the CoM
lateral position yCoM was also in accord with the Lateral Leg Spring (LLS) model predic-
tions [89, 90]. The substantial sprawl of the legs contributes to the medio-lateral bouncing
motion of the animal.
On the solid surface, the CoM forward speed vx,CoM (Fig. 37B, red curve) displayed a
modest SLIP-like oscillatory trend (Fig. 37B, dashed curve), whose oscillation magnitude
was small compared to the magnitude of forward speed (i.e., vx,CoM ≪ vx,CoM ) and com-
parable to the noise in measured speed. This is expected because the Froude number is
large at high running speeds (see Appendix for details). Despite the difficulty in detecting
the relatively small oscillations in vx, a modest SLIP-like oscillatory trend in vx,CoM was
observed in six out of the seven runs on the solid surface (from all three individuals). This
indicates that the lizard runs in a SLIP-like fashion on the solid surface.
Further evidence for SLIP-like CoM motion on the solid surface is found by observing
the change in the total mechanical energy of the CoM (ECoM ) during a step. On the
solid surface, ECoM decreased in the first half of stance by ∆ECoM = 1.6 × 10−3 J (from
15.3 × 10−3 J to 13.7 × 10−3 J), and then recovers (to 15.0 × 10−3 J) at mid aerial phase,
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in accord with spring-mass model predictions. SLIP-like and LLS-like CoM motion was
previously observed in other lizards running on solid surfaces [43, 88]. However, it was not
clear whether energy-saving by elastic elements played an important role.
On the granular surface, a SLIP-like oscillatory trend in vx,CoM was not observed
(Fig. 37B, blue curve), nor was it observed in any of the six runs. In addition, on the granu-
lar surface, ECoM actually increased during the first half of stance by ∆ECoM = 0.7× 10−3
J (from 12.7× 10−3 J to 13.4× 10−3 J), and then recovered (to 12.9× 10−3 J) at mid-aerial
phase, contrary to spring-mass model predictions. This indicates that on the granular
surface the lizard is not bouncing like a passive spring-mass system despite the SLIP-like
oscillation in zCoM and LLS-like oscillation in yCoM . This is likely because the granular
substrate yields and dissipates energy at each footstep.
2.5.2 Foot function on solid surface: energy-saving spring
In many running and hopping vertebrates, ankle extensor tendons in the lower leg act as
the primary elastic elements to store and return energy (for a review, see [1]). The zebra-
tailed lizard (and other iguanids [104]) does not have substantial ankle extensor tendons, but
rather possesses large, elongate tendons in the foot. These foot tendons are morphologically
different from ankle extensor tendons, but may be functionally equivalent during locomotion
and serve as an energy-saving spring. This is particularly likely on the solid surface because
during stance the lizard used a digitigrade foot posture and displayed substantial foot
hyperextension.
Previous studies have demonstrated the strut-like function of ankle extensor muscles and
spring-like function of ankle extensor tendons during running (for reviews, see [1, 2]). Specif-
ically, during a footstep, the ankle flexes after touchdown and then extends before takeoff.
Ankle flexion occurs as a result of ground reaction force generation. During this time, ankle
extensor muscles contract nearly isometrically [105] and act as struts [5], transferring forces
that stretch the ankle extensor tendons, but performing little muscle work [105]. Subsequent
recoil of these tendons during ankle extension releases part of the elastic energy stored in
them and provides a significant portion of the total mechanical work required (∆ECoM ) to
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raise and accelerate the CoM to the next step [105].
Inspired by these previous findings and the tendinous foot anatomy, we propose a two-
dimensional strut-spring model of the hind foot (Fig. 45) which assumes isometric contrac-
tion of the lower leg muscles and incorporates the spring nature of the foot tendons. Rigid
segments (Fig. 45, dashed lines), which are free to rotate about joints within a plane, rep-
resent the foot skeleton. The ankle extensor muscles in the lower leg are modeled as a rigid
strut (muscle strut; Fig. 45, blue line) that runs along the ventral side of the tibia, and
contracts isometrically during stance in running. A linear spring (tendon spring; Fig. 45,
red lines) originates from the distal end of the muscle strut and extends to the digit tip
with the capability of stretching around each joint, models the springy foot tendons. The
muscle strut and tendon spring are ventrally offset from the midline of the skeleton at each







Figure 45: A two-dimensional strut-spring model of the hind foot. The model assumes
isometric contraction of lower leg muscles (muscle strut) and spring nature of foot tendons
(tendon spring). The radii of colored circles correspond to joint radii (rK = rA ≈ 1.25 mm,
rMP ≈ 0.75 mm, rPP = rT ≈ 0.50 mm).
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mm).
The strut-spring model of the hind foot enables calculation of the deformation ∆l of the
tendon spring (see Appendix for details of the calculation). Calculated ∆l during stance
(Fig. 46, dashed curve; normalized to maximal positive deformation, lmax) shows that the
tendon spring stretches during the first half of stance and recoils during the second half
of stance, in support of the proposed elastic energy storage and return in the hind foot.
With the tendon spring deformation, the stiffness of the tendon spring (defined as the
maximal tension divided by the maximal deformation of the tendon spring) is estimated to
be ktendon = 4.3× 103 N/m (see Appendix for details of the calculation).























Figure 46: Normalized tendon spring deformation on the solid surface. The solid part of
the curve is during stance, when the muscle strut assumption is valid. The dotted curve is
during swing, when the muscle strut assumption does not hold. The time instants indicated
by (A-D) correspond to (A-D) in Fig. 4. TD and TO indicate touchdown and takoff.
Using the estimated deformation and stiffness of the tendon spring, we can calculate the
elastic energy savings in the hind foot during running on the solid surface. At mid-stance,




max = 1.4 × 10−3
J. This is comparable to the reduction in the mechanical energy of the CoM (∆ECoM =
1.6 × 10−3 J) and implies that almost all of the reduced mechanical energy of the CoM is
stored in the foot at mid-stance. Using hind foot resilience R = 0.44 ± 0.12, the elastic
recoil of the foot tendons returns an energy of R∆Eelastic = (0.56 ± 0.17) × 10−3 J per
step, and provides (3910)% of the total mechanical work needed (∆ECoM = 1.6 × 10−3
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J). We verified that the observed foot flexion during swing induces little energy storage
(1.0× 10−4 J) because the hind foot is less stiff during flexion (0.7× 103 N/m) than during
hyperextension (4.3× 103 N/m).
The energy saving by foot tendons is in a similar range (35%−50%) to the energy saving
by ankle extensor tendons in larger animals [1], such as kangaroos (50%) [106], wallabies
(45%) [107], horses (40%) [105], and humans (35%, with an additional 17% from ligaments in
the foot arc) [103]. This is somewhat surprising because energy saving by elastic stretch and
recoil of tendons was previously considered less important in small animals [1]. Because the
leg tendons of smaller animals are “overbuilt” to withstand large stresses during escape, they
usually experience smaller stress during footsteps in steady-speed locomotion [101, 108]. For
example, in hopping kangaroo rat (mass ∼ 100 g), the gastrocnemius and plantaris tendons
saves only 14% of the mechanical work needed [109]. We verified that for the zebra-tailed
lizard the maximal stress in the foot tendons during stance is 4.3 MPa, well below the 100
MPa breaking point for tendons [110].
2.5.3 Foot function on granular surface: force-generating paddle
On the granular surface, the lizard’s foot penetrated into the substrate to generate force;
however, subsurface foot motion could not be observed because of the opacity of the sub-
strate. Based on previous understanding of granular forces and their role in locomotion, as
well as the observed above-surface foot kinematics, we assume that the lizard’s foot-ground
interaction can be modeled by a granular penetration force model [72]. This enables devel-
opment of a hypothesis of the subsurface foot motion in the sagittal plane, and reveals the
function of the hind foot on the granular surface.
Previous studies of a legged robot moving on granular surfaces demonstrated that it
is important for foot penetration to generate sufficient vertical force to prevent body and
limbs from sinking into the deformable media; a model incorporating vertical force balance
captured the general features of the locomotion [92, 97]. Therefore, we focus on vertical
ground reaction force. Before touchdown, the lizard’s hind foot moves downward at speeds
close to 1 m/s on both solid and granular surfaces. On the solid surface, the hind foot
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stopped moving downward immediately after touchdown (within ∼ 3 ms or ∼ 8% of the
stance phase) and then moved slowly upward and forward about the pivot (digit tip) at
speeds less than 0.5 m/s. On the granular surface, although the foot became invisible
during stance, the ankle remained visible, and also stopped moving downward immediately
after touchdown (within ∼ 3 ms). Therefore, we assume that the foot moves subsurface
at similar speeds (< 0.5 m/s) as on the solid surface. Because at these foot speeds the
granular resistance is dominated by grain friction, force is approximately independent of
speed [69, 70, 95].




















Figure 47: Ground reaction force and CoM vertical speed. (A) CoM vertical speed. Solid
curve is speed derived from measured CoM vertical position (Fig. 37C). Dashed curve is the
CoM vertical speed predicted from the model by integrating vertical acceleration. Shaded
area denotes ±1 s.d. (B) Vertical acceleration calculated from the vertical ground reaction




4T is obtained from a granular penetration force
model using hypothesized foot rotation (C). Solid and dashed curves are the Fz on the two
alternating hind feet, respectively. The time instants of (E-H) indicated in (B) correspond
to (E-H) in Fig. 38. TD and TO indicate touchdown and takoff.
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by the force on a plate penetrating vertically into the granular medium at a given low
speed (< 0.5 m/s). The penetration force data and model (Eqn. 2) indicate that as the
foot penetrates downward and then retracts upward, a constant foot area A would result
in monotonically increasing Fz followed by an immediate drop of Fz to zero. However,
during a step, we expect that the vertical force Fz on a lizard foot is sinusoidal because the
observed vz,CoM oscillated approximately sinusoidally (Fig. 47A, dashed curve). Sinusoidal
Fz has been demonstrated for SLIP-like running on solid surfaces and can be explained
by the compression and extension of the leg spring [111]. However, on a granular surface
to generate a sinusoidal Fz which gradually decreases during the second half of stance, A
must decrease over time. (A sinusoidal Fz is also possible for fixed A if the foot maintains
contact on solidified grains, i.e., a SLIP-like motion with a solid foothold below the surface,
but this is unlikely considering the observation that during stance the ankle moves forward
at the surface level by a foot length.)
Therefore, we hypothesize that during stance the foot “paddles” through fluidized grains
to generate force (Fig. 48). The rotation of the foot about the moving ankle in the sagittal
plane enables the projected foot area to decrease with time. Our preliminary data of
subsurface foot kinematics using x-ray high-speed video (similar as in [95]) supported this
hypothesis. We note that the mechanism for thrust on the lizard foot is different from the
utilization of solidification forces observed in previous studies of interaction of the limbs of
a legged robot [92, 97] and the flippers of hatchling sea turtles [96] with granular media.
The hypothesized subsurface foot rotation in the sagittal plane explains the observed
sagittal CoM kinematics on the granular surface. Assuming that during stance the hind
foot rotates at constant angular velocity by π2 in the sagittal plane about the moving ankle,
the ground reaction force which each foot generates (Fz ≈ 2mgsin5πt4T ) is sinusoidal during
stance (see Appendix for details of the calculation). The net acceleration due to this Fz
and gravity is az =
Fz
m −g (Fig. 47B, solid curve; dashed curve is the az from the other hind
foot). The CoM vertical speed vz,CoM predicted from this Fz on both hind feet (Fig. 47A,
dashed curve) agrees well with observations (Fig. 47A, solid curve).










Figure 48: Hypothesized subsurface foot rotation in the sagittal plane. Foot tracings
indicated by (E-H) are at t = 0, 0.2T, 0.4T , and 0.65T and correspond to (E-H) in Fig. 38.
TD and TO indicate touchdown and takoff.
10]) at each footstep and energy is dissipated. By integration of Fz over vertical displace-
ment, the energy lost to the granular substrate per step is ∆Eloss = 1.5 × 10−3 J (see
Appendix for details of the calculation). This energy loss is similar to the amount of elas-
tic energy storage (∆Eelastic = 1.4 × 10−3 J) on the solid surface, suggesting that on the
granular surface the foot no longer functions as an energy-saving spring.
2.5.4 Motor function of upper hind leg
Despite the passive nature of the leg spring in the spring-mass model, animal limbs do not
function purely as passive springs, but also perform muscle work and may actively adjust
to accommodate changes in surface conditions [112, 3]. On the solid surface, the lizard’s
foot saves about 40% of the total mechanical work per step. The remaining 60% is lost
either within the foot or to the ground. This loss must be compensated by muscle work
(Wmuscle = 1.0 × 10−3 J), likely through active extension of the knee joint (Fig. 39D, red
curve) powered by the upper leg muscles.
On the granular surface, the lizard’s foot penetration results in lower knee (Fig. 39B,
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blue curve) and pelvis (Fig. 39A, blue curve) heights at mid-stance than on the solid surface.
Because the mechanical energy of the CoM increases (∆ECoM = 0.7 × 10−3 J) during the
first half of stance, while substantial energy (∆Eloss = 1.5× 10−3 J) is lost to the substrate
per step, the upper leg must perform larger work (Wmuscle = ∆ECoM +∆Eloss = 2.2×10−3
J) than on the solid surface. This is reflected in the larger knee extension during stance on
the granular surface (Fig. 39D, blue curve), and possibly the pitch of the trunk (Fig. 39C,
blue curve). The larger muscle work on the granular surface is in accord with previous
findings of higher energetic cost in human [17, 18] and robot [98] locomotion on granular
surfaces.
2.5.5 Advantages of a large, elongate foot
Many cursorial animals including mammals [113, 114, 115] and lizards [116] display elon-
gation of distal limb segments. Our model of foot-ground interaction on the solid surface
predicts that an elongate foot decreases tendon stiffness and mechanical advantage [117],
and thus increases energy saving capacity (see Appendix for details). More generally, elon-
gate distal limb segments such as legs, feet, and toes may be an adaptation for energy
saving during rapid locomotion. Indeed, short fascicles and long tendons are often found in
ankle extensor muscles and digital flexor muscles in large cursorial ungulates such as horses,
camels, and antelopes [1]. A recent study also found significant energy savings (53%) by
elongate foot tendons in running ostriches [118].
Our model of foot-ground interaction on the granular surface predicts that for a given
animal (constant weight), energy loss to the substrate is proportional to foot penetration,
and thus inversely proportional to foot area and substrate strength (see Appendix for de-
tails). On a given granular surface, a larger foot would sink less than a smaller foot [82]
and lose less energy, serving as a “snowshoe” [119]. In addition, natural surfaces can be
stronger than the loosely packed, ∼ 0.27 mm diameter glass particles used in this study [76].
For example, increase of packing fraction by a few percent [92], variation of grain size dis-
tribution [40], and change in particle roughness [10] can result in a few times of increase
in granular penetration resistance. Therefore, on stronger surfaces a foot would lose less
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energy and could even save energy-and this would be easier with a large foot than with a
small one.
Together, our models of foot-ground interaction on both solid and granular surfaces sug-
gest that the zebra-tailed lizard’s large, elongate hind foot functions differently on different
substrates. This multi-functional appendage provides the desert generalist with energetic
advantages, and simplify its sensory-neural control tasks during locomotion in natural en-
vironments [16].
2.5.6 Model assumptions and future work
Our estimate of elastic energy storage and return on the solid surface assume isometric
contraction of lower leg muscles. However, muscles have a finite stiffness and often do
lengthen by a small amount under limb tension [105, 5]. In this case, our estimates still
hold, because both the lower leg muscles and the foot tendons behave like springs, and
the total stiffness remains the same (since external force and total deformation remain the
same). In the case where the muscles actively shorten during stance and perform positive
work on the tendons (resulting in larger tendon lengthening), the energy storage and return
in the tendons would increase. However, the overall energy efficiency would in fact decrease,
because apart from energy lost in tendon recoil, energy is further lost in performing muscle
work (i.e., muscle work is more expensive than tendon work [120]).
In addition, the hind foot resilience obtained from anesthetized lizards was assumed to
provide a good estimate for the hind foot resilience in running lizards. This is based on our
observations that hind foot resilience was independent of torque, angular displacement, and
loading rate, as well as previous findings that the damping properties of animal limbs are
largely intrinsic to their structural and material properties [121, 122, 32, 46]. Future studies
using techniques such as tendon buckles [107], sonomicrometry [107], ultrasonography [123],
and oxygen consumption measurement [124] during locomotion are needed to confirm these
assumptions and estimates.
Our model on the granular surface only considered vertical penetration. However, pre-
vious studies of robot locomotion on granular surfaces demonstrated that ground reaction
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forces depend sensitively on foot kinematics [97] and foot morphology [98]. More elabo-
rate models are needed to capture granular force generation during intrusion of complex
shapes along complex trajectories such as that of a rotating lizard foot. Future studies
using high-speed x-ray imaging [95], discrete element simulation [125, 94], and theoretical
approaches [23, 94] are needed to better observe complex intrusions relevant to locomotion
and model the resulting granular forces.
For running on the granular surface, we assumed that force was dominated by the
hydrostatic-like component during intrusion and neglected the additional contribution to
force from the inertia of grains being accelerated. This allowed us to assume that the force
was dominated by the frictional flow of grains and thus independent of speed. However,
since at touchdown the foot impacts the granular substrate at high speeds (∼ 1 m/s) before
it slows down (after ∼ 3 ms), we do not know if the foot achieves high speeds again during
stance. At high speeds (∼ 1 m/s), grain inertial forces may be significant. For example,
impact studies showed that at high speeds (1 to a few m/s) force is dominated by grain
inertia [73, 74]. Thus our estimates of the granular forces provide a lower bound, and
the calculated maximal foot penetration (|z|max = 1.1 cm, see Appendix for details of the
calculation) sets a higher bound. The foot rotation hypothesis still holds because grain
inertial force also scales with foot area. Future studies are needed to capture detailed
subsurface foot-ground interaction and investigate the role of inertial forces of the grains
during high speed intrusion in locomotion.
Finally, our models of the hind foot function assume purely passive foot mechanics,
and do not consider the role of active sensory-neural control. We observed that when con-
fronted by a substrate which transitions from solid into granular (or vice versa), the lizard
displayed partial adjustment of foot posture during the first step on the new surface, and
full adjustment of foot posture during the second step. Future studies using neuromechan-
ics techniques [13] such as EMG [107, 126] and denervation/reinnervation [127] are needed
to determine how sensory feedback mechanisms are involved to control limb function to
accommodate changing environments [128, 3].
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2.6 Conclusions
In this study, we found that while running at similar speeds, the zebra-tailed lizard displayed
similar gait and center of mass kinematics on both solid and granular surfaces, but used
different trunk, hind leg, and hind foot kinematics. The lizard’s vertical CoM motion
resembled that of a spring-mass system on both the solid surface and the granular surface.
On the solid surface, the lizard’s elongate, tendinous hind foot functioned as an energy-
saving spring and saved a significant portion of the mechanical work needed each footstep
to recover the mechanical energy of the CoM. On the granular surface, the lizard’s large
hind foot paddled through fluidized grains to generate force, and substantial energy was
lost due to irreversible deformation of the granular substrate. The energy lost within the
foot and to the substrate must be compensated by larger muscle work of the upper leg.
Our models predict that the large, elongate hind foot increases energy storage and return
on the solid surface, and reduces energy loss to the granular substrate by reducing foot
penetration.
These findings increase the understanding of the mechanisms by which animals contend
with complex natural environments. In particular, viscoelastic limbs and feet which have
appropriate morphology and material properties and passively accommodate various condi-
tions may be beneficial for terrestrial animals [16, 14]. Current robotic devices often suffer
performance loss and require high cost of transport on yielding surfaces like granular mate-
rial [11, 92, 97, 98]. Insights from studies like ours can provide inspiration for future robotic
devices [14]. Finally, our study also highlights the need comprehensive theory of forces




2.7.1 Foot curvature on the solid surface
Three-dimensional kinematics showed that both the tibia and the foot (i.e., from the knee
to the digit tip of the fourth toe) remained approximately within a plane during the entire
stride (out-of-plane component is 3% on average and < 10% during the entire stride).
During stance, the orientation of the foot plane remained nearly unchanged, with a foot
sprawl angle of (53± 4)◦ relative to the sagittal plane in the posterior view. Foot curvature
κ could then be obtained by fitting a circle to the foot from the ankle to the digit tip within
the foot plane and determining the radius of curvature ρ of the fit circle (see diagram in
Fig. 46B), i.e., κ = ±1ρ , where + sign indicates foot hyperextension, − sign indicates foot
flexion, and κ = 0 indicates a straight foot shape. Maximal curvature κmax = 0.8 ± 0.2
cm−1 occurs at t = 0.27T .
2.7.2 Small relative forward speed oscillation
At 1.5 m/s, the lizard’s Froude number in the sagittal plane is Fr = v2x,CoM/gL0 ≈ 6
(where L0 ≈ 4 cm is the leg length at touchdown), higher than the typical value of 2.5







x,CoM ) of the CoM of the lizard is much larger (≈ 6 times) than
its gravitational potential energy (mgzCoM ) [55]. Because both the oscillation magnitudes
in forward (∆vx,CoM ) and vertical (∆vz,CoM ) speeds are determined by the total ground
reaction force and the attack angle of the leg spring (β = sin−1
vx,CoMDT
2L0
) ≈ 0.9 rad), they
should be of the same order of magnitude [86], i.e., ∆vx,CoM ∼ ∆vz,CoM . From the observed
CoM kinematics, ∆vz,CoM < (mgL0)
1/2. Therefore, ∆vx,CoM ∼ ∆vz,CoM < (mgL0)1/2 ≪
vx,CoM , or ∆vx,CoM/vx,CoM ≪ 1 (i.e., the angle of the landing/takeoff velocity is small [86]).
2.7.3 Estimates of tendon spring deformation and stiffness
From the two-dimensional strut-spring model of the hind foot, by geometry, the tendon
spring deformation l is related to the observed joint angles changes and the foot joint radii
as ∆l = Σi=A,MP,PP ri∆θi, where ∆θi is the observed change of joint angles, and ri is the
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joint radii (rK = rA ≈ 1.25 mm, rMP ≈ 0.75 mm, rPP = rT ≈ 0.50 mm). We observed
that the relaxed hind foot of a live animal is approximately straight (Fig. 31), similar to the
foot shape at touchdown during running (Fig. 38A, Fig. 40A). Thus we define the relaxed
length of the tendon spring as its length when the foot is straight, i.e., ∆l = 0 at touchdown.
Maximal tendon spring deformation (∆lmax = 0.8 mm) during stance occurs at t = 0.17T
and corresponds to a 3% strain. We do not consider tendon spring deformation in the swing
phase (dashed curve in Fig. 46E) because the assumption of isometric contraction of lower
leg muscle only holds in stance phase.
The stiffness of the tendon spring is defined as the maximal tension divided by the
maximal deformation of the tendon spring, i.e., ktendon =
Tmax
∆lmax
. From the observed
CoM kinematics, the total ground reaction force at mid-stance is Fmax ≈ 0.3 N, and
lies within the coronal plane and points from the digit tip to the hip. At mid-stance,
since the tendon spring stretches to a maximum, torque is balanced at the ankle, i.e.,
TmaxrA = Fmax∆xankle−digittip, where ∆xankle−digittip = 1.4 cm is the distance between the
ankle and digit tip along the forward direction at mid-stance, and rA ≈ 1.25 mm. Thus
Tmax = 3.4 N and ktendon = 4.3× 103 N/m. The maximal stress in the foot tendons during




During stance the lizard’s lower leg muscles must be activated, because the torsional
stiffness of the ankle (defined as maximal torque divided by maximal angular displacement)
estimated from running kinematics (12× 10−3 Nm/rad) is much larger than found in anes-
thetized lizards from the modified work loop experiments (∼ 1 × 10−3 Nm/rad). Higher
tension from muscle contraction usually increases limb stiffness [130, 122].
2.7.4 Elongate foot increases energy saving on solid surface
The stiffness of a piece of elastic material (e.g., a tendon) is k = EAl , where E is the Young’s
modulus of the material, A is its cross sectional area, and l is its rest length. Most animal
tendons are primarily made of collagen [110] and are of similar Young’s modulus. Thus,
the stiffness of the tendon spring scales as ktendon ∝ r
2
l , i.e., an elongate tendon is less stiff
and stretches more easily than a short, thick tendon. Since elastic energy storage decreases
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∝ 1ktendon for a given
Tmax), an elongate tendon can thus store and return more energy.
The elongate foot also reduces the moment arm of tendon tension (small rA) but in-
creases the moment arm of the ground reaction force (large ∆xankle−digittip) about the




and ∆xankle−digittip increases with foot length) for a given
ground reaction force and amplifies tendon stretch for enhanced energy storage and return.
2.7.5 Estimates of vertical force and energy loss on granular surface
Assuming that the hind foot rotates by π2 about the moving ankle at constant angular





40 rad/s), the projected foot area in the horizontal plane decreases with time as A =
Afootcosωt, where Afoot = 1 cm
2 is the hind foot area; the depth of the foot (measured
at the center of the foot) increases with time as |z| = |z|maxsinωt. The vertical ground
reaction force that the foot generates during stance is then sinusoidal: Fz = Fz,maxsin2ωt,




2αAfoot|z|max. For steady-state locomotion on
a level surface, the Fz generated by one foot averaged over a cycle must equal half the
body weight, i.e.,
∫ T
0 Fz,maxsin2ωt dt =
1
2mg. Therefore Fz,max =
5πmg








By integration of vertical ground reaction force over vertical displacement, we obtain
the energy loss ∆Eloss =
∫ |z|max




dt dt = 1.5 × 10
−3 J, where |z|max = 1.1
cm from Fz,max =
1
2αAfoot|z|max. The hypothesized foot rotation in the sagittal plane
does not take into account possible sprawl of the foot when it is subsurface, which could
induce additional energy loss by lateral displacement of the grains. However, a sprawled
foot posture does not affect the condition of vertical force balance and thus does not change
our estimate of energy dissipation in the sagittal plane. Therefore this estimate provides a
lower bound.
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2.7.6 Large foot reduces energy loss on granular surface
For a given animal (constant weight mg), Fz,max =
1
2αAfoot|z|max ≈ 2mg is constant,
thus ∆Eloss = |z|max
∫ T
0 Fzωcosωt dt ∝ |z|max ∝
1
αAfoot
. This implies that energy loss to
the substrate increases with foot penetration. On a given granular surface (fixed α), a
larger foot (increased Afoot) sinks less than a smaller foot, and thus loses less energy to
the substrate. For a given foot size (fixed Afoot), a foot sinks less on a stronger granular
substrate (larger α) than on a weaker substrate, and thus loses less energy to the substrate.
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CHAPTER III
SUBSURFACE FOOT KINEMATICS AND FORCE GENERATION OF
THE ZEBRA-TAILED LIZARD (CALLISAURUS DRACONOIDES)
RUNNING ON GRANULAR MEDIA
3.1 Summary
For animals running on substrates that can deform and flow like water and sand, there is
a dilemma: while foot penetration is required for locomotion, penetrating too deeply can
decrease locomotor performance by reducing stride length and inducing body/limb drag.
In a previous study of the zebra-tailed lizard running on granular media, we hypothesized
that its hind foot must rotate (paddle) subsurface to generate thrust for locomotion. Such
kinematics appear similar to the slap and stroke motion of the foot under water during
water-running of the basilisk lizard [19, 20]. However, due to the opacity of the grains and
lack of comprehensive force equations for granular media, well-established techniques for
observing animal kinematics and water flow and measuring/calculating forces within fluids
cannot be readily applied to studies of locomotion on granular media. In this study, we used
x-ray high speed videos to capture the subsurface foot kinematics of the zebra-tailed lizard
running on granular media, and tested a foot rotation (paddling) hypothesis proposed in a
previous study [85]. We classified and analyzed the foot-ground interaction which occurred
in four stages: impact, vertical penetration, rotation, and retraction. Using force models
obtained from physics experiments, we determined the respective contributions of these four
stages to the total vertical thrust required to balance the weight of the animal. While the
kinematics and force contribution portions of these stages appear similar to those of the
slap and stroke phases during water-running in the basilisk lizard, the physical mechanisms
governing the forces are distinctly different. Unlike for water-running where the majority
of thrust is gained by the momentum transfer from the rapidly accelerated water under
the paddling foot, on granular media, thrust is dominated by speed-independent, frictional
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forces, which increase hydrostatic pressure and thus foot depth. These differences suggest
different movement control strategies for the water-running basilisk lizard and the sand-
running zebra-tailed lizard.∗.
∗This Chapter is part of a paper by Chen Li, S. Tonia Hsieh, Paul B. Umbanhowar, and Daniel I.
Goldman, to be submitted to The Journal of Royal Society Interface [131].
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3.2 Introduction
Unlike rigid, non-slip ground, deformable substrates like granular media present unique
challenges for a locomoting animal like a zebra-tailed lizard (Fig. 49A) as it must intrude
its feet into the substrate to generate sufficient forces. Having a foothold below the surface
could reduce stride length [38] and induce drag on the legs and the belly of the animal [92,
96]. In addition, energy is lost due to irreversible work done on the substrate [17, 18, 98].
Thus while foot penetration is required for locomotion, penetrating too deeply can be
detrimental to locomotor performance. As a result, on a granular surface it is crucial
for animal to possess appropriate foot morphology and use appropriate kinematics so that
in the process of generating the required forces for locomotion the legs and body do not
penetrate too deeply into the deformable substrate [92, 97, 98, 85].
This is much like the water-running of the basilisk lizard (Basiliscus basiliscus and
Basiliscus plumifrons) (Fig. 49B), in which feet must also penetrate the surface to generate
thrust but at the same time avoid sinking too deeply into water [19, 49, 20, 47]. In addition,
the foot-ground interaction of the zebra-tailed lizard running on the granular surface [85] is
kinematically similar to that of the basilisk lizard running on water [19, 20]. In both cases,
the hind foot touches down the surface with a plantigrade foot posture. During stance,
BA
Figure 49: The sand-running zebra-tailed lizard (A) and the water-running basilisk lizard
(B). Both snapshots are taken at mid-stance. Reproduced from [85] and [47].
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the zebra-tailed lizard’s foot rotates (paddles) within the granular substrate to generate
force (inferred from above surface kinematics and a granular penetration force model) [85],
which appears similar to the slap and stroke of the foot under water in the basilisk lizard.
Furthermore, both the zebra-tailed lizard and the basilisk lizard have elongate body and
limbs, and an large, elongate hind foot. These similarities lead us to speculate that the
zebra-tailed lizard may have similar kinematics and force generation strategies as those of
the basilisk lizard.
For the basilisk running on the surface of water, foot kinematics during stance can
be observed using high-speed video [19, 20], and the forces can be estimated from well-
established hydrodynamic and hydrostatic equations [19]. In addition, the vortex rings
formed within the water during footsteps can be visualized by Digital Particle Imaging
Velocimetry (DPIV) (Fig. 17A), and the forces exerted by the water on the foot can be
calculated from vortex ring orientation and momentum via Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) [132, 47] (Fig. 17B,C). However, the forces and flow during intrusion of a foot by
zebra-tailed lizard running on granular media cannot be readily studied by these techniques,
due to opacity of the grains and the lack of comprehensive equations governing the forces in
granular media. Recently high speed x-ray imaging was successfully employed to reveal the
subsurface kinematics of a desert-dwelling lizard (the sandfish) swimming within granular
media [95], and by empirical force measurements and theoretical force models, the mechanics
of sand-swimming was revealed [95, 125].
In this study, we use x-ray high speed videos to capture the subsurface foot kinematics
of the zebra-tailed lizard running on granular media, and test the foot rotation (paddling)
hypothesis proposed in the previous study of this lizard running on granular surface [85].
Based on the observed kinematics, we perform physics experiments to measure and model
the different intrusion forces relevant to the foot-ground interaction on granular media, and
determine their respective contributions to total vertical thrust. We compare kinematics
and force generation of the zebra-tailed lizard with those of the water-running basilisk lizard
(which have been studied in detail [19, 49, 48, 20, 47]) to reveal similarities and differences
in these two animal species which both experience large foot penetration.
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3.3 Materials and methods
3.3.1 Animals
We collected eleven adult zebra-tailed lizards from the Mojave Desert under California
Scientific Collecting Permit (SC 10901) in 09/2009 for x-ray subsurface foot kinematics
experiments. Housing procedures were the same as described in the previous study [85].
3.3.2 X-ray subsurface kinematics capture
We used x-ray high-speed video to capture 2-D sagittal subsurface foot kinematics on the
granular surface (Fig. 50). For enhanced contrast, radio-opaque markers were glued to the
skin near the joints. Due to high x-ray absorption and low shutter speed, we were unable
to obtain enough data to be statistically meaningful using 0.27 mm diameter glass particles
(density = 2.5×103 kg/m3) even with large radio-opaque markers (∼ 2 mm, ∼ 0.1 g). As a
substitute, we obtained statistically meaningful data using poppy seeds (diameter ≈ 1 mm,
density = 1.0 × 103 kg/m3, Tasmanian Alkaloids Pty. Ltd., Tasmania, Australia) which
had lower x-ray absorption, and through which small radio-opaque markers (∼ 0.5 mm,
∼ 0.001 g, ≪ foot weight ∼ 0.3 g) were visible. While the grain densities of these two media
differ by a factor of two, their surface stiffnesses are comparable (α ∼ 105 N/m3) and small
compared to the α > 1010 N/m3 for the solid surface (estimated from Young’s modulus
of wood [133] and the dimension of the wood board). Because the observed phenomena
(e.g., animal kinematics, foot intrusion, force profiles, etc.) on both granular media were
qualitatively similar, we focus on presenting data obtained on poppy seeds. Additionally, a
narrower fluidized bed trackway (150 cm long, 13 m wide)† was constructed to reduce the
substrate width (and thus x-ray absorption) which still allowed the animals to run without
interacting with the sidewalls.
During each trial, the x-ray source (Philips, Amsterdam, Netherlands) emitted x-rays
(80 kV, 50 mA) horizontally across the width of the trackway for 6 s, during which the animal
was induced to run (by a remotely-controlled small moving apparatus) across the range of











Figure 50: Experimental setup for subsurface foot kinematics capture using high speed
x-ray imaging. A high-speed camera records the x-ray lateral view through the image
intensifier as the lizard runs across a prepared substrate in the +x direction. A visible-light
camera simultaneously records the dorsal view in visible-light. Colored circles show digitized
points on the midline of the trunk, hind leg, and elongate hind foot, where radio-opaque
markers were placed (similar to [85]).
view. An image intensifier transformed the x-rays into visible-light for capture with a high-
speed camera (Photron, San Diego, CA, USA) from the lateral view at 500 frame/s with
300 µs shutter speed. A second visible-light high-speed camera (AOS Technologies, Baden
Daettwil, Switzerland) positioned directly above the trackway simultaneously captured the
dorsal view at 500 frame/s for additional visible-light video analysis. Room temperature
was 25◦C during the test. Animals were permitted to rest at least five minutes between
trials and for at least two days between sessions. Radio-opaque markers detached naturally
after the experiment when the animals shed.
3.3.3 Kinematics analysis
We used the dorsal visible-light video to calculate running speed, and the lateral x-ray video
to determine fore-aft (x) and vertical (z) positions of the foot. We also estimated the medio-
lateral (y) position in the x-ray subsurface foot kinematics data by conservation of body
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segment lengths. Other analysis was performed with similar protocols as the visible-light
3-D kinematic data described in the previous study [85].
3.3.4 Granular force measurements
To model the forces relevant for running on granular media, we performed vertical impact,
vertical penetration, and rotational intrusion experiments (Fig. 51). Before all trials, the
granular medium was prepared to loosely packed state (ϕ = 0.58) using a fluidized bed
(24× 22 cm2 surface area, 12 cm depth).
For the impact experiment (Fig. 51A), we dropped a wood disc of 10.7 g and 1 cm2 area
into the granular medium, from heights ranging from 0.76 cm to 20.32 cm such that impact
speed vc ranged from 0.4 m/s to 2 m/s to investigate impact force as a function impact
speed. Balsa wood was used to reduce mass of the intruder. In addition, we varied disc
mass from 5.4 g to 15.9 g for drops at 1 m/s to investigate the effect of mass of impact force.
A camera recorded video of the entire impacting event (from pre-impact to full stop) at
80000 frame/s. Horizontal stripes marked on a lightweight (mass ≪ 1 g) vertical rod rigidly
attached to the disc were digitized, and image sequences were cross-correlated to obtain
position, speed, and acceleration as a function of time [73]. Impact force and momentum
transfer were calculated from acceleration and change in speed.
For the vertical penetration experiment (Fig. 51B), we pushed an aluminum disc of 5 cm2
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Figure 51: Experimental setup for granular force measurements. (A) Vertical impact. (B)
Vertical penetration. (C) Rotationals intrusion. Schematics are not to scale.
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area downward at v = 0.1 m/s into the granular medium and then retracted it. For the
rotational intrusion experiment (Fig. 51C), we rotated an aluminum plate (7.5× 2.5× cm2,
0.6 cm thickness) at angular velocity ω = 10◦/s (corresponding to linear speeds of v ∼
0.1 m/s) at hip height h = 2 cm into the granular medium. Both vertical penetration and
rotation were performed by a 6-DOF robotic arm (CRS robotics), and forces were measured




Out of the 27 runs from six individuals tested on 1 mm poppy seeds, we obtained seven
usable runs from four individuals (N = 4 animals, n = 7 runs). These individuals (SVL
= 7.4 ± 0.4 cm, m = 12.5 ± 1.2 g) were collected later and were slightly larger than the
individuals used in the visible-light 3-D kinematics experiment (P < 0.05, ANOVA). On
poppy seeds in the narrower trackway these individuals ran with similar stride frequency
(f = 10.1± 0.9 Hz) and duty factor (D = 0.40± 0.02) as the individuals in the visible-light
3-D kinematics (P > 0.05, ANOVA), but the forward speed (vx,CoM = 1.93 ± 0.22 m/s)
and stride length (λ = 0.19 ± 0.01 m) were larger (P < 0.05, ANOVA). We focused on
observations of foot-ground interaction on poppy seeds, and discuss possible differences
later.
3.4.2 Foot curvature on the granular surface
The hind foot hyperextended less on a the granular surface than on solid surface. Digitized













t = 0.03 T
t = 0.24 T
Figure 52: X-ray high speed videos revealed the lizard’s subsurface foot kinematics on
granular media. (A,B) X-ray videos from a representative shown at t = 0.03 T and 0.24 T .
(c) CoM (black), knee (blue), and foot (green, red, cyan, magenta for A, MP, PP, T markers)
















Figure 53: Comparison of foot curvature on solid (red) and granular (blue) surfaces. Foot
curvatures are normalized to the maximal value κmax on the solid surface. Error bars
indicate ±1 s.d.
that in contrast to on the solid surface, on the granular surface the foot was held relatively
straight during early stance. The foot hyperextended after it had penetrated deeply into the
substrate. 3-D foot positions (with y component estimated by conservation of foot segment
lengths) confirmed that maximal foot hyperextension on poppy seeds was half that on the
solid surface (κ = (0.52± 0.16)κmax at t = 0.32± 0.02T ) (Fig. 53) .
3.4.3 Foot-ground interaction on the granular surface
Foot speeds (Fig. 54) showed that on the granular surface foot-ground interaction occurred
in four stages (Fig. 54B,C, Table 6). Immediately before touchdown (t = −0.05T ), the
Table 6: Four stages of foot-ground interaction on the granular surface.
Variable Stage (1) Stage (2) Stage (3) Stage (4)
Start (T ) 0 0.03± 0.01 0.14± 0.02 0.35± 0.01
End (T ) 0.03± 0.01 0.14± 0.02 0.35± 0.01 0.40± 0.02
Duration (T ) 0.03± 0.01 0.11± 0.03 0.21± 0.03 0.05± 0.03
Duration (ms) 3± 1 11± 3 21± 3 5± 3
Foot speed vfoot (m/s) ∼ 1.0 ∼ 0.1 < 0.5 ∼ 1
Maximal foot depth |z| (cm) 0.25± 0.09 0.50± 0.17 1.33± 0.40 N/A
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Figure 54: Subsurface foot kinematics during stance. (A) Body outline of a representative
running lizard from video frames. Horizontal arrows and labels (1)-(4) indicate the four
stages of foot-ground interaction. Tracings are shown at t = −0.05, 0, 0.03, 0.13, 0.24, 0.35T .
(B) Vertical and (C) horizontal speeds of the foot as a function time during stance. Curve
colors correspond to points in Fig. 52C. Inset: CoM vertical position as a function of time.
foot was above and parallel to the surface, and moved forward at vx,foot ≈ 2 m/s and
downward at vz,foot ≈ 1 m/s. In stage (1) of foot ground interaction, the foot impacted the
surface in a plantigrade posture and stopped (vx,z,foot ≈ 0) within ≈ 3 ms at a depth of
|z| ≈ 0.25 cm. In stage (2), the foot stayed roughly straight and horizontal, and penetrated
further downward at vz,foot ∼ 0.1 m/s to |z| ≈ 0.50 cm; the CoM moved downward and
came to rest by the end of stage (2) (inset). In stage (3), the lower, more distal portion of
the foot (toes) rotated about the metatarsus at vx,z,foot < 0.5 m/s deeper into the substrate
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to a maximal depth of |z| ≈ 1.33 cm; the upper, more proximal portion of the foot (ankle)
moved upward and forward; the CoM moved upward (inset). In stage (4), the entire foot
moved upward and forward at vx,z,foot ∼ 1 m/s and retracted from the substrate within
≈ 5 ms, with the toes collapsed together.
3.4.4 Granular force measurements
The impact force (Fig. 55A) on a disc displayed a large initial peak within the first ≈ 2 ms
of impact, followed by a small, roughly constant decelerating phase. The magnitude of the
peak force increased approximately quadratically with impact speed (Fig. 56). As the mass
of the disc approached zero, the initial impact became the dominant force to stop the disc,
and the ultimate penetration approached 1 mm. The penetration force (Fig. 55B) on a disc
increased approximately linearly with depth, and corresponded to α = 4.5× 105 N/m3 for
poppy seeds using penetration force model Fz = αAz [72, 92, 85]. The rotational (vertical)
force (Fig. 55C) first increased with depth, then decreased as the plate approached maximal
depth [97]. During vertical penetration and rotational intrusion, forces dropped by an
order of magnitude during upward retraction. Both penetration and rotation forces were
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Figure 55: Vertical forces as a function of depth. (A) Impact force (measured by accel-
eration). (B) Penetration force. (C) Rotation force. All the forces are normalized to the
intruder area for ease of comparison. Impact force is from a disc of 10.7 g mass impacting
at speed vc = 1 m/s.
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Figure 56: Peak impact force (measured by acceleration) as a function of impact speed.
Dashed curve is a quadratic fit crossing the origin.
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3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Reduced energy savings by foot tendons on the granular surface
We investigate whether the hind foot saved as much energy on the granular surface as on
the solid surface. On the granular surface the observed maximal hyperextension of the hind
foot at mid-stance was approximately half that on the solid surface (κ = (0.52±0.16)κmax)
(Fig. 53). The relatively straighter foot configuration on the granular surface during stance
was likely a result of the distributed ground reaction force over the foot segments. As the
foot penetrated into the granular substrate, the ground reaction force (which must be about
the same as on the solid surface since duty factor and CoM vertical oscillation were similar)
was distributed over the entire subsurface portion of the foot. This resulted in a smaller
torque and thus less foot hyperextension during stance on the granular surface. Because
in our experiments poppy seeds had a larger α (≈ 5 × 105 N/m3) than glass particles
(3.5× 105 N/m3), it is likely that on glass particles the foot would have to penetrate larger,
which results in an even smaller torque and thus smaller foot curvature. This is in accord
with the observed larger foot penetration and less curvature on glass particles.
Because foot curvature and tendon spring deformation are positively correlated, as-
suming that tendon spring stiffness is the same on both substrates, the energy stored at
mid-stance on the granular surface must be smaller than that on the solid surface. The
energy saving could be even smaller if lower leg muscle activation levels were higher on the
granular surface resulting in larger tendon spring stiffness ktendon [32, 122]. This is likely
the case considering the larger knee flexion and extension on the granular surface.
3.5.2 Force generation on granular media
The subsurface foot kinematics observed by x-ray videos (Fig. 52) confirmed our hypothesis
of foot rotation (paddling) proposed in the previous study [85]. In the previous study, we
used vertical force balance to estimate subsurface foot kinematics. Here we estimate forces
using the observed subsurface foot kinematics, with a focus on differentiating the relative
contribution to the total required vertical impulse by each stage of the observed foot-ground
interaction. When moving on a level surface a lizard does not move up or down after a cycle,
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thus during each step a hind foot must generate an upward impulse that balances half the




2mgT ≈ 0.005 Ns; we
neglected the smaller fore feet (area ≈ 0.3 cm2) because the larger hind feet (area ≈ 1 cm2)
presumably generate most of the forces for locomotion [27].
Foot-ground interaction during stage (1) was dominated by impact force at high speeds [73,
74] (Fig. 55A). After touchdown, the foot impacted the surface at ∼ 1 m/s and came to rest
within ≈ 3 ms with little foot penetration (≈ 2.5 mm) (Fig. 54), whereas the rest of the
body (CoM) continued to fall until mid-stance (Fig. 52 inset). This implies that the foot
motion was decoupled from the motion of the much heavier body. Therefore we assume that
the effective impactor mass [134] is the foot mass (= 3%m estimated by foot dimensions).
By calculating the impact force on the foot using the measured force vs. mass relation, we
estimated that impact force provided an upward impulse of ≈ 0.0001 Ns, a small portion
of the required vertical thrust (≈ 3% Irequired). Although impact force only contributed a
small portion of vertical thrust, it quickly stopped the foot at a shallow depth.
Foot-ground interaction during stage (2) was dominated by speed independent vertical
penetration force [92] (Fig. 55B). As the animal weight and inertia were transferred to the
foot, the foot slowly penetrated downward at ∼ 0.1 m/s from ≈ 2.5 mm to ≈ 5 mm within
≈ 10 ms (Fig. 54). In this process, vertical granular penetration force provided a significant
portion of the vertical thrust to decelerate the CoM downward motion (Fig. 52 inset). Using
the penetration force model Fz = αAz [72, 92, 85] and the observed increase in penetration
depth, a hind foot (area = 1 cm2) provided an upward impulse of 0.0011 Ns (22% Irequired).
The total upward impulse (≈ 25% Irequired) in stages (1) and (2) was about half that to
stop the CoM downward motion (50% Irequired).
Foot-ground interaction during stage (3) was dominated by speed independent rotational
intrusion force [97] (Fig. 55C). As the foot rotated deeply into the substrate at speeds of <
0.5 m/s to a maximal depth of≈ 13.3 mm (Fig. 54), the rotational intrusion force accelerated
the CoM upward (Fig. 52 inset). Similar to the previous study [85], we approximate the
rotation force by vertical penetration force F = αAz on a foot with decreasing A during
foot rotation. Integration of F = αAz over a constant angular speed rotation of 90◦
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angular displacement in the vertical plane gives an upper bound on the upward impulse of
0.004 Ns (80% Irequired); further considering the sprawled posture of the foot observed from
kinematics (i.e., the foot rotated in a plane at a 45◦ angle relative to the vertical plane)
gives a lower bound of upward impulse of 0.003 Ns (56% Irequired). Therefore, the rotational
intrusion force during stage (3) provided a majority (56% − 80% Irequired) of the vertical
thrust. It may also contribute to horizontal thrust considering the substantial horizontal
force observed for rotational intrusion.
Overall, during stages (1-3), the hind foot generated most of the vertical thrust required
(81%− 105% Irequired). This may be further complemented by the fore foot, whose area is
about a third of that of the hind foot (≈ 0.3 cm2 vs. ≈ 0.1 cm2).
During stage (4), the foot retracted rapidly at ∼ 1 m/s (Fig. 54). During upward
retraction, there was little upward force on the foot because the granular material deformed
plastically [91, 10]. Our vertical penetration and rotational intrusion data both showed
small forces during upward motion of the intruder following downward intrusion (an order
of magnitude smaller compared to force during downward intrusion) (Fig. 55B,C). Since
foot retraction happened faster (∼ 0.01 s) than the grains could avalanche and refill (∼
0.1 s, lower bound estimated from free fall under gravity) and the toes are collapsed during
retraction [85] (Fig. 52, the downward drag on the foot was likely small. Therefore, we
approximate the force during this stage as zero.
3.5.3 Comparison to the water-running basilisk lizard
The foot-ground (water surface) interaction of the basilisk lizard consists of three phases
with distinct forces [19]. First, an upward impulse (slap impulse) is produced as the lizard
foot impacts the water surface and suddenly accelerates a volume of water downwards
(Fig. 16A). Next, after impact, an air cavity is produced as the lizard strokes downwards
and backwards while plantar-flexing the foot. Integrated over time, the upward component
of the drag force helps to support the lizard’s body weight (stroke impulse) (Fig. 16B).
Finally, the lizard minimizes the downward forces associated with foot protraction by pulling
its foot upwards before the cavity collapses. Protraction drag is further minimized by the
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Table 7: Comparison of contributions to total vertical impulse from different phases of
foot-ground interaction between the basilisk lizard and the zebra-tailed lizard.
Basilisk lizard
Kinematic phase Slap Stroke Retraction
Force Hydrodynamic Hydrodynamic Hydrostatic N/A
Contribution (% total vertical impulse) 18 62 22 0
Zebra-tailed lizard
Kinematic phase Stage (1) Stage (2) Stage (3) Stage (4)
Force Impact Penetration Rotation N/A
Contribution (% total vertical impulse) 3 22 56− 80 0
feathering of the lateral toe fringes and the reorientation of the foot such that its long axis
is parallel with the direction of movement (Fig. 16C).
The total vertical force (impulse) on the basilisk lizard’s foot thus comes from three
sources. During slap, as foot depth is small, force is dominated by the inertia of the water
under the foot being accelerated downward rapidly (up to 3 m/s). This hydrodynamic
impact force during slap contributes approximately 18% of the total vertical impulse needed
to balance the weight of the lizard. During stroke, as the foot penetrates deeper (∼ 10 cm)
into water, both hydrodynamic force (due to the water under the foot being accelerated
downwards and backwards at ∼ 1 m/s) and hydrostatic force (due to the pressure difference
between the water surface and the bottom of the air cavity) contribute to total thrust.
Impact experiments of discs and foot models [48, 49] and calculations using hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic equations show that these forces together contribute a total of 84% of the
required vertical thrust [19], with 22% from hydrostatic force, and 62% from hydrodymanic
force.
For the zebra-tailed lizard running on the granular surface, we divided the foot ground
interaction to four stages. Stage (1) and (2) kinematically resemble the slap phase of the
basilisk lizard and contribute a total of 3% + 22% = 25% of the required vertical impulse
(as compared to 18% from slap for the basilisk lizard). Stage (3) kinematically resembles
the stroke phase of the basilisk lizard and contributes 56% − 80% of the required vertical
impulse (as compared to 84% from stroke for the basilisk lizard). Stage (4) resembled the
retraction phase of the basilisk lizard which does not contribute to thrust.
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While it appears that the zebra-tailed lizard’s slap-like Stages (1-2) and stroke-like
Stage (3) have similar kinematics and force contributions to those of the slap and stroke
phases in the basilisk lizard, the physical mechanisms governing the forces are quite different
(Table 7). For the basilisk running on water, the majority of the thrust (18%+62% = 80%)
results from hydrodynamic forces, which increases quadratically with foot speed. Less than
a quarter (22%) of the thrust results from the hydrostatic force, which is independent of
speed and increases linearly with depth. However, for the zebra-tailed lizard running on
granular media, only 3% of the thrust comes from impact force which increases quadratically
with speed. Most thrust (22%+(56−80)% = (78−102)%) results from speed-independent
penetration and rotation forces, which is dominated by grain friction (different from in
fluids) and granular hydrostatic pressure (similar to in fluids) which increases approximately
linearly with depth.
The differences in dominating forces suggest that these two species of lizards may employ
different kinematic and muscle activation strategies during locomotion. To run on water,
the basilisk lizard must slap and stroke the foot rapidly enough to generate enough hydro-
dynamic forces using the inertia of water. Simply by penetrating the foot deeply without
high speed paddling results in a small buoyant force (i.e., ρwatergVfoot, which is similar to
the foot weight) and contributes a small portion of the total thrust. To run on granular
media, however, the zebra-tailed lizard must instead penetrate the foot deeply enough to
generate enough frictional forces, utilizing the increasing granular hydrostatic pressure as
depth increases. Muscles do not necessarily need to work at high rates as do for basilisk
lizard, which may affect muscle activation strategies (in consideration of muscle force-rate
relationship) [5].
3.5.4 Recapitulation
(Figure 57) summarizes our observations and models of the CoM motion, trunk and upper
leg function, and hind foot function of the zebra-tailed lizard during running on the solid
surface and the granular surface obtained from this and the previous studies [85, 131]. On





























Figure 57: Summary of CoM motion, hind leg function, and hind foot function on the solid
surface and the granular surface. On both substrates, the CoM oscillates during a stride,
reaching its lowest point at mid-stance (dashed arrow). On the solid surface (a), the hind
foot functions mainly as an energy-saving spring. On the granular surface (b), the foot hind
functions mainly as a penetration-reducing support to reduce limb penetration. The upper
leg and trunk function as a muscle motor to compensate for knee deflection and energy loss,
which differ between the two substrates.
accord with the SLIP model. On the solid surface (Fig. 57A), the hind foot functions as an
energy-saving spring. The foot engages ground with point contact, and the ground reaction
force is concentrated at the digit tip. Larger torque on the foot results in larger foot hyper-
extension, and thus higher energy storage and return. On the granular surface (Fig. 57B),
the dominant function of the hind foot becomes reduction of relative leg penetration. The
foot penetrates into the substrates and rotates downwards, during which energy is lost to
the substrate. Foot hyperextension is smaller due to the distribution of ground reaction
force over the subsurface foot segments, and thus energy storage and return is lower. On
both substrates, the upper leg and trunk function as a muscle motor which actively extends
and adjusts to compensate for knee deflection and energy loss. On the granular surface, the
upper leg and trunk produce more muscle work.
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3.6 Conclusions
In this study, we used x-ray high speed videos to capture the subsurface foot kinemat-
ics of the zebra-tailed lizard running on granular media, and confirmed the foot rotation
(paddling) hypothesis proposed in the previous study [85]. We found that the foot-ground
interaction occur in four stages, namely impact, vertical penetration, rotation, and retrac-
tion. Using force models obtained from physics experiments, we determined the respective
contributions of these four stages to the total vertical thrust required to balance the weight
of the animal. While the kinematics and force contribution portions of these stages ap-
pear similar to those of the slap and stroke phases during water-running in the basilisk
lizard, the physics of forces are distinctly different. Unlike for water-running where the
majority of thrust is gained by the momentum transfer from the rapidly accelerated water
under the paddling foot, on granular media, thrust is dominated by speed-independent,
frictional forces, which increase hydrostatic pressure and thus foot depth. These differences




SENSITIVE DEPENDENCE OF THE MOTION OF A LEGGED
ROBOT ON GRANULAR MEDIA
4.1 Summary
Legged locomotion on flowing ground (e.g., granular media) is unlike locomotion on hard
ground because feet experience both solid- and fluid-like forces during surface penetration.
Recent bioinspired legged robots display speed relative to body size on hard ground com-
parable with high-performing organisms like cockroaches but suffer significant performance
loss on flowing materials like sand. In laboratory experiments, we study the performance
(speed) of a small (2.3 kg) 6-legged robot, SandBot, as it runs on a bed of granular media
(1-mm poppy seeds). For an alternating tripod gait on the granular bed, standard gait
control parameters achieve speeds at best 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the 2 body
lengths/s (≈ 60 cm/s) for motion on hard ground. However, empirical adjustment of these
control parameters away from the hard ground settings restores good performance, yielding
top speeds of 30 cm/s. Robot speed depends sensitively on the packing fraction ϕ and the
limb frequency ω, and a dramatic transition from rotary walking to slow swimming occurs
when ϕ becomes small enough and/or ω large enough. We propose a kinematic model of the
rotary walking mode based on generic features of penetration and slip of a curved limb in
granular media. The model captures the dependence of robot speed on limb frequency and
the transition between walking and swimming modes but highlights the need for a deeper
understanding of the physics of granular media.∗
∗This Chapter is a published paper by Chen Li, Paul B. Umbanhowar, Haldun Komsuoglu, Daniel E.
Koditschek, and Daniel I. Goldman, The Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (2009) [92].
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4.2 Introduction
Compared to agile terrestrial organisms, most man-made vehicles possess limited mobility
on complex terrain [11] and are easily thwarted by materials like rubble and sand. In-
creased locomotive performance of engineered platforms demands better understanding of
interaction with complex environments. At the same time, there is increasing evidence that
small legged machines can have greater maneuverability than large wheeled vehicles in many
natural environments [135]. However, while wheeled and treaded locomotion on sand has
been well studied by pioneers like Bekker [64], study of the interaction of animals or legged
devices with complex media like sand is in its infancy [136], in part because the physics of
penetration and drag in granular media is largely unexplored for realistic conditions. Nearly
all previous experiments and models of terrestrial locomotion were developed for running
and walking on rigid, flat, non-slip substrates in which the possibility of substrate flow has
been ignored [137, 138, 139, 140, 89].
Rainforest, grassland, polar tundra, mountains, and desert are examples of complex
Earth terrains where locomotion can be challenging, and the limited experience of the
Mars Rovers supports the presumption that extraterrestrial landscapes will be even more
daunting. Deserts, common in nature and occupying about 10 percent of land surface on
Earth [25], consist largely of granular media, a representative complex substrate. Granu-
lar materials, generically defined as collections of discrete particles, can exhibit solid-like
behavior below a critical yield stress [141, 10], while liquid-like [142], gas-like [143], and
even glass-like [80] behaviors are possible during flow. Yet, compared to other complex
materials like debris, mud or snow, granular materials are simple enough that fundamental
understanding of the collective physics can be achieved through interplay of experiment
and theory. Unlike more heterogeneous real-world environments, granular media can be
precisely controlled using laboratory scale devices [80, 82] to create states of varying mate-
rial strength that mimic different deformable flowing materials produced during locomotion
on complex terrains.
Here we systematically explore the performance of a small legged device, SandBot, on
granular media prepared in different packing states with volume fraction ranges typical
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of desert sand [76]. Despite SandBot’s (and its predecessor RHex [15]) ability to move
nimbly and rapidly over a wide range of natural terrain, we find that on granular media the
locomotion is remarkably sensitive to substrate preparation and gait characteristics, which
points to both the need for a more sophisticated understanding of the physics of motion
within granular media and the possibility of better robotic control paradigms for locomotion
on complex terrains.
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Figure 58: The six-legged robot, SandBot. SandBot moves with an alternating tripod gait
(alternate triplets of limbs rotate π out of phase); arrows indicate members of one tripod.
The robot we study, SandBot† (Fig. 58), is the smallest (mass 2.3 kg) in a successful series
of hexapedal robots, the RHex class [15]. RHex incorporates the pogo stick-like dynamics
observed in a diversity of biological organisms running on hard ground [86]. This dynamics,
called the Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) template [16], is hypothesized to confer
passive self-stabilization properties to both biological and robotic locomotors [55]. RHex was
the first legged machine to achieve autonomous locomotion at speeds over a fractional body
length per second [15] and it and its “descendants“ such as Edubot/Sandbot, Whegs [52] and
†This robot was developed by Haldun Komsuoglu and Daniel E. Koditschek.
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iSprawl [51] are still the leaders in legged mobility (roughly, speed and efficacy) on general
terrain. In fact, prior to the very recent development of BigDog [53], RHex remained the
only class of legged machine with documented ability to navigate on complex, natural,
outdoor terrain of any kind and has been used as the standard platform in comparisons
with commercial wheeled and tracked vehicles like Packbot [54].
4.3.2 Limb kinematics
SandBot moves using an alternating tripod gait such that two sets of three approximately c-
shaped limbs rotate synchronously and π out of phase. A controlling clock signal (Fig. 60A),
prescribes the angular trajectory of each tripod. On rigid, no-slip ground SandBot’s limb
trajectories are tuned to create a bouncing locomotion [15] that generates speeds up to
2 body-lengths/sec. We initially used this clock signal on granular media, but found that
the robot instead of bouncing adopts a swimming gait in which the legs always slip back-
ward relative to the stationary bed and for which performance is reduced by a factor of 30.
We surmised that this was due to an interval of double stance (both tripods in simultaneous
contact with the ground), which is useful on hard ground during bouncing gaits but appar-
ently causes tripod interference on granular media. Changes to the clock signal removed
the double stance and slowed the initial leg impact. These parameter modifications allowed
SandBot to move in the granular media at speeds up to 30 cm/s (∼ 1 body-length/sec) in a
walking gait that resembles the pendular gait of the robot on hard ground [144] but with im-
portant kinematic differences (discussed below). No amount of limb parameter adjustment
produced rapid bouncing locomotion on granular media.
SandBot is a hexapedal robot platform that borrows its morphological design from
the successful RHex class [15] [50]. SandBot’s motors are controlled to follow the same
prescribed kinematic path during each rotation and, as shown in previous work on RHex,
changes in this kinematics have substantial effects on robot locomotor performance [57].
The kinematic angular trajectory consists of a fast phase and a slow phase with respective
angular frequencies. Essentially, the fast phase corresponds to the swing phase (aerial
phase), while the slow phase corresponds to the stance phase (ground phase). A set of
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three parameters uniquely determines the clock signal configuration: θs, the angular span
of the slow phase; θ0, the angular position of the center of the slow phase; and dc, the
duty cycle of the slow phase. Specifying the cycle averaged limb angular frequency ω fully
determines the motion.
In our initial experiments we tested two sets of clock signals: a hard ground clock signal
(HGCS) with (θs = 0.85 rad, θ0 = 0.13 rad, dc = 0.56) which generates a fast bouncing gait
(1 m/s) on hard ground [15] but very slow (∼ 1 cm/s) motion on granular media, and a soft
ground clock signal (SGCS) with (θs = 1.1 rad, θ0 = -0.5 rad, dc = 0.45) which produces
unstable motion on hard ground but regular motion on granular media. This confirmed that
the locomotor capacity of SandBot is sensitive to the clock signal. Careful observation of
limb kinematics revealed that the hard ground clock signal fails on granular media because
of the simultaneous stance phase of two tripods. Also, the SGCS has a slower and delayed
slow phase, which suggests that the speed and timing of limb placement may be critical to
locomotion on granular media. In this study, we keep the clock signal fixed (SGCS), and
explore robot performance as a function of limb frequency and substrate volume fraction.
Integrated sensors record the position and current (and thus torque) of Sandbot’s motors
vs. the internal time. Comparison of the motor trajectory in experiment with the prescribed
motion for both sets of timing parameters confirm a high degree of fidelity with an error
of a few percent. Therefore, SandBot’s change in performance between HGCS and SGCS
timing comes from the physics of the substrate interaction.
4.3.3 Trackway volume fraction control
In the desert, robots can encounter granular media ranging in volume fraction from ϕ = 0.55
to ϕ = 0.64 [76]. To test the robot performance on controlled volume fraction granular
media, we employ a 2.5 m long fluidized bed trackway (Fig. 59) [24], which allows the flow
of air through a bed of granular media, in this case ∼ 1 mm poppy seeds. With initial
fluidization followed by repeated pulses of air [79], we prepare controlled volume fraction
states with different penetration properties [77]. In this study, we test the performance
of SandBot with varied limb frequency for ϕ states ranging from loosely to closely packed
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(ϕ = 0.580 to ϕ = 0.633). We hypothesized that limb frequency would be important to
robot locomotion since the substrate yield strength increases with increasing ϕ and the
yield stress × robot limb area divided by the robot mass × velocity is proportional to the
maximum limb frequency for efficient locomotion.
To systematically test SandBot’s performance vs. substrate volume fraction, we employ a
2.5 m long, 0.5 m wide fluidized bed trackway with a porous plastic (Porex) flow distributor
(thickness 0.64 cm, average pore size 90 µm). Four 300 LPM leaf blowers (Toro) provide the
requisite air flow. Poppy seeds were chosen as the granular media because they are similar
in size to natural sand [145]. and are of low enough density to be fluidized. The air flow
across the fluidized bed is measured with an anemometer (Omega Engineering FMA-900-V)
and is uniform to within 10 percent.
A computer controlled fluidization protocol sets the volume fraction and thus the me-
chanical properties of the bed. A continuous air flow initially fluidizes the granular media
in the bubbling regime. The flow is slowly turned off leaving the granular media in a loosely
packed state (ϕ = 0.580). Short air pulses (ON/OFF time = 100/1000 msec) pack the
bed [81]. Increasing the number of pulses increases ϕ up to a maximum of ϕ = 0.633.
Volume fraction was calculated by ϕ = m/ρV . The mass was measured with a precision
scale (Setra). The density of the granular media was measured by means of displacement in
water. In experiment, since the area of the fluidized bed trackway is fixed, volume fraction
is set by controlling the height of the granular media, ϕ = m/ρAh.
4.3.4 Kinematics measurements
To characterize SandBot’s motion, we record simultaneous dorsal and lateral views with
synchronized high speed video cameras (AOS Switzerland) at 100 frames/s. The center
of mass (dorsal landmark) and the axles of the right-side front and rear motors (lateral
landmarks) are marked with reflective material (WhiteOut). A pulley/rail system allows
the power and communication cables to follow the robot as it moves. For each trial, we
prepare the trackway with the desired volume fraction and place the robot on the prepared
granular media at the far end of the trackway with both tripods in the same standing
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position. An LED on the robot synchronizes the video and robot motor sensor data. After
each trial, Matlab (The MathWorks) is used to obtain landmark coordinates from the video














Figure 59: Experimental setup. Pulses of air through the bottom of the fluidized bed
trackway control the initial volume fraction ϕ of the granular substrate; air is turned off
before the robot begins to move.
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4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Sensitive dependence of speed on volume fraction
We find that robot performance is remarkably sensitive to ϕ. For example, at ω = 16 rad/s
the robot speed v(t) shows a change in average velocity vx of nearly a factor of five as
ϕ changes by just 5 % (Figs. 60B,C). For the closely packed state (ϕ = 0.633), vx was
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Figure 60: Locomotion of SandBot on granular media is sensitive to substrate packing
and limb frequency. (A) Tripod leg-shaft angle vs. time is controlled to follow a prescribed
trajectory with two phases: a slow stance phase and a fast swing phase. The trajectories of
two trials, (ω, ϕ) = (16 rad/s, 0.633) and (16 rad/s, 0.600), showing good repeatability. (B)
Identical tripod trajectories produce different motion for ϕ = 0.600 and ϕ = 0.633. (C) For
given limb frequency (ω = 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, and 30 rad/s) the robot speed is remarkably
sensitive to ϕ. Red and blue circles show the corresponding states in (A) and (B).
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a more loosely packed state (ϕ = 0.600), vx ≈ 2 cm/s with 1 cm/s variations in velocity.
This sensitivity to volume fraction is shown in the average robot speed vs. volume
fraction (Fig. 60C). For fixed ω, vx is effectively constant for ϕ above a critical volume
fraction ϕc(ω), but is close to zero for ϕ below ϕc(ω). For fixed ω, ϕc(ω) separates volume
fraction into two regimes: the “walking” regime (ϕ ≥ ϕc, vx >> 0) and the “swimming”
regime (ϕ < ϕc(ω), vx ≈ 2 cm/sec).
4.4.2 Rotary walking mode
The “walking” mode is dominant at low ω and high ϕ. In this mode, a tripod limb pene-
trates down and backward into the ground until the granular yield stress exceeds the limb
transmitted inertial, gravitational, and frictional stresses at a depth d(ω, ϕ). At this point,
rather than rolling forward like a wheel, each limb abruptly stops translating relative to the
grain bed and starts rotating about its now stationary center of curvature by slipping tan-
gentially relative to the grains in the circular depression surrounding the limb (see Fig. 61).
The simultaneous halt in both vertical and horizontal leg motion is apparently due to the
large reduction in friction forces which occurs when the weight of the robot is supported by
the limbs rather than the undercarriage. The ensuing rotary motion propels the axle and
consequently the rest of the robot body along a circular trajectory in the x− z plane with
speed Rω, where R = 3.55 cm is the c-leg radius. The forward body motion ends when,
depending on ϕ and ω, either the second tripod begins to lift the robot or the underside of
the robot contacts the ground.
With increased ω limbs penetrate further as the requisite force to rapidly accelerate the
robot body to the finite limb velocity increases. As the penetration depth approaches its
maximum 2R−h, where h = 2.5 cm is the height of the axle above the flat undercarriage of
the robot, the walking step size goes to zero since there is never a point in the cycle where
the limb ceases its motion relative to the grain bed. Any subsequent forward motion is due
solely to thrust forces generated by the swimming-like relative translational motion of the
limb though the ground. Note that ϕc(ω) increases with ω, and that the transition of vx









Figure 61: Schematic of a single robot leg rotary walking during a step in granular media.
After reaching penetration depth d, the leg rotates about its center and propels the robot
forward a step length s. The solid shape denotes the initial stage of the rotational motion
and the dashed shape indicates when the limb begins to withdraw from the material (end
of forward body motion).
slower swimming mode occurs for all volume fractions for ω ≥ 30 rad/s.
4.4.3 Sensitive dependence of speed on limb frequency
Plotting the average robot speed as a function of limb frequency (Fig. 62) shows how the
robot suffers performance loss as its legs rotate more rapidly. For fixed ϕ, vx increases
sub-linearly with ω to a maximal speed v∗x at a critical limb frequency ωc, above which vx
quickly decreases to ≈ 2 cm/s (swimming). Performance loss for ϕ ' 0.6 is more sudden
(total performance loss within 1 rad/s) compared to performance loss for ϕ / 0.6. Both
ωc and v
∗
x display transitions at ϕ ≈ 0.6 (Figs. 63A,B). The transition at ϕ ≈ 0.6 for the
rapidly running robot is noteworthy since it has been observed that granular media undergo
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Figure 62: Average robot forward speed as a function of limb frequency. For a given volume
fraction ϕ, vx increases sub-linearly with ω to a maximal average speed v
∗
x at a critical limb
frequency ωc above which the robot fails (vx < 2 cm/s). The solid curves and symbols are
for ϕ = 0.580, 0.590, 0.600, 0.611, 0.616, 0.622, and 0.633. The dashed curves are fits from a
model discussed in the text. Dashed line indicates a linear speed vs. frequency relationship.




























Figure 63: Signatures of phase transitions in robot performance. The dependence of (A)
ωc and (B) v
∗
x on ϕ shows transitions at ϕ ≈ 0.6 (dashed lines).
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4.4.4 Rotary walking model captures robot performance
Starting with the observed kinematics of rotary walking with circular slipping, we con-
structed a straightforward two-parameter model‡ that captures the essential elements de-
termining granular locomotion for our legged device and agrees well with the data (dashed
lines in Fig. 62). The model, which incorporates simplified kinematics and granular pen-
etration forces while still agreeing well with a more realistic treatment (see Appendix),
indicates that reduction of step length through increased penetration depth is the cause
of the sub-linear increase in vx with ω and the rapid loss of performance above ωc. The
model assumes that the two tripods act independently, that the motion of each tripod can
be understood by examining the motion of a single c-leg supporting a mass m equal to
one-third of Sandbot’s total mass, and that the robot undercarriage rests on the surface at
the beginning of limb/ground contact.








Figure 64: Step length as a function of penetration depth. Vertical and horizontal lines
indicate critical step size and penetration depth.
‡This model was developed by Paul B. Umbanhowar.
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Using the geometry of rotary walking (see Fig. 61), the walking step size per c-leg
rotation is s = 2
√
R2 − (d+ h−R)2, where d is the maximum depth of the lowest point
on the leg. After the robot has advanced a distance s, the body contacts the ground
and the c-leg moves upward. Since there are two leg rotations per control signal period
(one for each tripod), the average horizontal velocity is 2s× gait frequency or vx = ωsπ . The
maximum limb penetration depth d is thus the key model component as it controls the stride
length (see Fig. 64) and consequently the velocity. Maximum limb depth is determined by
balancing the vertical acceleration of the robot center of mass ma with the sum of the
vertical granular penetration force [72] kz and the gravitational force mg (Fig. 65), where
g is the acceleration due to gravity, and k(ϕ) is a constant characterizing the penetration
resistance of the granular material.
increasing ω 
increasing k 








Figure 65: Vertical force balance during rotary walking. Granular penetration force for
k = 1.75, 2.00, 2.25, 2.50, and 2.75 × 102 N/m (blue) and force required to initiate rotary
walking for various ω (red) vs penetration depth. The penetration depth at constant ϕ is
determined by the intersections of the corresponding blue line with the red lines. Beyond
the critical depth (green line) limbs encounter disturbed material and move to lower blue
lines.
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At low ω, ma ≈ 0 =
∑
Fi = mg − kd so d = mg/k, which is the minimum penetration
depth. For finite ω the penetration depth is greater since an additional force must be
supplied by the ground to accelerate the robot body to the leg speed Rω when the c-
leg stops translating in the material. Taking a = ∆v/∆t, with ∆v = Rω − 0 and ∆t
the characteristic elastic response time of the limb and grain bed, gives the acceleration
magnitude a = Rω/∆t. The direction of the acceleration depends on the position of the
c-leg. To keep the model simple we equate the vertical component of the acceleration with
its magnitude (see discussion of the full model in Appendix). Equating the vertical forces
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. Fits to this model are
indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 62. This expression captures the sub-linear increase in vx
with ω and the increase in velocity as the material gets harder (increasing k) and indicates
that the rotary walking velocity will go to zero when ω is sufficiently large.
The parameter k characterizing the penetration resistance increases monotonically with
ϕ from 170 to 220 N/m and varies rapidly below ϕ ≈ 0.6 and less rapidly above. Its average
value of ≈ 200 N/m corresponds to a shear stress per unit depth of α ≈ 380 kN/m3 (Area
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Figure 66: Granular penetration force measurements. (A) Experimental setup. (B)
Measured granular penetration force as a function of depth for poppy seeds at ϕ =
0.580, 0.590, 0.600, 0.611, 0.616, 0.622, and 0.633.
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Figure 67: Measured yield stress (α) per depth as a function of volume fraction (ϕ) for
poppy seeds.
= leg width ×R) which is in good agreement with penetration experiments we performed
on poppy seeds that yield α = 300 and 480 kN/m3 for ϕ = 0.580 and 0.622 respectively
(Fig. 67) and is consistent with previous measurements of penetration into glass beads [146]
where α ≈ 250 kN/m3. In contrast, ∆t varies little with ϕ and has an average value of
0.4 sec which compares favorably with the robot’s measured hard ground oscillation period
of 0.2 sec when supported on a single tripod. In our model we assume the two tripods do
not simultaneously contact the ground, however, in soft ground this is not the case, which
consequently reduces the effective step size per period from 2s to a lesser value. The fit
value of ∆t is sensitive to this variation; reducing the step size per period by just 13 %
decreases ∆t to 0.2 sec while k is increased by less than 10 %.
Our model indicates that for deep penetration the walking step length is quite sensitive
to penetration depth. As the walking step size goes to zero with increasing ω or decreasing ϕ,
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the fraction of the ground contact time that the leg slips through the grains (swimming) goes
to one. Swimming in granular media differs from swimming in simple fluids as the friction
dominated thrust and drag forces are largely rate independent at slower speeds [69, 70].
When thrust exceeds drag, the robot advances a distance proportional to the net force
divided by ω2 per leg rotation, and, consequently, velocity is proportional to ω−1. This
explains the weak dependence of vx on ω in the swimming mode. (The increase in robot
velocity with decreasing ω is bounded by the condition that the robot center of mass velocity
in the ground (lab) reference frame cannot exceed the horizontal leg speed in the center of
mass coordinates of the robot, which ensures the existence of and eventual transition to a
walking mode as ω is decreased.)













Figure 68: Step length as a function of limb frequency. Step length is derived from 2s =
2πv/ω reveals the condition for the onset of swimming is s/R < 1. The solid lines and
symbols are for ϕ values of 0.580, 0.590, 0.600, 0.611, 0.616, 0.622, and 0.633.
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The transition from walking to swimming appears gradual for ϕ / 0.6 since the penetra-
tion depth increases slowly with ω at small ω (Rω/∆t≪ g) and the ω−2 contribution to the
per step displacement from swimming is relatively large (see e.g. the data at ω = 12 rad/sec
in Fig. 64). However, for ϕ ' 0.6, the transition is abrupt. We hypothesize that this sharp
transition occurs because the per step displacement is reduced sufficiently that the legs
encounter ground disturbed by the previous step. At higher ϕ, the volume fraction of the
disturbed ground is significantly less compared to the bulk which increases penetration and
consequently reduces the walking step size to near zero; this is not the case for the transition
from walking to swimming at low ϕ (and low ω) where the ϕ of the disturbed material is
relatively unchanged relative to its initial value. For the robot to avoid disturbed ground it




2 +1)R−h = 5.0 cm. The disturbed ground hypothesis is supported by calculations
of the step length derived from the average velocity 2s = 2πvx/ω which clearly show a crit-
ical step length near s/R = 1 at the walking/swimming transition (Fig. 68). The somewhat
smaller value of s/R ≈ 0.9 evident in the figure can be understood by recognizing that for
s slightly smaller than R the majority of the c-leg still encounters undisturbed material.
At higher ω in the swimming mode, the limbs move with sufficient velocity to fling
material out of their path and form a depression which reduces thrust because the limbs
are not as deeply immersed on subsequent passes through the material. However, as limb
velocity increases, thrust forces becomes rate dependent and increase because the inertia
imparted to the displaced grains is proportional to ω2. Between strokes, the excavated
depression re-fills at a rate dependent on the difference between the local surface angle and
the angle of repose [147] and the depression size. Investigating the competition between
these different processes at high ω and their consequences for locomotion could be relevant
to understanding how to avoid becoming stranded or to free a stranded device.
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4.5 Conclusions
Our study systematically investigates the performance of a legged robot on granular me-
dia, varying both properties of the medium (volume fraction) and properties of the robot
(limb frequency and gait). Our experiments reveal how precarious it can be to move on
granular media: changes in ϕ of < 1% result in either rapid motion or failure to move,
and slight kinematic changes have a similar effect. A kinematic model captures the speed
dependence of SandBot on granular material as a function of ϕ and ω. The model reveals
that the sublinear dependence of speed on ω and the rapid failure for sufficiently small ϕ
and/or large ω are consequences of increasing limb penetration with decreasing ϕ and/or
increasing ω, and changes to local ϕ due to penetration and removal of limbs. Although
detailed studies of impact and penetration of simple rigid objects exist [72, 70, 74], further
advances in performance (including increases in efficiency) and design of limb morphology
will require a more detailed understanding of the physics associated with penetration, drag,
and crater formation and collapse, especially their dependence on ϕ. Better understanding
of this physics can guide development of theory of interaction with complex media advanced
enough to predict limb design [148] and control [149] strategies, similar to the well-developed
models of aerial and aquatic craft. Analysis of physical models such as SandBot can also
inform locomotion biology in understanding how animals appear to move effortlessly across
a diversity of complex substrates [6, 150]. Such devices will begin to have capabilities
comparable with organisms; these capabilities could be used for more efficient and capable
exploration of challenging terrestrial (e.g., rubble and disasters sites) and extraterrestrial
(e.g., the Moon and Mars) environments.
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4.6 Appendix
The model presented in the main body of the manuscript simplifies the underlying physics
while capturing the essential features determining robot speed. Here, we describe a more
complete model (which lacks a simple expression for vx) and compare its predictions to
those of the simple model§. The exact expression for the vertical acceleration component









approximationmaz = ma used in the simple model. Using the exact expression, the vertical
granular force necessary for walking still has the same peak value of m(a+ g) but decreases
to mg when the limb is at its lowest point.
The second approximation we used in the simple model is that the grain force on the
leg is kz. This expression is only strictly valid for a flat-bottomed vertically penetrating
intruder [70]. Because the leg is a circular arc, the leg-grain contact area and the vertical
component of the grain force are functions of limb depth and leg-shaft angle. Generalizing
kz to a local isotropic yield stress given by αz [10] Because the leg is a circular arc, the
leg-grain contact area and the vertical component of the grain force are functions of limb
depth and leg-shaft angle. Generalizing kz to a local isotropic yield stress given by Rdψ
in length at depth z is dFz = wαzRdψ cosψ, where w is the limb width and ψ is the
angular position of the segment. The total vertical component of the force acting on the leg
is then Rwα
∫ ψmax




2 (ψ + cosψ sinψ) + (d−R) sinψ
]ψmax
−ψmin
, where ψmax = cos
−1(1 − d/R) and





when it is below the center of the c-leg. ∆ξ is the angular extent of the limb beyond π
(e.g ∆ξ = 0 for a semi-circular limb).
Fig. 69 shows that the full model using realistic parameters shares thesame essential
physics as the simple model. For a given material strength (blue curves), the penetration
depth increases with increasing ω (intersection of blue and red curves) until the step length
is reduced below the critical value (vertical green dashed line). Fig. 70 presents fits to the
§These models were developed by Paul B. Umbanhowar.
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experimental data of the average speed vx vs. ω for the full and simple models for vx ≤ v∗x
at each ϕ. The fits and fit parameters for the simple (∆t = 0.4 s, α = 470 kN/m3) and full
(∆t = 0.2 s, α = 330 kN/m3) models are in good agreement when the step length is less
than the critical value s = R.










Figure 69: Vertical force balance during rotary walking from the full model. Non-
dimensionalized granular force (blue curves) for α = 250, 275, 300, 325, and 350 kN/m3
and the required force to initiate rotary walking, az/g + 1 (red curves) for ω =
0, 7.5, 15, 22.5, 30 rad/s for the full model as a function of limb penetration depth with
a 225◦ c-leg arc angle and ∆t = 0.15 s. The intersection of the red and blue curves de-
termines the penetration depth of the limb and consequently the step length. At constant
material strength (blue) d increases with increasing ω, whereas at constant ω, increasing
material strength reduces d. The vertical green dashed line indicates the critical penetration
depth beyond which the leg encounters material disturbed by the previous step.
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Figure 70: Comparison of full model predicted speed with simple model and experiment.
Red dotted curve is from simple model, and blue solid curve is from full model. Models
are fit to the measured robot speed (symbols) for vx ≤ v∗x. The green dashed line indicates
v∗x = Rω/π or equivalently s = R. In A and B, h = 2.5 cm, R = 3.55 cm, w = 1.2 cm, and
m = 767 g.
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CHAPTER V
THE EFFECT OF LIMB KINEMATICS ON THE SPEED OF A
LEGGED ROBOT ON GRANULAR MEDIA
5.1 Summary
Achieving effective locomotion on diverse terrestrial substrates can require subtle changes
of limb kinematics. Biologically inspired legged robots (physical models of organisms) have
shown impressive mobility on hard ground but suffer performance loss on unconsolidated
granular materials like sand. Because comprehensive limb-ground interaction models are
lacking, optimal gaits on complex yielding terrain have been determined empirically. To
develop predictive models for legged devices and to provide hypotheses for biological lo-
comotors, we systematically study the performance of SandBot, a small legged robot, on
granular media as a function of gait parameters. High performance occurs only in a small
region of parameter space. A previously introduced kinematic model of the robot combined
with a new anisotropic granular penetration force law predicts the speed. Performance on
granular media is maximized when gait parameters minimize body acceleration and limb
interference, and utilize solidification features of granular media.∗
∗This Chapter is a published paper by Chen Li, Paul B. Umbanhowar, Haldun Komsuoglu, and Daniel
I. Goldman, Experimental Mechanics (2010) [97].
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5.2 Introduction
To move effectively over a wide range of terrestrial terrain requires generation of propulsive
forces through appropriate muscle function and limb kinematics [1, 2]. Most biological
locomotion studies have focused on steady rhythmic locomotion on hard, flat, non-slip
ground. On these surfaces kinematic (gait) parameters like limb frequency, stride length,
stance and swing durations, and duty factor can change as organisms walk, run, hop and
gallop [1]. There have been fewer biological studies of gait parameter modulation on non-
rigid and non-flat ground, although it is clear that gait parameters are modulated as the
substrate changes during challenges like climbing [151, 150], running on elastic/damped
substrates [128], transitioning from running to swimming [152], and running on different
preparations of granular media [82]. Even subtle kinematic changes in gait can lead to
major differences in limb function [153]. A major challenge is to develop models of limb
interaction with complex substrates and to develop hypotheses for how organisms vary gait
parameters in response to substrate changes.
The RHex class of model locomotors (robots) has proved useful to test hypotheses
of limb use in biological organisms on hard ground [55] and recently on more complex
ground with few footholds [6] or the ability to flow [92]. These hexapedal devices model the
dynamically stable locomotion of a cockroach and were the first legged machines to achieve
autonomous locomotion at speeds exceeding one body length/s. In these devices, complexity
in limb motion is pared down to a few biologically relevant parameters controlling intra-
cycle “stance” and “swing” phases of 1-dof rotating limbs (referred to as“gait” parameters
hereafter; see detailed description in Methods and Results). When these gait parameters
are appropriately adjusted, RHex shows performance comparable in speed and stability to
organisms on a diversity of terrain [87]. However, because of the scarcity of existing models
of limb interaction with complex substrates, adjustment of the gait parameters is typically
done empirically [57, 50].
Sand, a granular medium [22], is of particular interest for studies examining the effects






Figure 71: SandBot, a six-legged insect inspired robot, moves with an alternating tripod
gait. The three arrows indicate the limbs of one tripod.
we found that minor changes in the limb kinematics of a small RHex-class robot, SandBot†
(Fig. 71), produced major changes in its locomotor mode and performance (speed) on a
granular medium, poppy seeds. This sensitivity occurs, in part, because forced granular
media remain solid below the yield stress, but can flow like a fluid when the yield stress is
exceeded [10]. We tested SandBot on granular media of different yielding properties (set by
granular volume fraction) at various limb frequencies but with the other gait parameters
fixed. While there is no fundamental theory at the level of fluid mechanics that accounts for
the physics of the solid-fluid transition of granular media or the dynamics of the fluidized
†This robot was developed by Haldun Komsuoglu and Daniel E. Koditschek.
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regime, empirical models of granular penetration force have proved useful to predict Sand-
Bot’s speed [92]. SandBot’s propulsion is determined by factors that control this transition
during limb-ground interaction (limb penetration depth, limb speed, body mass, grain fric-
tion, volume fraction, etc.). Using a simplified equation describing the granular penetration
force, we developed a kinematic model to explain the locomotion of SandBot.
In this study, we advance our understanding of the effects of limb kinematics on loco-
motor performance by testing SandBot with varying gait parameters on sand of fixed yield
strength and at fixed limb frequency. We find that robot speed depends sensitively on limb
kinematics; while the original model qualitatively captures this sensitivity, the penetration
force used in the model and other assumptions need to be modified to explain some impor-
tant features. Our study not only reveals the specific optimal kinematics for SandBot on
granular media, but also advances our understanding of how in general to achieve effective
legged locomotion on complex terrain.
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5.3 Background and review of previous study
To understand the effect of limb kinematics addressed here, we first summarize the mech-
anism of SandBot locomotion on granular media (called rotary walking) discovered in our
previous study [92]. In this section, we discuss the physics of granular media that controls
the limb penetration depth (which governs locomotion performance) and then review our
previous experiments and kinematic model.
5.3.1 Physics of limb-granular media interaction
The physics that controls locomotor performance is the relative magnitude of the penetra-
tion resistance force (originating in the granular media) and the sum of the external forces
(weight, inertial forces). When these balance, the granular media solidifies, allowing the
robot to be supported at a fixed limb penetration depth.
The previous SandBot study [92] revealed that as the limb (or any simple intruder)
vertically penetrates into the medium, the penetration force scales with z, the depth of
the intruder below the surface [72], as Fp(z) = k(ϕ)z, where ϕ is the volume fraction, the
ratio of the solid volume of the granular media to the volume that it occupies (for natural
dry sand, 0.55 < ϕ < 0.64). The constant, k(ϕ), characterizes the penetration resistance
and increases with ϕ. In this study we keep ϕ fixed at approximately the critical packing
state [154, 93, 10, 155] (which is close to the as-poured volume fraction) where granular
media neither globally dilate nor compact in response to shear.
5.3.2 Review of previous observations and model
In the previous study of SandBot [92], we fixed intra-cycle limb kinematics (by using gait
parameters that produce consistent motion on granular media) and measured SandBot’s
average speed vx on poppy seeds as a function of volume fraction and the cycle-averaged
limb frequency ω.We observed a sensitive dependence of vx on both ϕ and ω, and developed
a kinematic model which explained this dependence and revealed two distinct locomotor
modes determined by whether the granular media solidifies during limb-ground interaction.
Our kinematic model describes the limb-ground interaction of SandBot by considering
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the motion of just a single limb (Fig. 72). SandBot has six approximately c-shaped limbs (c-
legs) divided into two alternating tripods. C-legs in the same tripod rotate in synchrony and
each c-leg rotates about a horizontal axis normal to the robot body. We simplify the multi-
leg ground interaction of each tripod to that of a single limb carrying 1/3 the total body
mass 3m (2.3 kg), as body weight is approximately uniformly distributed between each c-
leg. We also considered a c-leg as a simple intruder ignoring its more complicated geometry,
i.e. Fp(z) = kz. The previous study [92] showed that the simple intruder approximation
gave approximately the same results as a more realistic treatment in which penetration
force was integrated over the submerged leading surface of a c-leg. In this study we use the
simple intruder approximation.











Figure 72: Schematic of single-leg representation of SandBot, with massm = 1/3 SandBot’s
total mass. With the body contacting the surface, the motor axle is height h = 2.5 cm above
the ground. The c-leg is approximately a circular arc (radius R = 3.55 cm, arc span 225
degree). Leg angle θ is measured clockwise about the axle and between the downward
vertical and a diameter through the axle. Leg depth z = 2R cos θ − h.
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surface at the onset forward motion in each cycle‡, and define the c-leg’s angular position, θ,
as the clockwise angular displacement from the configuration where the center of curvature
of the c-leg is directly beneath the axle, see Fig. 72. During a full rotation, as θ changes
from −π to π, the c-leg initially contacts the ground at θ = αi and loses ground contact
at θ = αi. Because leg depth can be approximated as z = 2R cos θ − h when the body is
in contact with the surface§, penetration force can be written as Fp(θ) = 2Rk
[
cos θ − h2R
]
(blue curve in Fig. 73), where R = 3.55 cm and h = 2.5 cm are the radius of the c-leg and
the hip height (i.e. distance from c-leg axle to underside of body) respectively.
Of prime importance in determining SandBot’s performance is the magnitude of the
penetration force Fp(θ) relative to the sum of the forces required to the support the body
weight and accelerate the body upward m(g + a) (red curve in Fig. 73), where g is the
acceleration due to gravity and a the acceleration [92]. The relevant acceleration is given by
the jump in robot speed when the granular media solidifies, Rω, divided by the characteristic
response time of the c-leg interacting with the granular media, ∆t(ϕ), i.e. a = Rω/∆t. Two
distinct locomotor modes are possible depending on whether or not Fp(θ = 0) > m(g + a):
1. Rotary walking – movement with solidification (see Fig. 72, Fig. 73, Fig. 74): As the c-
leg rotates into the ground after initial leg-ground contact at θ = αi, the penetration
force increases with increasing depth. In the rotary walking regime the material
beneath the c-leg solidifies and leg penetration stops at an angle θ = βi when Fp(βi) =
m(g+a), see Fig. 73, Fig. 74. Since the frictional force between the c-leg and granular
material is insufficient for the leg to roll, the c-leg instead rotates about its center of
curvature (green circle and arrow) lifting and advancing the robot in the process.
Rotary walking continues until θ = βf , beyond which the c-leg again penetrates
through the material since Fp(θ) < m(g + a) and the body is again in contact with
‡When tripods move in phase (e.g. dc = 1) this approximation is exact as the body rests on the surface
during the swing phase.
§In our previous study [92] we measured leg depth to the bottom of the c-leg; here we measure it to the
point on the c-leg furthest from the motor axle to simplify the expression for penetration force vs. angle.
As mg is comparable to kz for this study, the smallest penetration depth where rotary walking begins is
close to the maximum possible value of 2R − h so that the simplified expression for the leg depth is nearly

























Figure 73: Vertical forces on SandBot during locomotion. Magnitude of penetration force
Fp (blue curve) relative to force required for upward motion, m(g+a), (red lines) determines
the locomotor mode. The force required for quasi-static movement (mg) is shown for
reference. When Fp and m(g + a) intersect rotary walking occurs. When Fp and m(g + a)
do not intersect (dashed red curve and above), the robot swims.
the ground (blue circle and arrow). Rotary walking thus occurs over a finite range of
leg angle βi < θ < βf or [βi, βf ] (horizontal arrow in Fig. 73 and gray sector in Fig. 74)
where βi and βf are determined by Fp(βi,f ) = 2Rk(cosβi,f − h2R) = m(g + a). For a
given [βi, βf ], Fig. 74 shows that the robot advances a distance s = R(sinβf − sinβi),
where we call s the step size. During one complete gait cycle of period T, each
alternating tripod advances the robot by s, giving an average robot speed of vx =
2s/T = sω/π.
2. Swimming – movement without solidification: When Fp(0) < m(g + a) (Fig. 73,
dashed red curve), the granular material beneath the penetrating c-leg never solidifies
and rotary walking does not occur, i.e. βi = βf = 0. Instead, the limb constantly slips
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through the surrounding fluidized granular material, similar to a swimmer’s arm in
water, and the robot advances slowly (vx < 1 cm/s). In this regime forward motion
occurs when the frictional and inertial (drag) forces generated by the c-legs exceeds
the frictional force between the robot body and the surface.
The two constants characterizing the interaction with the granular medium, k and ∆t,
together with limb frequency ω, determine the relative magnitudes of Fp and m(g + a)
and consequently control which locomotor mode the robot operates in. Reducing k (by














Figure 74: Schematic of rotary walking. The granular material flows in the intervals [αi,
βi] (red arrow) and [βf , αf ] (blue arrow) where Fp < m(g + a) and the c-leg rotates
about the axle (red and blue circles). The material is a solid in the interval [βi, βf ] (gray
sector; line with arrows in Fig. 73) where Fp exceeds m(g + a) and the c-leg rotates about
its center (green circle and arrow), lifting and propelling body forward by step length
s = R(sinβf − sinβi). The c-leg is above the ground in the interval [αf , αi + 2π]. Note
that [αi, αf ] in Fig. 73 is symmetric to vertical (θ = 0) as a result of assuming the force is
isotropic.
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compact the granular material is and/or the faster the limbs rotate, the deeper the c-legs
have to penetrate before the granular material solidifies and rotary walking begins, and the
more susceptible the robot is to entering the slow swimming mode. This simple kinematic
model captures the observed sensitive dependence of vx on ϕ and ω, with k(ϕ) and ∆t(ϕ)
as two fitting parameters.
In summary, our previous study of SandBot [92] showed that to locomote effectively on
granular media, limbs kinematics that access the solid phase of granular media should be
employed.
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5.4 Methods and Results
The limb kinematics of each tripod during one cycle are parameterized by three “gait
parameters”, see Fig. 75A,B. The kinematics of both tripods are periodic (with period T )
and offset by half a period T/2 but are otherwise identical. For the conditions in this and
previous experiments, a motor controller in the robot ensures that the target kinematics are
achieved. Limb kinematics consist of a “swing” phase (orange), which is typically faster,
and a “stance” phase (green), which is typically slower, with respective frequencies ωf and
ωs.
During hard ground locomotion in the RHex-class of Robots (and for animal locomotion
in general), ”swing” and ”stance” phases typically correspond to off-ground and ground-
contact phases, respectively. But because during locomotion on granular media this corre-
spondence is not necessarily true, we simply call them fast and slow phases. In practice the
fast and slow phases are implicitly defined by the triplet {θs, θ0, dc} where θs is the angular
extent of the slow phase, θ0 is the angular location of the center of the slow phase, and dc is
the duty cycle of the slow phase (the fraction of the period in the slow phase). Specifying






















Figure 75: SandBot’s intra-cycle limb kinematics. (A) Each leg rotation is composed of
a fast phase (orange) and a slow phase (green). θs and θ0 define the angular extent and
center of the slow phase respectively. (B) Leg angle θ as a function of time during one cycle
(normalized to T ). θ(t) of the other tripod is shifted by T/2 but otherwise identical. dc is
the duty cycle of the slow phase, i.e. fraction of the period spent in the slow phase.
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T (1−dc) , and ω =
2π
T . Typically, gait parameters are
set so that ωs < ω < ωf , but the reverse is possible when θs becomes large enough and/or
dc small enough.
In the first tests of SandBot on granular media (Fig. 76), we found that kinematics tuned
for rapid stable bouncing motion on hard ground (HGK: {θs, θ0, dc} = {0.85, 0.13, 0.56})
produced little motion on granular media (red curve). Empirical adjustment to soft ground
kinematics (SGK: {θs, θ0, dc} = {1.10,−0.50, 0.45}) restored effective (walking) locomotion
on granular media (blue curve).
In the previous study [92], we used SGK to test vx(ϕ, ω). Now armed with the under-
standing of how SandBot moves on granular media gained from this work, we set out to
determine the effects of limb kinematics in detail. We set ϕ = 0.605 and ω = 8 rad/s, and
measure SandBot’s average speed on granular media as we systematically vary gait param-
eters, i.e. vx = vx(θs, θ0, dc). We pick ω = 8 rad/s because at this intermediate frequency
SandBot displays both rotary walking and swimming as the clock signal is varied. We pick
ϕ = 0.605 to remove the effect of local volume fraction change which causes a premature
transition from rotary walking to swimming¶ and adds to the complexity of the problem.
We first test the effect of the extent and location of the slow phase for fixed dc = 0.5,
measuring speed vx = vx(θs, θ0). We vary the parameters between 0 ≤ θs ≤ 2 and −2 ≤
θ0 ≤ 2, which are the limits set by the robot’s controller. We choose dc = 0.5 because it is
close to the dc values of both HGK and SGK. This gave us an easy way to project HGK
(dc = 0.56) and SGK (dc = 0.45) onto the vx = vx(θs, θ0) plot (dc = 0.5), assuming that
a small change of dc near dc = 0.5 does not affect speed significantly (see Fig. 85 which
supports this assumption).
Measurements of vx = vx(θs, θ0) (Fig. 77) show a single sharp peak in speed near {θs, θ0}
= {1.5, −0.5}. High speeds only occur within a small island of −1 < θ0 < 0 and θs > 0.5
¶In rotary walking when s < R, a limb encounters material disturbed by its previous step. If the
initial volume fraction exceeds the critical value ϕ ≈ 0.605, disturbed granular material dilates to a lower
volume fraction after each step; if initially ϕ < 0.605, disturbed granular material compacts to a higher
volume fraction after each step [154]. The dilation of disturbed granular material above ϕ ≈ 0.605 results in
premature transition from rotary walking to swimming if s < R as the disturbed granular material is weaker
which increases penetration and reduces step length. Here we choose ϕ = 0.605 which ensures that the ϕ



























Figure 76: SandBot’s speed depends sensitively on intra-cycle limb kinematics. (A)
Hard Ground Kinematics (HGK). (B) Soft Ground Kinematics (SGK). (C) Instantaneous
speed of SandBot on granular media with hard ground clock signal (HGK: {θs, θ0, dc} =
{0.85, 0.13, 0.56}; red) and soft ground clock signal (SGK: {θs, θ0, dc} = {1.10,−0.50, 0.45};
blue). With HGK SandBot moves slowly (vx ≈ 2 cm/s) on granular media, but with SGK
(red), it advances rapidly (vx ≈ 8 cm/s).
surrounding the peak; lower speeds fill the remainder of the space. The drop in speed is
rapid as θ0 is varied away from the peak, and is less so when θs is varied away from the
peak; this is also evident in cross sections through the peak (blue circles in Fig. 77 and
Fig. 84, respectively). Ignoring the effect of dc, the SGK parameters (blue dot) lie close to
the peak while the HGK parameters (red dot) are in the low speed region. The optimal
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Figure 77: SandBot’s speed as a function of slow phase extent and location. Average speed
vx of SandBot on granular media (ϕ = 0.605) as a function of (θs, θ0) for dc = 0.5 and
ω = 8 rad/s has a localized region of high speeds with peak vx ≈ 9 cm/s near {θs, θ0} =
{1.5, −0.5}.. Circles show that vx for SGK (red) and HGK (blue) matches data for dc = 0.5
despite the formers slightly different dc values. Inset: original data from which main figure
is interpolated.
ω = 8 rad/s are: {θs, θ0, dc} = {1.5,−0.5, 0.55}. These gait parameters generate about 20%
higher speed than the previously used SGK parameters.
Variation of the duty cycle at fixed {θs, θ0} = {1.5,−0.5} also has a substantial influence
on speed. Data (blue circles in Fig. 85) show a well defined peak at dc ≈ 0.5. Speed drops
off relatively slowly for dc > 0.55, and more quickly to small (swimming) speeds for dc < 0.5.
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5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 Application of model to slow phase extent and location variation
To apply our kinematic model to SandBot locomotion with varied limb kinematics, we must
consider the effects of variable limb kinematics during limb-ground interaction. Depending
on the gait parameters during ground contact, the limbs could be rotating in the fast phase,
in the slow phase, or in a combination of both. In our previous study, the kinematic model
ignored limb frequency variability during ground contact and only considered the robot
limb rotating at the constant cycle averaged limb frequency ω.
However, as limb kinematics change, the variability of limb frequency in ground contact















Figure 78: Schematic of overlap of the slow phase (green) and the rotary walking range
(gray). Overlap of [θi, θf ] and [βi, βf ] determines step length s and thus speed vx. For the
configuration shown, s = R(sinβf − sin θi). θ0 and β0 are centers of the slow phase and the
rotary walking range, respectively.
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−2 ≤ θ0 ≤ 2 and at dc = 0.5, ωf >> ωs so that only the slow phase can possibly achieve
rotary walking, as fast limb rotation results in swimming. In this case ωs (instead of ω)
controls acceleration a and thus determines the rotary walking range∥.
For fixed dc, varying [θs, θ0] changes the extent and location of the slow phase; the
angular extremes of the slow phase are θi,f = θ0 ± θs2 , see Fig. 78. Varying θs also changes
ωs which controls the rotary walking range. Therefore varying [θs, θ0] affects where the
slow phase overlaps with the rotary walking range. The step length s is given by s =
R(sinψf − sinψi) where ψi = max(βi, θi) and ψf = min(βf , θf ) if there is overlap or s = 0 if
there is no overlap. The larger the overlap, the further the robot moves forward in a cycle.
The rotary walking range [βi, βf ] is given by solving the equation Fp(θ) = 2Rk(cosβi,f−
h
2R) = m(g+a), with a given by a =
mωs
∆t . We can evaluate how [θi, θf ] overlaps with [βi, βf ]




π . For fixed ω, speed vx
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Figure 79: Model prediction of speed as a function of slow phase extent and location
using the original penetration force law. Predicted vx(θs, θ0) from the kinematic model
with Fp = kz captures the single peak but predicts a lower speed for SGK than for HGK
contrary to observation and fails to account for the observed peak in speed at θ0 ≈ −0.5.
∥The previous study did not err in considering vx as a function of ω alone since for fixed clock parameters
ωs scales with ω. The only difference would be ∆t(ϕ) → ∆tωs/ω.
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Figure 79 shows the model prediction of vx using fitting parameters k = 210 N/m,
∆t = 0.37 s. Comparing prediction with observation (Fig. 77), the model captures the peak
and predicts similar magnitudes of speeds. However the predicted peak is symmetric about
θ0 = 0 while the observed peak is symmetric about θ0 ≈ −0.5.
5.5.2 Anisotropic penetration force law
If the penetration force of the granular material increased like kz as assumed in the model,
we would expect θ0 = 0 as this value would give the largest overlap between the slow
phase and the rotary walking range as determined by the material strength (see scheme in
Fig. 78). To investigate why the robot performs best with θ0 ≈ −0.5 we attached a c-leg to

























Figure 80: Asymmetry of speed as a function of slow phase location. For all θs at dc = 0.5,
vx(θ, θ0) (Fig. 75) is maximal (dashed vertical black line) at θ0 ≈ −0.5 (θs = 1.5 shown).
Inset: peak location θ0 ≈ −0.5 does not change for dc = 0.8. Solid blue curve is prediction
from the model with anisotropic penetration force.
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a force/torque sensor and measured the grain resistance as the c-leg was rotated through
the granular media at ω = 0.35 s−1 (the horizontal rotation axis of the c-leg was positioned
the same distance h = 2.5 cm above the grain surface as when it is mounted on the robot).
Figure 81 shows a clear asymmetry in the penetration (vertical) force with the measured
peak force occurring near β0 = −0.75; penetration force during rotation peaks before the
intruder reaches the maximum depth. We confirmed that the measured anisotropy in the
penetration force is intrinsic to our granular medium and is not an artifact of the particular
shape of the c-leg by additionally rotating a rectangular bar and a sphere into granular
media at the same hip height: both objects exhibited a peak force at β0 = −0.75.
We speculate that the asymmetry in penetration force during rotation into granular
media is a result of the changing limb orientation during rotational intrusion. For vertical
penetration (which we considered in the model in the previous study), the intruder is



















Figure 81: Anisotropic penetration force. Vertical penetration force Fp (solid blue curve)
during c-leg rotation into poppy seeds reaches maximum at β0 = −0.75 (dashed black line)
and is asymmetric to θ0 = 0. Inset: force measurement schematic.
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constantly pushing down on the granular material. The grain contact network generated
in granular material in response to intrusion [61] forms a downward pointing cone which
generates a force symmetric to the vertical (θ = 0). In rotational intrusion, however, the
direction of intrusion is constantly changing; the direction of the force cone should change
as well and correlate with the instantaneous direction of intrusion.
We hypothesize that the force during rotational intrusion is maximal at β0 = −0.75
because for larger angles part of the cone reaches the surface and/or terminates on the
horizontal walls of the container and can no longer support the entire grain contact network,
thus reducing the maximal yield force. We also note that the angle at which maximal force
is developed is close to the angle of repose 0.52 that we measure for the poppy seeds. This
angle is the same as the internal slip angle in cohesionless granular material [10] which plays
an important role in the formation of the grain contact network, supporting the plausibility
of our speculation.
To account for the measured angular offset in peak force from vertical (Fig. 77 and
Fig. 80), we modify the original penetration force law in our model to
Fp(θ) = 2Rk
′ {cos [b (θ − β0)] + 1}
for F > 0, where β0 = −0.75, and k′ and b are new fit parameters. Following the same
procedure for the original force law, we find the robot speed by calculating [βi, βf ], the
overlap between [θi, θf ] and [βi, βf ], and the step size.
Figure 82 shows vx predicted by a fit to the model using the anisotropic penetration
force law (fitting parameters k′ = 65 N/m, ∆t = 0.4 s, and b = 0.8). Besides capturing
the peak behavior of measured speed, the model also captures the shift in peak location
to θ0 ≈ −0.5 (i.e. asymmetry to θ0 = 0). For fixed θs, speed is maximal when the center
of the slow phase corresponds with the center of the rotary walking range (Fig. 78). If θ0
is different from β0 = −0.75, the overlap of the slow phase and the rotary walking range
decreases, which reduces step length and thus speed. In accord with observation, SGK (red
dot) lies near the peak while HGK (blue dot) lies in a region of low speeds. Figure 83 shows
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Figure 82: Anisotropic penetration force law better predicts speed as a function of slow
phase extent and location. Prediction of vx(θs, θ0) from the the model with the anisotropic
penetration force for dc = 0.5 captures the asymmetry of vx with respect to θ0 = 0 and
predicts higher speed for SGK than for HGK. Fitting parameters: k′ = 65 N/m, ∆t = 0.4 s
and b = 0.8.
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Figure 83: Comparison of overlap of the slow phase and the rotary walking phase between
Soft Ground Kinematics and Hard Ground Kinematics. (A) In SGK the slow phase (cen-
tered at θ0 = −0.50) overlaps nearly completely with the rotary walking range (centered at
β0 = −0.5), explaining its high speed as compared to HGK (centered at θ0 = 0.13) which
has little overlap.
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rotary walking range (gray sector in Fig. 78) is significantly larger.
At fixed θ0 = β0, increasing the extent of the slow phase (increasing θs) from zero
initially increases speed as the extent of the slow phase increases within the rotary walking
envelope (see Fig. 77 and Fig. 84). However, ωs increases with θs which increases the
acceleration and reduces the rotary walking range. For sufficient extent (near θs = 1.5 for
the data shown in Fig. 77 and Fig. 84) the slow phase contains the rotary walking range and
step length is determined by the latter. Further increase in θs reduce the rotary walking







as the material is never
strong enough to both support and accelerate the robot. In Fig. 84 the experimental speed
is noticeably lower than the model prediction at the largest θs = 2. As we discuss below in
regards to variation in dc, this reduction is a apparently the result of tripod overlap (both
 
 










θ0 = −0.5, dc = 0.5
Figure 84: Speed as a function of slow phase extent. Measured vx(θs, θ0 = −0.5) (blue
circles) through the speed maximum (Fig. 77) deviates from the anisotropic force model
prediction (blue curve) at large θs due to limb overlap.
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tripods simultaneously in ground contact) which occurs for a greater portion of the slow
phase for larger θs.
5.5.3 Effect of duty cycle
While the model prediction of vx(dc) (blue curve in Fig. 85) matches the magnitudes of
speeds at intermediate dc ≈ 0.5, it does not quantitatively match the shape of measured
speed vs dc. Below dc ≈ 0.5, the model predicts that vx(dc) increases monotonically with
increasing dc. This trend is in accord with the experimental observations; however the model









θs = 1.5, θ0 = −0.5
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I II III
Figure 85: Speed as a function of duty cycle. Measured vx(dc) (blue circles) for
{θs = 1.5, θ0 = −0.5} is maximum at dc ≈ 0.5. The model (solid blue curve) accurately
predicts the speed for dc ≈ 0.5 but is inaccurate elsewhere due to contributions of swim-
ming neglected by the model (region I), a decrease in rotary walking range from cratering
induced depth reduction and unequal penetration forces developed by c-legs on opposite
sides of the body (II), and tripod overlap at high dc (III). Model prediction with tripod
overlap included (dashed blue line) better matches the data in region III.
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prediction is consistently higher than measured speed. Above dc ≈ 0.5, the model predicts
that vx(dc) is independent of dc, but the measured speed decreases with increasing dc and
is lower than the model prediction. We now discuss possible reasons for the discrepancies
at low dc < 0.1 (labeled region I in Fig. 85), intermediate 0.1 < dc <≈ 0.5 (region II) and
high dc >≈ 0.5 (region III).
In region I, dc is small so that ωs and thus a become large enough to ensure that the robot
is in the swimming mode (i.e. movement without solidification). Here the model assumes
rotary walking and predicts zero speed. In experiment, the robot can still advance slowly
at each step due to thrust forces from continuously slipping limbs generated by frictional
drag [70] and/or inertial movement of material. This thrust competes with friction from
belly drag, and as in [92], we find that these result in low average speed of vx ≈ 1 cm/sec.
The model’s overestimate of speed at high dc (region III) is a result of tripod overlap
and can be readily understood. When there is no tripod overlap (only one tripod with
ground contact at any given time) each tripod advances the robot a distance s for a total
displacement of 2s per period. This is the case for dc ≤≈ 0.5. However in the limit of
dc = 1 both tripods are simultaneously in the slow phase as the duration of the fast phase
is zero. The simultaneous slow phases generate a total displacement of just s∗∗ instead of





2π ). Lacking a way to quantify the tripod overlap effect, we assume that the
reduction of step length from 2s to s is linear with dc for dc >≈ 0.5; the data is in good
agreement with this prediction (dashed blue curve in Fig. 85). This reduction in speed is a
purely kinematic effect that is inherent to the rotary walking gait at high dc.
Two plausible mechanisms explain the model’s overestimate of speed at intermediate dc
(region II): hole digging and uneven weight distribution. Lateral observations of the robot
kinematics at low dc show that the rapid motion of the c-leg during the slow phase throws
significant numbers of particles out of the limb’s path which creates a depression. For a
∗∗For dc = 1, tripods are in phase so that each c-leg needs to provide just 1/6 the required total force
compared to 1/3 when the tripods act independently which could affect the step size. However, we found
that for {θs, θ0, dc} = {1.5,−0.5, 1}, decreasing m from 1/3 to 1/6 the body mass left the expression for s
unchanged.
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deep enough hole, rotary walking is impossible due to the reduced penetration depth of the
leg below the now lower surface of the depression. The second mechanism concerns the
model’s assumption of uniform weight distribution between the three legs of the tripod. In
the dc range where the robot advances slower than predicted, observations show that the
robot rotates in the horizontal plane. Rotation occurs in this transition region between pure
swimming and pure rotary walking because the side of the robot with two c-legs in ground
contact undergoes rotary walking while the opposite side is in the swimming mode. Due
to the increased gravitational and inertial forces on the single c-leg, the penetration forces




We have built upon our previous experiments and models of a legged robot, SandBot, to
explore how changes in limb kinematics affect locomotion on granular media. We found
that even when moving on controlled granular media of fixed volume fraction at fixed
cycle-averaged limb frequency, speed remains sensitive to variations in gait parameters that
control angular extent, angular location, and temporal duty factor of the slow phase of
the limb cycle. We showed that the assumptions in a previously introduced model (which
accurately predicted speed as a function of limb frequency and volume fraction) had to be
modified to incorporate an anisotropic penetration force during rotational intrusion into
granular media as well as changes in acceleration of the leg as gait parameters were varied.
With these modifications the model was able to capture speed as a function of angular
extent and angular location. The model also indicates that as duty cycle is changed, effects
due to simultaneous limb pairs (tripods) in ground contact, rapid limb impact into sand,
and unequal weight distribution on limbs become important.
Our experiments and modified model explain why gait parameters that allow the robot
to rapidly bounce over hard ground lead to loss of performance on granular media. They
demonstrate how the angular extent and location of the slow phase must be adjusted to
optimize interaction with granular media by minimizing inertial force and limb interference,
and maximizing the use of solid properties of granular media. Further studies of SandBot
guided by our kinematic model should reveal how physical parameters of both robot (mass
distribution, limb compliance, limb shape, belly shape) and the environment (grain fric-
tion, density, incline angle, gravity) control the solid-fluid transition and thus affect the
limb-ground interaction and performance. However, advances are required in theory and
experimental characterization of complex media. Otherwise we must continue to rely on
empirical force laws specific to particular geometries, kinematics and granular media.
The existence of a speed optimum in gait parameter space implies that control of limb
kinematics is critical to move effectively on granular media, whether actively through sensory
feedback, and/or passively through mechanical feedback. Future work should compare
these results to investigations of gait optimization on hard ground [57]. The differences in
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limb kinematics on sand compared to hard ground are intriguing because on hard ground
performance is optimized by making the robot bounce. However, this carries with it the
risk of yaw, pitch and roll instability due to mismanaged kinetic energy. On granular media
such instabilities appear rare; instead most gait parameters (see Fig. 77) result in little
or no forward movement due to mismanaged fluidization of the ground. Thus, our results
could have a practical benefit as they suggest strategies for improving the performance of
current machines [156, 157, 12] on variable terrain via new limb and foot designs and control
strategies.
Finally, an enormous number of organisms contend with sand [158], moving on the
surface (or even swimming within it [95]). While the observed phenomena and proposed lo-
comotion modes (e.g. rotary walking) appear specific to SandBot and its c-shaped limbs, the
underlying principles could apply to locomotion of organisms on yielding substrates. For ex-
ample, our recent work on terrestrial hatchling sea turtle locomotion demonstrates that their
effective movement on sand proceeds through solidification of the granular medium [96]. In-
tegrated studies of biological organisms and physical models can provide hypotheses [16] for
passive and active neuromechanical [13] control strategies as well as better understanding
of energetics [18] for movement on complex terrain.
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CHAPTER VI
SYSTEMATIC STUDY OF THE PERFORMANCE OF SMALL
ROBOTS ON CONTROLLED LABORATORY SUBSTRATES
6.1 Summary
The design of robots able to locomote effectively over a diversity of terrain requires detailed
ground interaction models; unfortunately such models are lacking due to the complicated re-
sponse of real world substrates which can yield and flow in response to loading. To advance
our understanding of the relevant modeling and design issues, we conduct a comparative
study of the performance of DASH and RoACH, two small, biologically inspired, six legged,
lightweight (∼ 10 cm, ∼ 20 g) robots fabricated using the Smart Composite Manufacturing
(SCM) process. We systematically examine performance of both robots on rigid and flowing
substrates. Varying both ground properties and limb stride frequency, we investigate aver-
age speed, mean mechanical power and cost of transport, and stability. We find that robot
performance and stability is sensitive to the physics of ground interaction: on hard ground
kinetic energy must be managed to prevent yaw, pitch, and roll instability to maintain high
performance, while on sand the fluidizing interaction leads to increased cost of transport
and lower running speeds. We also observe that the characteristic limb morphology and
kinematics of each robot result in distinct differences in their abilities to traverse different
terrains. Our systematic studies are the first step toward developing models of interaction
of limbs with complex terrain as well as developing improved limb morphologies and control
strategies.∗
∗This Chapter is a published paper by Chen Li, Aaron M. Hoover, Paul Birkmeyer, Paul B. Umbanhowar,
Ronald S. Fearing, and Daniel I. Goldman, Proceedings of SPIE (2010) [98].
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6.2 Introduction
In nature, animals display high mobility on terrains ranging from hard surfaces like rocks
to deformable substrates like sand and rubble [159], snow [160], or even the surface of
water [19]. In contrast, while man made wheeled and treaded vehicles demonstrate excellent
mobility and low energy cost on rigid ground like paved roads, they often suffer total
performance loss in deformable terrains like sand [11]. The main challenge of moving on
deformable ground is that the locomotor can experience both solid- and fluid-like forces
during substrate interaction depending on the magnitude of normal and shearing forces [10].
Granular material [22], which is common in nature, proves a good model substrate for
studying locomotion on deformable ground [92, 95, 97, 96]. Granular media display the solid-
fluid transition during limb-ground interaction, and are at the same time simpler than most
other deformable and/or flowing substrates. Another advantage of using granular media
as test substrates is that their mechanical properties are readily and precisely controlled
by varying the volume (packing) fraction of their constituent particles (see Experiments
section).
There is increasing evidence that small, legged machines can have greater maneuverabil-
ity than large wheeled vehicles in many natural environments [135]. For example, recent
studies of the legged RHex-class robot SandBot [92, 97] demonstrate that effective locomo-
tion on deformable substrates like granular media is possible when stride frequencies and
limb kinematics are appropriate for ground properties. In particular, these studies suggest
that the ability of limbs to generate adequate ground thrust relative to gravitational and in-
ertial forces is the key to effective locomotion on deformable substrates. Other factors, such
as limb morphology and compliance [9] and neurosensory control [3], may also substantially
effect locomotion on deformable substrates.
The DASH and RoACH robots† used in this study are small, biologically inspired, six-
legged, lightweight (∼ 10 cm, ∼ 20 g) robots (Fig. 86). Because their mass is ∼ 100 times
smaller than earlier top performing devices like the RHex class of robots [15], DASH and
†These robots were developed by Aaron M. Hoover, Paul Birkmeyer, and Ronald S. Fearing.
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Figure 86: RoACH (A) and DASH (B) standing on loosely packed poppy seeds.
RoACH should traverse varied terrains with higher mobility and lower energy cost than
any previous legged devices due to their potentially much larger thrust-to-gravity ratio.
Although similar in size and composition, each robot has distinct limb morphology and
kinematics and, as such, provide excellent test platforms for assessing benefits and tradeoffs
of these factors on a variety of substrates. In addition, the robots are simple and inexpensive
to construct, have relatively high power densities, and can survive collisions with the ground
at their terminal velocities [59].
To probe the locomotor capabilities of small lightweight robotic platforms on differing
terrains and to examine benefits and tradeoffs of different limb morphologies and kinematics,
we systematically test the locomotor performance (average speed, mean mechanical power
and cost of transport, and stability) of DASH and RoACH as they move on two distinct types
of substrates, hard ground and deformable granular media. We vary by open loop control
the robot stride frequency on prepared substrates of well defined mechanical properties and
compare performance across robotic platforms and substrates.
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6.3 Materials and Methods
6.3.1 Experiment Design
The volume (packing) fraction ϕ of a granular material is defined as the ratio of the solid
volume of the grains forming the media to the volume they occupy. Higher volume fraction
indicates grains are more densely packed. In nature and under gravity, dry, spherical,
granular media exist in a range of volume fraction 0.55 < ϕ < 0.64 [76]. Granular media of
different volume fraction often exhibit very different mechanical properties. For example,
we find that as a bed of poppy seeds is compacted from ϕ = 0.58 to ϕ = 0.64, reaction
force during constant velocity vertical penetration increases approximately five-fold. The
dynamics of ballistic impact under gravity also differ dramatically [154] with varying volume
fraction.
An apparatus known as a fluidized bed can precisely control the volume fraction and
thus the mechanical properties of granular media and has been used successfully for this
purpose in physics and locomotion biology studies [80, 82, 92]. A sufficient counter flow
of air through the grain bed against gravity brings the grains into a fluidized state with
neutral buoyancy. Upon cessation of the air flow, the granular media settles to a loosely
packed state of low volume fraction. Subsequent repeated air pulses (or vibration aided by
small air flow) compacts the grains to higher ϕ.
In this study, we use a fluidized bed trackway to prepare the granular media in a loosely
packed state (ϕ = 0.580). As previously discovered [92], locomotion at low ϕ is more chal-
lenging than at high ϕ as limbs can easily fluidize the grains during ground interaction.
By comparing the performance of small lightweight robotic platforms on rigid ground and
on loosely packed granular media we sample two representative extremes from the spec-
trum of terrestrial substrates a mobile device could encounter. By comparing performance
across RoACH and DASH platforms, we assess the benefits and tradeoffs of different limb
morphology and kinematics on these two distinct substrates.
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6.3.2 Experimental Setup
Figure 87 illustrates the experimental setup. Hard ground was realized with a piece of
drywall (120 cm ×50 cm ×1 cm) with uniform surface properties. Loosely packed granular
media was realized using poppy seeds prepared with ϕ = 0.580 in our 2.5 m long, 0.5 m
wide fluidized bed trackway. Poppy seeds were chosen as the granular material because
their size is close to natural sand [145] and their density (≈ 1.0 kg/cm3) low enough to be
fluidized. The fluidized bed trackway has a horizontal porous plastic (Porex) flow distributor
(thickness 0.64 cm, average pore size 90 µm) on which the poppy seeds rest. By blowing air
upward through the distributor with four 300 LPM leaf blowers (Toro) at maximum power,
the entire bulk of granular media was fluidized into the bubbling regime. As the flow was
slowly reduced to zero, the poppy seeds came to rest in a loosely packed state. The air flow
RoACH/DASH
~1 mm poppy seeds
flow distributor









Figure 87: Experimental setup. (A) A fluidized bed trackway prepares the granular ma-
terial, ∼ 1 mm diameter poppy seeds, into loosely packed states to create a deformable
substrate with well defined mechanical properties. Hard ground is simulated by a piece
of drywall. Dorsal and laterals cameras record high speed videos of the kinematics as
DASH/RoACH moves on the substrate. Robot sensors record the back EMF and the con-
trol reference signal. (B) RoACH and (C) DASH stands on loosely packed poppy seeds.
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across the fluidized bed is measured with an anemometer (Omega Engineering FMA-900-V)
and is uniform to within 10 percent. Volume fraction was calculated as ϕ = m/ρV, where
m is the total mass of the seeds, ρ the average solid density of each grain and V the bed
volume.
The substrate was prepared before each run: for hard ground runs, the drywall rested
horizontally on the flat granular media surface, and was wiped with a brush to remove any
contaminants from the previous run (poppy seeds occasionally got onto the drywall when
the robots ran off the end); for granular media runs, the poppy seeds were prepared into a
loosely packed state with volume fraction ϕ = 0.580 using the fluidized bed trackway (air
flow is turned off before the robot is run). The RoACH/DASH robot was carefully placed
on the substrate at the same end of the trackway with one tripod entirely in contact with
the surface while the other remained lifted above the substrate. On the granular media,
DASH was placed with its stance with all six legs touching the surface. RoACH is run
with the curvature of the legs pointing forward (rather than backward as is the case with
the RHex and Sandbot robots) because this was observed to improve performance on hard
ground.
A Python graphic user interface (GUI) is used to configure the robot via a 230 Kbps
Bluetooth communication link. The robot’s DC motor is controlled using a pulse width
modulated (PWM) voltage, and the control reference signal sent to the robot is strictly an
open loop, feedforward specification of the duty cycle of that signal (under open loop stride
low frequency f <∼ 5 Hz is not possible). The PIC microcontroller includes a 10-bit analog
to digital converter that is used to sample the back EMF of the motor when the motor is
switched off during the idle phase of the PWM cycle. Those measurements together with
the voltage control reference signal are streamed back to the computer base station running
the GUI for plotting and saving.
Simultaneous dorsal and lateral videos of the robot motion are recorded at 1280×1024
resolution and 250 fps with high speed video cameras (AOS Switzerland) to capture the
kinematics of the robot and its interaction with the substrate. The back and side of each
robot is marked with reflective material (WiteOut). Lighting is provided by four overhead
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work lights, a side work light (HomeDepot), and a high intensity HMI light (Arri). Videos
and robot sensor data are synchronized by identifying the beginning of robot motion in the
video and the beginning of the recording of the robot sensor data (which corresponds to
the start of robot motion).
The stride frequency f of each run is measured from the lateral video frames. The
average speed v of each run is calculated using distance traveled and elapsed time from the
dorsal video frames. The mean mechanical power Pmechanical is averaged from Pmechanical =
Nω, where N = KtI is the motor torque, and ω = 2πVEMF /Ke is the motor angular
velocity, with the motor torque constant Kt = 0.00683 Nm/A, and the motor back EMF
constant Ke = 0.15 V/Hz. The motor current I = (Vref − VEMF )/R is determined from
the back EMF VEMF and the voltage control reference signal Vref recorded by the motor
sensors using the motor resistance R = 4.2 Ω. The mean metabolic power Pmetabolic is
averaged from Pmetabolic = I
2R. The mean mechanical and metabolic cost of transport is
given by COTmechanical = Pmechanical/mRv and COTmetabolic = Pmetabolic/mRv, where mR
is the mass of the robot. Both the mechanical power and cost of transport characterize
only the mechanical energy and do not include heat dissipation in the electronics and the
motor. We verified that the calculated motor frequency ω/2π and the stride frequency f
determined from the lateral video are the same (within 5% deviation). Averaging of all
data was performed on the second half of each run where the robot reached a steady state
speed.
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6.4 Results and Discussions
Figure 88 shows average speed as a function of stride frequency for both robotic platforms
on both substrates. On hard ground, both DASH and RoACH achieve high speeds, e.g. at
f ≈ 15 Hz, v ≈ 80− 100 cm/s or ∼ 10 bodylength/s (as compared to the peak performance
of ∼ 1 bodylength/s for the RHex class robots). DASH displays a roughly proportional
v-f relationship (solid green line is a linear fit with zero intercept) indicative of a constant
stride length for all stride frequencies. On the other hand, RoACH has a more irregular v-f
pattern on hard ground, which may be a result of RoACH’s more erratic vertical bouncing

















Figure 88: Average speed as a function of stride frequency of DASH (circles) and ROACH
(square) on hard ground (HG, green) and loosely packed granular media (LP, blue). Lines
are linear fits to the DASH data assuming a linear v-f relationship with an intercept of
zero.
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On loosely packed granular media, both robots suffer substantial performance loss.
DASH’s speed drops by ∼ 40% for all frequencies, but maintains a proportional v-f re-
lationship (dashed blue line). The slope of the v-f relationship is lower as compared to
hard ground data, suggesting that there is more slip during each stride, although stride
length remains independent of stride frequency. On the other hand, RoACH suffers near
total (> 90%) performance loss, with v ≈ 5 cm/s and roughly independent of frequency.
The difference in performance loss can be explained by the different limb morphology
and kinematics of both robots. Closer observation of the robot kinematics from lateral high
speed videos show that RoACH, due to its upright posture combined with its compliant
limbs and kinematics (the curvature of the legs pointing forward), cannot effectively retract
its limbs from the grains; instead, RoACH’s limbs penetrate deep into the substrate and
constantly move back and forth within the fluidized grains with the body lying on the
surface, resulting in tripod interference and large belly drag. The inability to retract limbs
causes RoACH to “swim” at low speeds in fluidized granular media via frictional drag on the
limbs similar to how SandBot swims in granular media [92]. DASH’s sprawled limb posture
and kinematics, on the other hand, prevents it from getting trapped in the swimming regime
for the parameters studied here and enables it to achieve ∼ 5 bodylength/s on loosely packed
poppy seeds, a huge improvement from SandBot’s ∼ 0.1 bodylength/s [92]. This confirmed
our speculation that on deformable substrates such as granular media, small lightweight
robots of DASH’s scale can achieve higher mobility because of their high thrust-to-gravity
ratio provided that limb morphology and kinematics are properly designed.
It is also worth noting from Fig. 88 that for DASH, run-to-run deviation from the
linear v-f relationship is more pronounced on hard ground than on loosely packed granular
media. The irregular v-f relationship for RoACH on hard ground also reduces to a roughly
constant relationship on loosely packed granular media. We speculate that such reduction
in run-to-run variation in speed originates from differences in stability on the two distinct
substrates. On hard ground, while mobility is higher for both robots because of the larger
ground reaction forces and reduced drag, their rapid bouncing motion can suffer greatly
























Figure 89: Mean mechanical power as a function of stride frequency of DASH and RoACH
moving on hard ground (green) vs. loosely packed granular media (blue).
energy associated with bouncing dynamics, which may result in large run-to-run variation in
speed. On granular media, instability is rare because the “softer” dissipative granular media
serves as a “buffer” to absorb any abrupt forces and accommodate a smoother motion at the
cost of reduction in speed. This is consistent with previous observations in SandBot [92].
The distinct differences between foot-ground interaction with hard ground and with soft
granular media is further revealed by the power consumption characteristics. As shown in
Fig. 89, the mean mechanical power Pmechanical for both robots is consistently higher on
loosely packed granular media than on hard ground at all frequencies, with a smaller increase
for DASH than for RoACH. This supports our speculation that DASH’s sprawled limb
posture and kinematics is more effective for locomotion on granular media. Also noteworthy























Figure 90: Mean metabolic cost of transport as a function of frequency of DASH and
RoACH moving on hard ground (green) vs. loosely packed granular media (blue).
This may be an indication that the ground reaction force increases with frequency. Since
in granular media, force is roughly rate-independent [69, 95], this implies that the granular
reaction force may be dominated by the inertial force of translating the robot forward at
each step (similar to [96]). In such locomotor mode we expect the power to increase as f3
and the data is not inconsistent with this prediction. It is noteworthy that even on loosely
packed granular media, the mechanical power of DASH and RoACH is on the order of 10−1
W, on the order of 100 times smaller than RHex’s 101 W on hard ground [15].
Fig. 91 shows the mean mechanical cost of transport of both robots on both substrates.
The most striking feature of the data is that RoACH on loosely packed granular media has

































Figure 91: Mean mechanical cost of transport as a function of frequency of DASH and
RoACH moving on hard ground (green) vs. loosely packed granular media (blue). Inset
highlights the data in the main figure which is obscured by high COTmechanical of RoACH
on loosely packed granular media.
This results directly from RoACH’s very slow “swimming” motion on loosely packed gran-
ular media, as COT ∼ v−1. During swimming motion, limbs constantly translate within
fluidized grains and only generate net forward motion when the frictional drag on the limbs
overcome that on the body. Most of the mechanical work is dissipated by the fluidized
granular material which acts like a highly dissipative frictional fluid in which force is rate-
independent [95] (this is different from the rate-dependent viscous dissipation of Newtonian
fluids at low Reynolds number). The inset in Fig. 91 shows that COTmechanical increases
with f faster than linearly for all other cases. Comparing DASH and RoACH, we see that
locomotion speed and energy consumption on granular media are both greatly improved


























Figure 92: Mean metabolic cost of transport as a function of frequency of DASH and
RoACH moving on hard ground (green) vs. loosely packed granular media (blue).
solidified granular media by adjusting morphology, kinematics, frequency, etc. This con-
firms the importance of utilizing the solidification properties of granular media for effective
locomotion discovered in previous studies [92, 97, 96]. Compared to other animals [161]
and legged robots [51, 162], both DASH and RoACH have relatively low minimal cost of
transport on solid ground, and DASH also has relatively low cost of transport on loose
ground (Fig. 93).
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Figure 93: Comparison of minimal mechanical cost of transport to animals and other legged
robots. Modified from [161]. Data of other robots are from [51, 162].
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6.5 Conclusions
To probe the capability and assess the benefits and tradeoffs of various limb morphology
and kinematics of small legged robotic platforms on a variety of terrains, we systematically
tested the performance of the DASH and RoACH robots with different limb morphology
and kinematics on hard ground and loosely packed granular media. We investigated how
speed and power consumption characteristics vary with stride frequency under open loop
control and compared performance across robotic platforms and substrates. We found
that both robots suffer performance loss in the form of reduction in speed and increase
in mechanical power and cost of transport as substrates weaken from rigid hard ground
to deformable granular media, while the instability intrinsic to bouncing motion on hard
ground is largely removed by the dissipative nature of granular media. We also found that
differences in robot limb morphology and kinematics have a large impact on the platforms
susceptibility to performance loss and instability. Future work could test sensitivity of
performance to changes in limb morphology and kinematics by systematically varying these
factors in analogy with the variation of SandBot’s kinematics [97].
Our study is among the first to investigate how the performance of small lightweight
legged robots differs as the substrate changes from rigid to deformable ground. Our results
show that when moving on deformable ground such as granular media, even for lightweight
platforms with relatively large thrust to gravity ratio, precaution needs to be taken to avoid
limbs getting caught and being trapped in the swimming regime. Traversing hard ground,
on the other hand, requires careful management of kinetic energy and ground reaction
dynamics for legged devices to minimize yaw, pitch, and roll instabilities.
Careful study of small physical models such as DASH and RoACH can also inform
locomotion biology in understanding how small animals appear to move effortlessly across a
diversity of complex substrates [150, 6]. Further studies of this kind can lead to systematic
empirical laws (and ultimately comprehensive theory) of limb-ground interaction with a
spectrum of substrates ranging from rigid ground to deformable grounds like granular media.
Such advanced understanding will inform limb design and control methodologies, similar
to the well-developed models of aerial and aquatic craft. Future devices will begin to
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perform at levels comparable to organisms; these capabilities could be used for more efficient
and capable exploration of challenging terrestrial environments (e.g. battlefields, building
debris, and natural disasters sites).
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6.6 Appendix
6.6.1 Performance on closely vs. loosely packed granular media
In addition to performance on hard ground vs. (loosely packed) granular media, both DASH
and RoACH were also tested on closely vs. loosely packed granular media. Volume fraction
was ϕ = 0.580 for loosely packed and ϕ = 0.633 for closely packed granular media. In these
experiments, RoACH was run with the curvature of the legs pointing backward (similar to
the case with the RHex and Sandbot robots).



















Figure 94: Average speed as a function of stride frequency of DASH (circles) and ROACH
(square) on closely packed (red) and loosely packed granular media (LP, blue). Curves are
fits to the data assuming a quadratic v-f relationship with an intercept of zero.
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Figure 95: Mean mechanical power as a function of stride frequency of DASH and RoACH
moving on closely packed (red) vs. loosely packed granular media (blue).






















Figure 96: Mean metabolic cost of transport as a function of frequency of DASH and
RoACH moving on closely packed (red) vs. loosely packed granular media (blue).
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Figure 97: Mean mechanical cost of transport as a function of frequency of DASH and
RoACH moving on closely packed (red) vs. loosely packed granular media (blue).




























Figure 98: Mean metabolic cost of transport as a function of frequency of DASH and
RoACH moving on closely packed (red) vs. loosely packed granular media (blue).
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6.6.2 SCM process
The robotic platforms featured in these experiments are small, lightweight (∼ 10 cm, ∼
20 g) hexapedal robots that utilize alternating tripod gaits for horizontal locomotion. They
both feature drive mechanisms which use a single 6 mm brushed DC motor (I-Fly Vamp)
to drive all six limbs. Onboard lithium 90 mAh polymer battery (Fullriver), Bluetooth
communications (Roving Networks RN-41), microcontroller (Microchip PIC dsPIC33), and
motor driver allow the robots to run preprogrammed commands autonomously while sensors
detect back electromotive force (back EMF) in the DC motor.
The robot fabrication process closely follows the Smart Composite Manufacturing (SCM)
process[60], but instead of pre-impregnated composite fiber laminate, we substitute lightweight,
double sided coated posterboard (Nature Saver posterboard, Officemax.com). For the poly-
imide flexure layer, we substitute a thicker polyethylene terephalate (PET) film because
thermal compatibility of the film is less of a concern than in the SCM process. In addition,
the PET is less inert so it bonds better to various adhesive polymers. Just as in the SCM
process, the posterboard is cut using a precision laser (VersaLaser VL200) according to a
2-dimensional design drawing. However, unlike with carbon fiber composites, the poster-
board can be easily cut with an infrared laser. The steps for the prototyping process are
outlined below with the step numbers corresponding to Fig. 99:
1. The process begins with a sheet of posterboard.
2. Gaps are laser-cut into the posterboard where flexures will be located in the final
structure.
3. Two layers of adhesive polymer with one layer of flexural polymer (high melting point)
are placed between two sheets of posterboard.
4. The resulting structure is rolled through heated rollers to apply pressure and melt the
adhesive layers, bonding the structure.








Figure 99: Step-by-step illustration of the posterboard link and hinge fabrication pro-
cess [60].
Because the posterboard, unlike pre-impregnated composites, contains no adhesive, a
simple thermoset polymer film for the flexure layer is insufficient. We must either add
adhesive layers separately, or use a polymer film with an integrated adhesive to bond the
structure. A carrier film with integrated adhesive is convenient because it is essentially
monolithic. However, the standard thicknesses of such films limit the ability of the designer
to change the stiffness of flexure hinges by using different thickness films. While it is possible
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to use more than one layer of such a film, the interaction of the adhesive layers between the
carrier film layers creates a noticeable viscoelastic response from the flexure hinges. In order
to retain flexibility for the designer in the choice of flexure thickness, we have chosen to add
a separate adhesive between the posterboard and the flexure film. For the the flexure film
we use 25 µm PET depending on the desired flexure stiffness. For the adhesive layer we use
Octiva R⃝ hot mount adhesive (gbcconnect.com), an unsupported, heat-activated mounting
adhesive. Before the posterboard robot parts are cut, the hot mount is applied to one face
of the posterboard and the liner film detached.
This fabrication method is appropriate for fabricating entire functional robots or simply
mocking up a small mechanism to be integrated into a larger robot design. The process
makes it possible to construct very lightweight robots with complex spatial kinematics that
exhibit relatively high power densities. The posterboard SCM process also enables the
designer to quickly try out a folded design and explore features such as alignment tabs or
self-jamming flexures that can aid significantly in the final assembly process. For example,
the designs presented below can be cut out and assembled in a matter of two to three hours.
These hexapod crawler designs demonstrate the complicated 3D mechanisms that can result
from folding a 2D design using this approach.
6.6.3 RoACH
The Robotic Autonomous Crawling Hexapod (RoACH, Fig. 100) is a six-legged robot fab-
ricated using the process described above. The kinematic design of the robot uses a combi-
nation of slider crank and four-bar linkages to create an alternating tripod gait that can be
actuated using a single rotary input connected to a crank. The abduction and adduction
degree of freedom is actuated by a slider crank mechanism. Protraction and retraction of
the leg are achieved using a parallel four-bar linkage at the hip. Diagrams of the kinematics
hip linkages of RoACH are shown in Fig. 101. As configured for this experiment, RoACH








Figure 100: The RoACH robot shown with component parts of onboard power and elec-
tronics highlighted.
A BRear View Side View
Figure 101: Linkage kinematics for RoACH’s alternating tripod gait. (a) Vertical transla-
tion of the center link causes one tripod to engage the ground while the other is lifted. (b)
Fore-aft translation of the central link causes the front and rear legs to rotate forward and
the middle leg to rotate backward. Driving the center link in a circle in the sagittal plane
creates the alternating tripod gait.
6.6.4 DASH
A second robotic platform developed using the posterboard SCM process is the Dynamic
Autonomous Sprawled Hexapod (DASH, Fig. 102) [59]. Like RoACH, DASH employs an
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A B Top View
Figure 103: Linkage kinematics of DASH. (a) Vertical translation of top link causes one
tripod to lift and the other to lower. (b) Fore-aft motion of the center link causes one tripod
to rotate forward and the other to rotate backward.
alternating tripod gait which is driven by a single rotary input. The structure of DASH
creates an oar-like transmission in which the circular input in the sagittal plane creates
circular leg trajectories. The fore-aft displacement of the motor output rotates the four-bar
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hip mechanisms, protracting one tripod and retracting the other. The vertical motion of the
motor output angles the orientation of the hip four-bar mechanism which simultaneously
lifts one tripod and lowers the other. Diagrams of the kinematics hip linkages of DASH
are shown in Fig. 103. These vertical and fore-aft degrees of freedom are coupled together
to enable a circular leg trajectory. With the battery and all onboard electronics for this
experiment, DASH had a mass of 22.1 g.
While DASH and RoACH share a number of features such as their manufacturing pro-
cess, electronics, motor, and even an alternating tripod gait, they have significant morpho-
logical differences. The most notable among these differences is their posture. DASH has a
sprawled posture, with its legs directed outward nearly horizontally; RoACH has an upright
posture with its legs directed almost vertically downward.
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CHAPTER VII
TOWARDS A TERRAMECHANICS FOR LEGGED LOCOMOTION
ON GRANULAR MEDIA
7.1 Summary
During locomotion on sand, animals and robot models interact with granular substrates to
generate thrust and lift. While resistance forces on simple shapes like discs and plates during
intrusion along vertical or horizontal trajectories are well studied, no general model yet
exists to predict resistance forces for intrusion along complex trajectories during footsteps.
Recently a granular resistive force theory (RFT) was used to model forces on an intruder
moving in the horizontal plane at a fixed depth, e.g. a sand-swimming lizard [95]. The
RFT divides the intruder into small elements each generating forces that are assumed
independent. Summation of the element forces predicts net thrust and drag. To begin to
create a terramechanics for legged locomotion on granular media, we extend the RFT to
intrusion in the sagittal plane. We measure the lift and drag on a small plate (3.8×2.5×0.6
cm3) moving in granular media (1 mm diameter poppy seeds, 0.3 mm and 3 mm glass
particles) of controlled compaction as a function of depth, angle of attack, and direction of
motion. Both lift and drag increase with depth and depend sensitively on angle of attack
and direction of motion at a given depth. Lift and drag are larger for intrusion into than
out of the media due to symmetry breaking by gravity. For a model C-shaped limb rotating
about a fixed axle, integration of plate forces captures the net lift and thrust measured
in experiments. The RFT predicts that reversal of the C-shaped limb results in a smaller
maximal lift with significant negative lift (suction) during the late phase of rotation, which
is confirmed by experiments. In accord with the difference in lift, on poppy seeds a small
bio-inspired legged robot (15 cm, 80 g) walks 50% faster at any frequency with C-shaped
limbs than with reversed C-shaped limbs. Using the forces on the limbs calculated from the
resistive force theory, a previously developed kinematic model based on vertical force balance
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is used to predict robot performance. Model calculations show similar approximately linear
speed vs. frequency relationships as observed, but under-predicts speeds at any frequency
for both C-shaped and reversed C-shaped limbs. This highlights the need for improved
models of legged locomotion on granular media which incorporate the dynamics of the
locomotor and provide ways to predict forces on the intruder when granular media remain
solid below yield stress∗.
∗This Chapter is part of a paper by Chen Li and Daniel I. Goldman, to be submitted to The Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences [163].
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7.2 Introduction
During locomotion on sand, animals and robot models interact with granular substrates
to generate thrust and lift [92, 97, 98, 85]. Unlike fluids for which flow and forces can
in principle be computed by Navier-Stokes Equations [21], no such comprehensive theory
currently exists for granular media, particularly during localized intrusion [61]. While ter-
ramechanics has been around for a few decades and has guided the development of off-road
vehicles [64, 65, 66, 67], it focused on the study of the overall performance of large wheeled
and treaded vehicles with unprepared soil, and the locomotor-ground interaction involved
largely concentrates on how normal stresses determine shear stresses. Due to the large size
of the vehicle wheels and treads as compared to the size of the grains in a granular medium,








Figure 104: Relevance of rotational intrusion in locomotion. (A) The zebra-tailed lizard
running on granular media (0.27 mm diameter glass particles). (B) Tracings of the lizard’s
hind limb from x-ray high speed video showed foot rotation subsurface. (C) A bio-inspired
legged robot, SandBot, standing on granular media (∼ 1 mm diameter poppy seeds). (D)
SandBot’s rotary walking: C-shaped legs rotate into granular media before the media so-
lidify.
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on empirical measurements and models, which has a major limitation that measurements
must be performed on a case-by-case basis for different intruder shape and trajectory. No
general models currently exist to predict resistance forces for localized intruder of complex
geometry along complex trajectories during footsteps, particularly those relevant to legged
locomotion.
Previous studies of resistance forces during localized intrusion into granular media have
focused on simple intruders like discs and plates moving along simple trajectories like vertical
or horizontal paths [70, 71, 72, 73, 74]. However recent locomotion studies have shown that
the intrusions of body, limbs, and feet can be more complicated in that the geometry and
trajectories of the intruder could both be complex (Fig. 104) [92, 97, 98, 85]. Therefore, it
is crucial to develop a general model to describe granular forces during localized intrusion.
A promising candidate for such a general model is the resistive force theory (RFT) [164].
A granular resistive force theory in the horizontal plane† was recently used to model forces
on a sand-swimming lizard, which swims in approximately in a horizontal plane by body
undulation [95, 94, 125](Fig. 105). The resistive force theory was initially developed to de-
scribe forces on the spermatozoa which by body undulation swims in fluids at low Reynolds
number (because the size and speed of the intruder is small) [164]. The resistive force theory
divides the intruder moving in a medium into small elements each generating forces that
are assumed independent. Summation of the element forces predicts net thrust and drag
and captures the performance of the swimmer.
The assumption of independent forces on each element is valid for a thin, long undulatory
swimmer (with low amplitude) in low Reynolds number Newtonian fluids, because viscous
forces dominate (i.e., Stokes’s law) and the inertia of the fluid is negligible [164, 165],. For
the sandfish moving in granular media, whose body undulates at speeds of up to 0.4 m/s,
the forces can also be described by the resistive force theory [95]. This is because, much like
in low Reynolds number Newtonian fluids, in granular media at low intrusion speeds (< 0.5
m/s) the inertia of the medium (grains) is small, and thus forces are friction-dominant
and independent of speed [69, 70]. Because grain interactions are dissipative, disturbances
†This model was developed by Yang Ding.
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Figure 105: Granular resistive force theory in the horizontal plane, as applied on the
body of the sand-swimming lizard, sandfish, which moves forward subsurface by undulating
approximately with a traveling sinusoid wave down the body. FN and FL are normal and
parallel forces on a given element of a sinusoidal traveling wave. Reproduced from [95].
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7.3 Previous drag experiments in horizontal plane
To obtain empirical force laws for drag force on the sandfish, we moved a stainless steel
cylindrical cylinder representing a body element through granular media at constant speed
(10 cm/s) and measured the resulting normal and tangential forces for angles ψ between
the element and its displacement direction ranging from 0 to π/2 Fig. 107. We used a
fluidized bed (22.8 cm ×22.8 cm) to set the initial volume fraction (ϕ) of the media. We
chose stainless steel because a previous study [166] as well as our measurements showed
that sandfish skin and stainless steel have about the same friction coefficient with sand
(∼ 0.2) [166]. The diameter of the cylinder (2r = 1.58 cm) was similar to that of the
sandfish body. The length of the cylinder is 3.8 cm. To avoid effects on the drag due to the
















Figure 106: Representative total drag force (including sidewalls and end-faces) as a function
of time. Intruder is a stainless-steel cylinder (diameter = 1.58 cm and length = 4.00 cm)
oriented at an angle ψ = π/3 to the direction of its forward speed (10 cm/s). The solid
curves correspond to normal force FN and the dashed to tangential force FL. The red and
blue colors correspond to closely and loosely packed media, respectively. The gray region



























Figure 107: Drag force as a function of the angle between segment orientation and direc-
tion of motion. (A) Average normal (FN ) and (B) tangential (FL) forces on the cylinder
(removing force contribution from the end-faces); red circles and blue triangles correspond
to closely and loosely packed preparations, respectively. In (A) and (B), the average forces
corresponding to the force profiles in Fig. 106 are indicated with the respective rectangles.
Modified from [95].
but large compared to the size of the grains. The cylinder was attached to a robotic arm
(CRS Robotics) via a thin but stiff supporting rod which moved the structure at constant
depth and speed while a 6-DOF force sensor (ATI industrial) mounted between the robotic
arm and the supporting rod measured the net force generated during the drag motion
(accurate to 0.06 N). The force on the supporting pole was also measured separately and
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subtracted to obtain the force on just the cylinder.
Previous studies show that drag in granular media is independent of speed [69, 70] and
increases approximately proportionally to depth [70]. To test if this effect persists in the
regime relevant to the sandfish (0 − 40 cm/s), we dragged the cylinder perpendicular to
speed at 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 cm/s (which covered the sandfish’s range of speeds) at a fixed depth
of 7.62 cm and found that over an order of magnitude change in speed, force only changed by
10%; consequently we assumed force was independent of speed. We also dragged the cylinder
oriented perpendicular to velocity at different depths (1.27, 2.54, 3.81, 5.08, 6.35, 7.62 cm)
at 10 cm/s and confirmed that as seen previously [69] drag was proportional to depth.
Therefore, we measured drag force on the cylinder as a function of angle ϕ (for input into
the Resistive Force Theory model) by dragging the cylinder at a fixed depth (7.62 cm) and
a constant speed of 10 cm/s for different ϕ (Fig. 107).
Before each trial, the initial state of the media was set using a fluidized bed and the test
rod rotated to the desired angle using the robotic arm. For each angle the rod was pushed
into the material to a depth of 7.62 cm and, after a 2 s pause, was dragged for 15.24 cm
through the media and then extracted. Both the force and position of the rod were recorded
at 140 Hz. The forces parallel(FL) and perpendicular (FN ) to the surface of the rod were
resolved by the force sensor and averaged over the steady state drag region (gray region in
Fig. 106). The supporting rod was tested without the stainless steel test rod to remove the
contribution from its drag force. Three trials were conducted for each ψ, ϕ.
These drag force measurements, coupled with a resistive force theory in the horizontal
plane, successfully explained the undulatory motion of a sandfish lizard moving horizontally
within granular media [95]. The agreement between the sandfish animal experiment and
the RFT based model using drag force measurements demonstrated the predictive power
of the RFT for locomotion in granular media, and indicated that the assumptions of speed
independence, local interaction, and the use of the average FN and FL for all phases of the
motion were good approximations at slow swimming speeds [95]‡.
‡This section is part of a published paper by Ryan D. Maladen, Yang Ding, Chen Li, and Daniel I.
Goldman, Science (2009) [95].
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7.4 Measuring force on a small plate
To begin to create a terramechanics [67] for legged locomotion on granular media, we extend
the RFT to intrusion in the sagittal plane. In the horizontal plane, because gravity is
perpendicular to the plane, at a given depth, thrust and drag forces on an element depend
only on the angle θ between the direction of motion and orientation of the element [95]. In
the sagittal plane, however, because gravity is within the plane and breaks symmetry, lift
and drag forces should depend on both the orientation (angle of attack) and the direction
of motion of the element. In granular media, forces increase approximately linearly with
depth because the granular “hydrostatic” pressure increases with depth [69, 70, 71, 72].
Note that the RFT has been partially developed for the sagittal plane in a previous study to
explain the drag induced lift force on an intruder moving horizontally at a fixed depth [94];
however, this study did not consider the possibility of changing direction of motion and


















Figure 108: Granular resistive force theory in the sagittal (vertical) plane, as applied on
the C-shaped leg of a bio-inspired robot, RHex, which rotates about a fixed axle through
granular media.
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robots moving on granular media, limbs/feet often intrude into the substrate at low speeds
(v <∼ 0.5 m/s). In this case, granular media behave like a “frictional fluid”: the inertia
of the grains are small compared to grain friction, and intrusion forces are approximately
speed independent [92, 95, 97]. Therefore, we perform intrusion force measurements at low
speeds.
Therefore, we measured the lift and drag on a small plate (3.8× 2.5× 0.6 cm3) moving
in granular media at slow speeds (∼ 1 cm/s) of controlled compaction as a function of
depth (z), angle of attack (α), and direction of motion (γ) (Fig. 108). We performed the
experiments in five different granular media/packing states, e.g., loosely (LP) and closely
packed (CP) 1 mm diameter poppy seeds, loosely (LP) and closely packed (CP) 0.27 mm
diameter glass particles, and closely packed (CP) 3 mm diameter glass particles (Table 8).
Next we present experiments and results in LP poppy seeds (which was later used for robot
experiments). The data for the other granular media are qualitatively similar to LP poppy
seeds data, and are presented in Appendix.
Table 8: Granular media used for developing the resistive force theory in the sagittal plane.
granular media diameter (mm) density (×103 kg/m3) LP volume fraction CP volume fraction
1 mm poppy seeds 0.7± 0.1 1.1 0.58 0.62
0.27 mm glass particles 0.27± 0.04 2.5 0.58 0.62
3 mm glass particles 3.2± 0.2 2.6 N/A 0.63
Before each trial, the granular medium (15 cm deep) was prepared by a fluidized bed
(24 × 22 cm2 area). A 6-DOF robotic arm (CRS robotics) pushed an aluminum plate
(3.8×2.5×0.6 cm3) oriented at angle of attack α into the granular medium along direction
of motion γ, and force during intrusion was measured by a 6-axis force/torque transducer
(ATI). After the plate reached maximal depth, the granular medium was re-prepared into
the same initial packing state while the plate was maintained stationary. The plate was
then retracted along the same trajectory, and force during retraction was measured. α and
γ were set between trials. α was varied between −π/2 ≤ α ≤ π/2 (between two opposite























Figure 109: Representative force vs. depth measurements on the plate. Data shown is
for LP poppy seeds with α = π/6, γ = π/4 (inset shows schematic). Blue curve indicates
lift and green curve indicates drag. Higher curves are forces during penetration, and lower
curves are forces during retraction. Dashed lines are linear fits to data over a depth range
after yielding and before boundary effect becomes significant.
vertical penetration). For horizontal movement (γ = 0), the plate was dragged at three
different depths (2.54 cm, 5.08 cm, 7.62 cm). Forces during intrusion for π/2 ≤ γ ≤ π could
be obtained from those in 0 ≤ γ ≤ π/2 by symmetry.
Figure 109 shows representative force as a function of depth for α = π/6 and γ = π/4
(see inset for schematic) on LP poppy seeds. Both lift Fz and drag Fx were in most cases
opposite to the direction of motion in the vertical and horizontal direction, and increased
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approximately linearly with depth |z| during penetration and retraction during the steady
state regions (Fig. 109). Therefore we fit a linear force relationship Fx,z = kx,z|z| to the
observed force vs. depth data over the steady state regions (dashed lines) and obtained force
per depth as a function of angle of attack and direction of motion, i.e., kx,z = kx,z(α, γ).
For horizontal movement (γ = 0), kx,z was determined by fitting Fx,z = kx,z|z| to average
forces measured at the three depths. kx,z were obtained for both intrusion (indicated by
kinx,z) into the granular medium (i.e., vz is downward) and retraction (indicated by k
out
x,z ) out
of the granular medium (i.e., vz is upward). Positive values of kx,z indicate that drag/lift
force was opposite to the direction of motion along x, z axis. Negative values indicate that
drag/lift force was in the same direction as the direction of motion along x, z axis.
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7.5 Force per depth as a function angle of attack and direction of mo-
tion
Force per depth kx,z depended sensitively on both angle of attack α and direction of motion γ
(Fig. 110, Fig. 111). For lift force during penetration into the granular medium (Fig. 110A),
kinz (α, γ) was maximal for α = 0 and γ = π/2, i.e., for a given depth the lift force was
largest on a horizontally-oriented plate penetrating vertically downward. For a given α,
kinz (γ) increased with γ, i.e., for a given depth the lift force on a plate at a given angle of
attack was always larger when the plate moved more vertically than when the plate moved
more horizontally. For a given γ, kinz (α) was always largest for α ≈ 0 and diminished
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Figure 110: Lift force per depth (fitting parameter k in linear force fits, slope of dashed lines
in Fig. 109) as a function of angle of attack (α) and direction of motion (γ) for LP poppy
seeds. (A) kz during intrusion. (B) kz during retraction. Stick figures in (A) indicate the
angle of attack (black) and direction of motion (blue) in a few representative configurations.
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oriented approximately horizontally and diminished as the plate became vertically oriented.
However, kinz (α) was symmetric to α only at γ = π/2 and became increasingly asymmetric
to α as γ approaches 0; i.e., for a given depth the lift force on a plate moving with a finite
horizontal velocity component was different between positive and negative attack angles of
the same value, because gravity breaks the symmetry.
Lift force per depth koutz (α, γ) during retraction out of granular medium (Fig. 110B)
displayed a qualitatively similar profile to kinz (α, γ) during penetration into granular medium
(Fig. 110A), but the magnitude was always smaller by an order of magnitude. This is likely
a result of symmetry-breaking by gravity in the sagittal plane. Because of gravity, it is much
more difficult for an intruder of a given attack angle to move downward into the granular
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Figure 111: Drag force per depth (fitting parameter k in linear force fits, slope of dashed
lines in Fig. 109) as a function of angle of attack (α) and direction of motion (γ) for LP poppy
seeds. (A) kz during intrusion. (B) kz during retraction. Stick figures in (A) indicate the
angle of attack (black) and direction of motion (blue) in a few representative configurations.
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Drag force per depth kx also depended sensitively on both α and γ (Fig. 111). It is
worth noting that although koutx during retraction was also always smaller than that during
intrusion kinx , the difference in force magnitude between intrusion and retraction was in most
cases smaller for drag than that for lift (∼ 10 times vs. ∼ 3 times). This is likely because
horizontal drag is dominated by normal force on the sides of the intruder (friction-like), and
thus the effect of symmetry breaking by gravity is less prominent than that on lift force.
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7.6 Forces on rotating model legs of different geometry
Because previous studies suggested that in the speed range (v <∼ 0.5 m/s) where most
animals and robots locomote, granular media behave like a “frictional fluid” and the inertia
of the grains are negligible [92, 95, 97], we assume that the forces on each element of an
intruder are independent of each other both spatially and temporally. Therefore, with the
measurements of forces as a function of depth, attack angle, and direction of motion, we
can calculate (and thus predict) the force on an intruder of arbitrary shape moving along















x,z, if vz is downward for ds;
kx,z = k
out
x,z , if vz is upward for ds;
(3)
where S denotes the intruder, ds denotes an element, and As, zs, αs, and γs are the area,
depth, angle of attack, and direction of motion of the element, respectively.
To test the predictive power of the resistive force theory, we investigated the lift and
drag forces during rotation of intruders into granular media about a fixed axle, using model
legs of three different geometries (Fig. 112): a C-shaped leg of a legged robot [92, 97, 98],
an L-shaped leg, and a straight leg. The three legs had the same maximal length (3.8 cm,
defined as the “diameter” of the leg), width (2.5 cm), and thickness (0.6 cm). The C-shaped
and L-shaped legs were rotated with both the convex surface as the leading surface (called
the positive curvature, indicated by “+”), and the concave surface as the leading surface
(called the negative curvature, indicated by “−”). We selected these five geometries as they
had the same cross-sectional area along the diameter, but displayed curvatures ranging from
more negative curvature to more positive curvature.
The fluidized bed prepared the granular medium (15 cm deep) before each trial. The
robotic arm then rotated the C-shaped leg into the granular medium as force was measured
by the force/torque transducer. Angular velocity was ω = 10 degree/s (corresponding to
speeds of v <∼ 10 cm/s). Rotation was about a fixed axle at a hip height of h = 2 cm
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above surface within −3π/4 ≤ θ ≤ 3π/4, where θ is leg angle defined as the angle from
the vertical to the diameter connecting center of rotation and the farthest point on the leg,
similar to [92, 97]. The forces during rotation in the air were recorded and subtracted off
to obtain ground reaction forces from the granular media during rotational intrusion.
For all the five geometries (Fig. 113, dashed curves), both lift (blue) and drag (green)
as a function of leg angle displayed an asymmetric profile about the vertical downward
direction (θ = 0), similar to previous observations [97]. However, lift was more asymmetric




































C− L− I L+ C+
Figure 112: Experimental setup for rotation force measurements of model legs of five
geometries into granular media. From left to right: C-shaped leg with the concave surface
as the leading surface (C−), L-shaped leg with the concave surface as the leading surface
(L−), straight leg (I), L-shaped leg with the convex surface as the leading surface (L+),
C-shaped leg with the convex surface as the leading surface (C+). Center of rotation is at
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Figure 113: Net lift (blue) and drag (green) on the model legs of five geometries during ro-
tation in LP poppy seeds. Solid curves are measurements and dashed curves are predictions
from the resistive force theory.
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(θ = 0). In addition, the peak magnitude of lift increased by ∼ 5 times as the intruder
curvature changed from the most negative (C−) to the most positive (C+), whereas the
peak magnitude of drag increased only by ∼ 2 times. It is also worth noting that for
negative curvature legs (C− and L−), lift is negative (suction) during the retraction phase
of the rotation (θ > 0).
For all the five geometries, the lift and drag calculated from the RFT agreed reasonably
well with the measurements (Fig. 113, solid curves). The fact both lift and drag were
asymmetric is a result of the force per depth during intrusion (kinx,z) being larger than that
during retraction (koutx,z ). The higher asymmetry observed in lift compared to in drag is
because the drop in force per depth between intrusion and retraction is larger for lift than
for drag (i.e. kinz /k
out
z ∼ 10 vs. kinx /koutx ∼ 3).
The larger increase in peak lift and smaller increase in peak drag during intrusion as leg
curvature changes from negative to positive are due to two reasons. First, at the same leg
angle during intrusion (θ < 0), a positive curvature leg is deeper than a negative curvature
leg. This explains the higher force magnitudes on positive curvature legs. Second, a positive
curvature leg during intrusion orients its elements such that larger depth and larger force
per depth occur together for lift, but not for drag. This can be understood by examination
of the relation between kx,z(α(θ), γ(θ)) and z(θ) for each element. For lift on elements along
a leg of positive curvature, kz(α(θ), γ(θ)) is almost always large when z(θ) is large, and kz(θ)
is almost always small when z(θ) is small. In contrast, for lift on elements along a leg of
negative curvature, kz(α(θ), γ(θ)) is almost always small when z(θ) is large, and kz(θ) is




the net lift is larger for the positive curvature than for the negative curvature. However,
this is not the case for drag.
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7.7 Application of the RFT to a legged robot
Previous studies [85, 92, 97] showed that vertical force balancing is crucial for legged loco-
motion on granular media, and a kinematic model qualitatively captured the performance
of a legged robot using empirical vertical penetration force law [72, 92] and anisotropic
penetration force law [97], with lift force per depth kz as one of the two fitting parameters.
Here we test the predictive power of the kinematic model using lift forces calculated from
the resistive force theory. We studied the speed vx as a function of stride frequency f in a
RHex class legged robot, Xplorer (15 cm, 80 g) on LP poppy seeds. We tested the robot
with C-shaped legs of both positive (C+, Fig. 115A) and negative (C−, Fig. 115B) curva-
tures. High speed videos were taken of the robot moving on the granular medium from both
dorsal and lateral views, and speed and stride frequency were measured from the videos.
5 cm
Figure 114: The Xplorer robot with C-shaped legs of positive curvature.
The robot moved rapidly on LP poppy seeds at ∼ 1 bodylength/s (Fig. 115C) using both

























Figure 115: Robot performance on poppy seeds using C-shaped legs of positive and negative
curvatures. (A) Single-leg representation of the robot using positive (C+) and negative
(C−) curvature C-shaped legs. (B) Speed as a function of stride frequency on LP poppy
seeds for positive and negative C-shaped legs. Circles (C+ data) and squares (C− data) are
experimental data for the robot using positive and negative curvature C-shaped legs. Red
solid (C+ model) and dashed (C− model) curves are predictions from the rotary walking
model [92, 97] using lift forces as a function of leg angle calculated from the RFT. Blue
solid (C+ model adjusted) and dashed (C− model adjusted) curves are predictions from
the model using the actual end of the rotary walking phase, which the rotary walking model
does not capture.
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at any frequency with C-shaped limbs than with reversed C-shaped limbs. Lateral videos
showed that the robot used “rotary walking” in both cases, as was previously found for
SandBot. Speeds increased approximately linearly with frequency for both leg geometries.
Using the previously developed kinematic model [92, 97], we calculated the robot speed
by:
vx = 2sf = 2R(sinβf − sinβi) (4)
where βi,f are determined by Fz = m(g+a). Fz is calculated for the robot leg using Eqn. 3.
m = 0.08/3 = 0.026 kg is one third of the robot mass, g is gravitational acceleration,
a = ωR∆t =
2πfR
∆t is the acceleration due to leg rotation, and R = 0.02 m is the leg radius.
Leg width w = 0.01 m and hip height h = 0.001 m. ∆t = 0.4 s is a fitting parameter of the
model determined in the previous studies for SandBot [92, 97]. Here we found that speed
is insensitive to ∆t for Xplorer, thus we take ∆t = 0.4 s for simplicity.
The average speed as a function of frequency calculated from the model using force
predicted by the resistive force theory showed similar approximately linear trend as obser-
vations (Fig. 115C, red curves). vx was also higher at any f for the C+ legs (solid) than
for the C− legs (dashed). However, the magnitudes of calculated robot speeds were 4− 10
times lower than the data.
The discrepancy between data and model predictions is likely due to three reasons. First,
the kinematic model in the previous studies [92, 97] did not use actual forces measured from
experiment, but rather used the empirical force-depth/volume fraction relationships (i.e.,
Fz = α(ϕ)Az) determined from experiment, and used substrate strength (α) as fitting
parameters. The model fitting parameter kz to match the data was often larger than the
kz measured from experiments. Thus it is not surprising that with actual kz measured
from experiments, the model would under-predict speed. It is possible that the compaction
of the granular media and the inertia of the grains being accelerated may play a role and
contribute to forces, which are not captured by the RFT obtained from intrusions at low
speeds.
Second, the kinematic model assumed that the rotary walking region (from βi to βf )
can be accurately determined by vertical force balance. Although this is largely true for
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the start of the rotary walking regime βi before which the robot legs rotate about a fixed
axle, after rotary walking starts, the robot leg rotates about its geometric center within the
cavity it has created, and no longer rotates about a fixed axle as assumed in the rotational
intrusion. Thus the end of the rotary walking regime βf is not accurately captured by
vertical force balance. We observed the lateral videos of the robot moving and found that
the actual end of the rotary walking regime βf is approximately when the leg fully exited
the granular surface, i.e., when leg diameter becomes horizontal (θ = π/2). By setting
βf = π/2, the predicted robot speed was higher and closer to observations (Fig. 115C, blue
curves), but still smaller by ≈ 40%. This is an issue intrinsic to granular media: Granular
media remain solid below the yield stress, but can flow like a fluid when the yield stress is
exceeded [10]. The forces measured in the plate experiments are forces in flowing granular
media, i.e., when the granular media have yielded. However, they do not necessarily equal
forces when the granular media remain solid below yield stress, which could be arbitrary
and depend on the intruder.
Thirdly, the kinematic model assumes that the forces on a robot leg is balanced at
all instants of time (quasi-static), and calculates robot displacement purely by geometry.
However, a locomoting animal or robot is a dynamical system, and the position of the center
of mass at an instant of time is determined by its position at the previous instant and its
velocity at that time (which is further determined by external forces). This will require
integration of the resistive force theory with dynamical models of legged locomotion like
the SLIP [86] and CT-SLIP models [167] and multi-body computer simulation [168, 125].
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7.8 Conclusions
Our study demonstrated the applicability and predicative power of the resistive force theory
for complex intrusions in granular media in the sagittal plane. Lift and drag forces on a
small plate moving in granular media depend sensitively on the angle of attack and direction
of motion, and increase approximately linearly with depth. Because of symmetry breaking
by gravity, forces are larger during intrusion into the media than during extraction out
of the media. Forces predicted from the resistive force theory on intruders of complex
geometry moving along complicated prescribed trajectories match measurements reasonably
well. The resistive force theory provides a general model for calculating granular forces for
legged locomotion with morphology and kinematics of the animal or robot given as model
inputs. This is a step forward with the advantage over previous techniques of empirical
force measurements which must be performed for each and every intruder geometry and
trajectory [69, 70, 71, 68, 72]. The discrepancy between the measured speed of a legged
robot and model predictions using forces predicted by the resistive force theory highlights
the need for improved models of legged locomotion which incorporate the dynamics of the
locomotor and provide ways to predict forces on the intruder when granular media remain
solid below yield stress.
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7.9 Appendix
Below are lift and drag forces per depth as a function of angle of attack and direction of
motion, for the other four granular media/packing states tested, as well as the measured
vs. RFT-predicted forces as a function of leg angle on the five model legs in these granular
media/packing states. For all cases, kx,z displayed qualitatively similar profiles as those for
LP poppy seeds. For a given granular medium, closely packed states had larger kx,z than
loosely packed states. Forces on model legs also showed qualitatively similar profiles as those
for LP poppy seeds, and RFT-prediction matched measurements in most cases. However,
in closely packed poppy seeds and 0.27 mm diameter glass particles, RFT-predicted forces
were significantly higher than measurements for model legs of positive curvature.
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Figure 116: Lift force per depth (fitting parameter k in linear force fits, slope of dashed
lines in Fig. 109) as a function of angle of attack (α) and direction of motion (γ) for CP
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Figure 117: Drag force per depth (fitting parameter k in linear force fits, slope of dashed
lines in Fig. 109) as a function of angle of attack (α) and direction of motion (γ) for CP
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Figure 118: Net lift (blue) and drag (green) on the model legs of five geometries during ro-
tation in CP poppy seeds. Solid curves are measurements and dashed curves are predictions
from the resistive force theory.
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Figure 119: Lift force per depth (fitting parameter k in linear force fits, slope of dashed
lines in Fig. 109) as a function of angle of attack (α) and direction of motion (γ) for LP
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Figure 120: Drag force per depth (fitting parameter k in linear force fits, slope of dashed
lines in Fig. 109) as a function of angle of attack (α) and direction of motion (γ) for LP
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Figure 121: Net lift (blue) and drag (green) on the model legs of five geometries during
rotation in LP 0.27 mm glass particles. Solid curves are measurements and dashed curves
are predictions from the resistive force theory.
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Figure 122: Lift force per depth (fitting parameter k in linear force fits, slope of dashed
lines in Fig. 109) as a function of angle of attack (α) and direction of motion (γ) for CP
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Figure 123: Drag force per depth (fitting parameter k in linear force fits, slope of dashed
lines in Fig. 109) as a function of angle of attack (α) and direction of motion (γ) for CP
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Figure 124: Net lift (blue) and drag (green) on the model legs of five geometries during
rotation in CP 0.27 mm glass particles. Solid curves are measurements and dashed curves
are predictions from the resistive force theory.
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Figure 125: Lift force per depth (fitting parameter k in linear force fits, slope of dashed
lines in Fig. 109) as a function of angle of attack (α) and direction of motion (γ) for CP
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Figure 126: Drag force per depth (fitting parameter k in linear force fits, slope of dashed
lines in Fig. 109) as a function of angle of attack (α) and direction of motion (γ) for CP
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Figure 127: Net lift (blue) and drag (green) on the model legs of five geometries during
rotation in CP 3 mm glass particles. Solid curves are measurements and dashed curves are
predictions from the resistive force theory. Three runs per condition are taken for CP 3 mm





In this dissertation, we integrated biological, robotic, and physics studies to discover princi-
ples of legged locomotion on granular media. We showed that for both biological organisms
and bio-inspired robots, effective legged locomotion (walking and running) on granular
surfaces could be achieved by generating sufficient vertical ground reaction force (lift) via
leg/foot intrusion to balance the weight and inertial force of the body. In most cases leg/foot
intrusion was slow enough (v <∼ 0.5 m/s) that granular forces were dominated by gran-
ular hydrostatic pressure and grain-grain and grain-body friction, and were approximately
independent of intrusion speed. Locomotor performance (speed) depended sensitively on
kinematics, leg/foot morphology, and the strength of the granular substrate, because these
parameters/properties determined the magnitude and direction of intrusion forces. Based
on these findings, we developed a granular resistive force theory in the sagittal plane which
provided a general model for calculating forces during locomotion relevant-low speed intru-
sions of complex intruders moving along complicated paths.
These studies demonstrated that a principled understanding of legged locomotion on
yielding/flowing substrates can be achieved by creating lab controlled granular media as
model substrates, studying the locomotor performance, kinematics, and mechanics of an-
imals and legged robots on these substrates, and studying the physics of intrusion forces
relevant to the leg/foot interaction. Results of this dissertation not only yielded testable
hypotheses for locomotion studies, but also provided design principles and inspirations for
the development of next generation legged robots capable of traversing terrains that can




• Captured the kinematics and modeled the mechanics of a desert generalist, the zebra-
tailed lizard running on solid and granular surfaces, and found that the lizard suffered
little performance loss when substrate changed from solid to granular (Chapter II).
• Discovered that the lizard’s large, elongate hind foot served multi-functions during
locomotion. On solid surface, the elongate foot tendons functioned as an energy-
saving spring. On granular surface, the large foot functioned as a “snow shoe” to
reduce leg penetration and energy loss to the granular substrate (Chapters II and
III).
• Identified three phases of foot-ground interaction of the lizard running on granular
media, slap, stroke (paddle), and retraction (Chapter III).
Robotic studies:
• Discovered that the locomotor performance (speed) of a legged robot, SandBot, on
granular media depended sensitively on both kinematics (including stride frequency
and intra-cycle stance and swing configuration) and the surface strength of the gran-
ular substrate (indicated by packing fraction) (Chapters IV and V).
• Identified two modes of locomotion for SandBot on granular media. In walking, the
legs pivoted about a fixed foothold atop solidified grains and speed was larger. In
swimming, the legs paddled through fluidized grains and speed was smaller (Chapter
IV).
• Discovered that small, lightweight robots (RoACH and DASH) with appropriate leg
geometry suffered less performance loss compared to SandBot when substrates weak-
ened. When leg geometry was not appropriate, speed dropped and cost of transport
increased by an order of magnitude (Chapter VI).
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Physics studies:
• Demonstrated the importance of generating sufficient vertical ground reaction force to
balance the weight and inertial force of the body during legged locomotion on granular
media (Chapters II–V).
• Discovered that for the zebra-tailed lizard, impact force during foot slap only con-
tributed a small portion of the required vertical thrust. Most vertical thrust were
produced by foot stroke (paddling) through the media, during which vertical penetra-
tion and rotational intrusion forces are important (Chapters II and III).
• Utilized a quasi-static kinematic model to explain the observed locomotor performance
of SandBot during walking (and swimming), by balance (or lack thereof) of the weight
and inertial force of the robot body with empirically determined ground reaction forces
during vertical penetration and rotational intrusion (Chapters IV and V).
• Developed a granular resistive force theory in the sagittal plane to determine forces




As is often the case in initial investigations, many questions have been raised, and many
interesting observations have not been thoroughly studied. Below are a few possible future
directions which are natural extensions of the work presented in this dissertation and may
be worth pursuing.
Test of locomotor hypotheses. The models of foot-ground interaction developed for
the zebra-tailed lizard predicted that a large, elongate foot could increase energy saving
on the solid surface, and reduce leg penetration and energy loss to the substrate on the
granular surface. Similarly, the models of foot-ground interaction for SandBot suggested
that interplay of locomotor parameters (e.g., body mass, limb/foot size and shape, kine-
matics) with substrate strength control the solid-fluid transition and resulting forces and
thus affect the limb-ground interaction and performance. Future studies should systemati-
cally test these hypotheses, by comparative experiments of different animal species, legged
robots, and computer simulation models [168, 125] of various body masses, leg lengths, foot
sizes, and foot geometries, locomoting on granular media of variable properties which affect
substrate strength, such as volume fraction, grain friction, density, incline angle, and even
gravity.
Role of grain inertial force during locomotion. Our foot-ground interaction mod-
els for biological, robotic, and physics studies have largely focused on modeling granular
intrusion forces at low speeds (< 0.5 m/s). In this case, force was dominated by grain
friction and approximately independent of speed, and increases approximately linearly with
depth due to granular hydrostatic pressure. However, during locomotion legs and foot
can sometimes move at high speeds (∼ 1 m/s) where grain inertial forces may become
significant. This may be particularly important for high speed runners, or for larger ani-
mals/robots, whose limbs could move much faster during locomotion. Future locomotion
and physics experiments are needed to systematically investigate granular forces during
high speed intrusion. This will complement the granular resistive force theory developed in
this dissertation and lead us towards a comprehensive theory of granular forces for legged
locomotion.
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Dynamical models of legged locomotion on granular media. While the resistive
force theory provided a good model for calculating granular forces on intruders of complex
geometry moving along complicated trajectories, the kinematic model developed for Sand-
Bot underpredicted locomotor performance with these forces. This highlights the need for
dynamical models of legged locomotion on granular media, which incorporates the dynam-
ics (i.e., v(t + dt) = v(t) + a dt) of the locomotion system. This is particularly important
for running animals/robots. Future studies should combine the resistive force theory with
dynamical models of legged locomotion like the SLIP [86] and CT-SLIP models [167] and
multi-body computer simulation [168, 125].
Creation of templates for legged locomotion on granular media. The SandBot
and zebra-tailed studies showed that walking (vaulting over a fixed foothold) and running
(i.e., SLIP-like vertical CoM motion) on granular media were similar to those on solid
surfaces. However, distinct differences existed–on granular media, CoM speed and height
are not out of phase during walking and in phase during running, like found on solid
surfaces [1]. These suggested that on granular media locomotor templates may be different.
Future studies should examine the mechanics and energetics in more animal species/types
of legged robots and determine appropriate templates for legged locomotion on granular
media.
Confirmation of muscle function and energy estimates. In the studies of the
zebra-tailed lizard, the estimates of elastic energy storage and return on the solid surface
was based on the assumption of isometric contraction of lower leg muscles during stance.
However, muscles have a finite stiffness and often do lengthen by a small amount under
limb tension [105, 5]. In addition, the hind foot resilience was obtained from anesthetized
lizards and was assumed to provide a good estimate for the hind foot resilience in running
lizards. Future in vivo experiments, such as tendon buckles [107], sonomicrometry [107],
ultrasonography [123], oxygen consumption measurement [124] are needed to determine the
actual deformation of muscles and tendons during locomotion and resilience during locomo-
tion, and confirm the proposed muscle/tendon function and energy estimates. Refinement
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of experimental techniques such as running tracks with embedded force plate and minia-
ture sensors suitable for this small animal (leg and toe diameter ∼ 1 mm) may help such
advancements.
More accurate measurements/calculation of granular forces. The force and
energy loss calculations on the granular surface were based on simplified foot kinematics
(i.e., considering foot rotation as foot penetrating with reducing projected area) and used
the vertical penetration force model. With the development of the resistive force theory in
the sagittal plane, it will be useful to use the observed subsurface foot kinematics to calculate
forces during foot rotation and examine the accuracy of the thrust estimates. Furthermore,
integration of fluidized bed with techniques to directly measure ground reaction forces on
granular media [18], as well as computational method like Discrete Element simulation [168,
125, 94] to calculate granular forces, will help improve models of granular forces proposed
in this dissertation.
Role of neural-sensory control. Our models of the hind foot function of the zebra-
tailed lizard assumed purely passive foot mechanics, and did not consider the role of active
neural-sensory control. We observed that when confronted by a substrate which transi-
tioned from solid into granular (or vice versa), the lizard displayed partial adjustment of
foot posture during the first step on the new surface, and full adjustment of foot pos-
ture during the second step. Future studies using neuromechanics techniques [13] such as
EMG [107, 126] and denervation/reinnervation [127] are needed to determine how neural-
sensory feedback mechanisms are involved to control limb function to accommodate different
substrates [128, 3].
Creation of more neuromechanical templates. While our studies of the zebra-
tailed lizard focused on its foot function to generate force and enhance energy efficiency,
they reveal many interesting foot properties and behaviors which may be beneficial for lo-
comotion and worth further investigation. For example, the anisotropic stiffness of foot
tendons (i.e., more stiff during hyperextension and less stiff during flexion) may facilitate
firm ground engagement and thrust generation during stance and toe collapse during retrac-
tion to minimize drag. The relative lightweight of the foot enables rapid ground engagement
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during high speed impact. The thin, long toes may also help an animal plant the foot into
a deformable substrate more easily than would a large plate-like foot, which could slip more
easily on the surface. While the damping properties of the foot reduce energy savings, they
may also help the animal reset the foot to a desired posture and a straight shape quickly
during swing to prepare for the next touchdown [100], and prevent muscle fatigue [169] from
erratic vibrations possible in running on rough terrain. Future studies may these hypothe-
ses to lead us towards template level models of legged locomotion on complex surfaces like
those presented in this dissertation.
Creation of a general locomotion model that unifies a variety of systems. As
revealed by the studies in this dissertation, there is a dilemma for animals/robots moving on
granular media, i.e., foot penetration is required for locomotion while penetrating too deep
can decrease locomotor performance by reducing stride length and inducing body/limb
drag. While the animal and legged robots studied in this dissertation differ from each
other in many aspects including mass, morphology, kinematics, and control strategies, it
is plausible to speculate that there exists a generalized model of legged locomotion on
granular media which could unify the many principles discovered (or yet to be discovered),
because the underlying physics of granular forces appear similar. Such a generalized model
should embed parameters of both the locomotor and the granular substrate, and predict
qualitative transitions and quantitative changes in locomotor behavior and performance.
For example, does increased mass and/or decreased foot area/leg length trigger transition
of gait (and performance loss) from running, to walking, to swimming, and vice versa? Is
there a critical pressure or yield stress (force/area) at which these transitions occur, given
the leg/foot kinematics and morphology? If so, how do these transitions further depend
on the properties of the granular media, such as friction, density, grain size, and volume
fraction?
Improvement of robot performance. The principles of legged locomotion on gran-
ular media discovered in this dissertation suggested ways for enhancing ground reaction
forces and improving the performance of legged robots on such surfaces. For example, be-
cause surface penetration is required for locomotion on granular media yet it reduces stride
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length and causes increased drag, it is advantageous for a legged locomotor to have large
feet and long legs and use appropriate kinematics to reduce relative leg penetration while
generating the required thrust. The zebra-tailed lizard provides an excellent realization of
these design criteria. Apart from its plantigrade foot posture, this lizard has a small mass
to foot area ratio (∼ 10 g vs. 1 cm2 by two, or 0.5 kPa pressure on the surface at rest).
During running on granular media, the foot often sinks less than 40% of the vertical leg
length, leaving the majority of the leg available for taking long strides and the body well
above surface to avoid drag. By contrast, SandBot has a large mass to foot area ratio
(∼ 2.3 kg vs. 5 cm2 by three, or 15 kPa), and always penetrates > 70% of the leg during
locomotion. Recent small, lightweight robots like DASH and RoACH are approaching the
organisms in locomotor performance, partly because of their relatively large feet for their
body weight (∼ 20 g vs. 1 cm2 by three, or 0.7 kPa). Future development of legged robots
should incorporate such designs principles (e.g., large foot area, long legs, small weight)
and control strategies (e.g., slow down limb motion when a loose substrate is encountered)
suggested by studies of this kind (Fig. 128).
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Figure 128: Artist’s concept of future legged robots that traverse granular surfaces, inspired
from studies in this dissertation. Courtesy of IEEE Spectrum [56].
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8.4 Final thoughts
The projects in this dissertation have been fascinating and enjoyable to work on. The broad
range in subjects, phenomena, and techniques has helped lead me to a large number of ideas
and questions, and kept satisfying my scientific curiosity. I look forward to hearing about
(and possibly working on) some of the projects outlined above.
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APPENDIX
Below are some examples of many additional efforts which did not end up in the previous
chapters of this dissertation, but were enlightening to me or useful to other projects in the




Figure 129: The ghost crab project. (A) A ghost crab (Genus Ocypode) sitting on sand.




Figure 130: Calibration objects. (A) Two additional calibration objects which I built from
HomeDepot shelving parts. (B) Me armed-to-teeth before cutting metal with Dremel Tools




Figure 131: Natural beauty of the Mojave Desert. (A) A cabin surround by granite
boulders under sunset clouds, in the Sweeney Granite Mountains Desert Research Center.




Figure 132: A physical model of the lizard foot to test the hypothesis of reduced foot
curvature due to distribution of ground reaction force on granular media. (A) A physical
model of the lizard foot inspired from the strut-spring model. When penetrated downwards
into (B) solid and (C) granular surfaces to reach the same ground reaction force (not shown),
the foot model curved less on the granular surface, presumably due to the smaller torque

































Figure 133: Measurements and modeling of the damping properties a hind foot of the zebra-
tailed lizard during free vibration. (A) The hind foot of a lizard was hyperextended and
released to vibrate freely. Snapshot shown before release. Colored circles indicate tracked
marker positions. (B) Angular position and (C) angular velocity of the foot (measured at
the toe tip relative to the ankle) as a function of time. Blue and green curves in (B) are fits
from a viscous and a hysteretic damping model. The foot was underdamped and reached
initial relaxed position within 0.1 s.
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Figure 134: Enhancement of SandBot’s performance by increasing leg rigidity. (A) SandBot
with c-legs rigidified (by gluing a strut within the leg). (B) SandBot’s speed on granular
media (poppy seeds of ϕ = 0.611) using Soft Ground Kinematics increased significantly
(≈ 40%) with rigid legs and did not enter swimming mode even at ω = 30 rad/s.
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Figure 135: Enhancement of SandBot’s performance by increasing leg area. (A) SandBot
with wide legs (by gluing an extender onto the c-legs). (B) SandBot’s speed on granular
media (loosely packed poppy seeds, ϕ = 0.580) increased by an order of magnitude with
wide legs and displayed linear speed-frequency relationship (i.e., fixed step length).
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Figure 136: SandBot’s performance in wheel-leg transition. (A) Schematic of wheel mode
and leg mode. (B) SandBot with circular legs I built, which could be mounted at different
positions ranging from wheel mode to leg mode. (C) SandBot’s speed on granular media
(loosely packed poppy seeds, ϕ = 0.580) as a function of stride frequency in wheel-leg











































Figure 137: SandBot’s leg strain during locomotion on granular media. (A) A bluetooth
wireless strain gauge bonded to a c-leg of SandBot. Strain gauge was setup by Ryan
Maladen. (B) SandBot’s leg strain as a function of time for three stride frequencies on
granular media (loosely packed poppy seeds, ϕ = 0.580).
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Figure 138: Mean drag force as a function of (A) depth and (B) speed in 0.27 mm diameter
glass particles. Drag force is approximately independent of speed at low speeds (< 0.5 m/s),
and increases approximately linearly with depth. Blue and red curves are for loosely (ϕ =
0.58) and closely (ϕ = 0.62) packed states. Intruder was a stainless steel cylinder of 1.58 cm
diameter and 3.8 cm length. Reproduced from [95].
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Figure 139: Mean drag force as a function of (A) depth and (B) speed in 3 mm diameter
glass particles. Drag force is approximately independent of speed at low speeds (< 0.5 m/s),
and increases approximately linearly with depth. Blue and red curves are for loosely (ϕ =
0.61) and closely (ϕ = 0.63) packed states. Intruder was a stainless steel cylinder of 1.58 cm




Figure 140: Influence of volume fraction on cratering at impact speed v0 = 257± 3 cm/s.
(A) Impact crater at ϕ = 0.61 and laser line. (B) Surface displacement h relative to grain
diameter d increases with volume fraction (ϕ = 0.579, 0.589, 0.600, 0.610, and 0.622). (C)
Post impact change in bed volume ∆V relative to sphere volume Vs vs. ϕ is zero at critical
packing state ϕcps = 0.591, indicating the location of the critical packing state. Data
analyzed by Paul B. Umbanhowar. Reproduced from [154].
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Figure 141: Force fluctuations during vertical penetration as a function of volume fraction.
Force fluctuations increases with volume fraction, and the volume fraction onset of force
fluctuation depends on the aspect ratio between the intruder and the container size. For
the data shown, a disc of 4.4 cm diameter was intruded into granular media bounded by a
tube of 10 cm diameter.
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Figure 142: Granular force as a function of air flow rate through granular media. (A) Pen-
etration force per depth decreases linearly with air flow and scales with intruder area. (B)
Drag force on a plate (spanning from maximal depth to the surface) increases quadratically
with the maximal depth (d). (C) Drag force decreases linearly with air flow rate (Q). In
both (B) and (C), drag force scales with plate width. The fluidized bed has an area of
24× 22 cm2.
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Figure 143: Effect of grain inertial force during intrusion at high speeds. Peak force during
intrusion at high speeds (> 0.5 m/s) increases approximately quadratically with intrusion
speed. Solid curves are quadratic fits. Different colors are for: near horizontal drag of an
intruder through loosely packed (ϕ = 0.58) 0.27 mm diameter glass particles at 1.9 cm
depth (blue), 3.1 cm depth (green), and 3.1 cm depth with fluidization (red); near vertical
penetration of an intruder into loosely packed (ϕ = 0.58) 0.27 mm diameter glass particles
at a maximal depth of 6.6 cm (magenta), 9.1 cm (cyan), and 12.2 cm with fluidization
(black); near vertical penetration of an intruder into loosely packed (ϕ = 0.58) poppy seeds




Figure 144: Granular Particle Imaging Velocimetry to capture the flow field during slow
intrusion. Intruder was moved in the vertical plane while gently touching the sidewall of the
fluidized bed, as grain motion was recorded by high speed video. (A) Intruder oriented at
angle of attack α = π/6 moving along direction of motion γ = π/2. (B) Intruder oriented at
α = π/3 moving along γ = 0.589. Granular media was loosely packed (ϕ = 0.58) 0.27 mm
diameter glass particles. White, yellow, and green lines indicate plate orientation, direction
of motion, and net force direction. White arrows indicate grain velocity. Colored contours
indicate iso-speed layers, with the maximal contour at 0.1× intrusion speed. Red and blue
regions indicate grains with downward and upward velocity component. Red and blue lines
indicate the total velocity of the red and blue regions.
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